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Editorial Note

To pay tribute to Prof. C.M.G.Lattes on his sixtieth birthday

in July 1984, the members of the Departamento de Raios Cósmicos,Crono-

logia, Altas Energias e Leptons of the Instituto de Física Gleb Wata-

ghin of Universidade Estadual de Campinas propose to present him this

Festschrift volume of scientific articles which have a bearing on his

work in Cosmic Rays, Chronology and Particle Physics.

This book is divided into two parts. One part contains scien-

tific contributions of research scientists from various areas of Phy-

sics as well as personal accounts and life of Lattes. The other part

includes reprints of some of the more important contributions of Cesar

Lattes.

Some of the contributions represent sincere testimony on the

controversial personality of Cesar Lattes. They are memories of an era

which are real testimonials of the vigour of a true scientist not only

as a scientist but also as a generous and human personality.

Lattes gave us his own testimony on his years at Bristol and

his participation in the discovery of mesons in "My work in meson phy-

sics with nuclear emulsions". On his participation in the search for

artificially produced mesons, we reproduce a letter sent by Lattes

to José Leite Lopes in 1948.

On his years in Bristol, Prof. Beppo Occhialini, in his testi

mony "The Bristol years", reveals us all the force and excitement of

Lattes, then a young scientist, comparing him with the hero of univer-

sal literature: Don Quixote. It is on the subtitle of his chronicle

that Occhialini brought with extreme facility of the real personality

of Lattes of yesterday and today as he saw him in science and life -

"to see infinity in a grain of sand and eternity in an hour".

Those of us who are working today with Lattes, 28 years after

the "Cigarette Tower", can affirm that he has not changed a bit in re

lation to his years at Bristol. Continuing to smoke horrible cigars,

his presence still brings the stirring of sprintime, transmitting to

the young the force of determination of seeing infinity in a grain of

sand. His excitement and enthusiasm continues to affect "Sancho Panza".

For younger physicists, Lattes is an attraction not for being

Lattes but for his contagious atmosphere, his culture, his generosity

and for his irreverence to the existing university structures. "The

light of tower is available all nights even on Sundays because they

have guidance".



II
Lattes belongs to a class of scientists in extinction. His in

terests and intuition cover all fields of science. For Lattes,a scien-
tist is made in the battle ground, da/ to day research but not in
class rooms.

Jose Bellandi Filho

Anniraju Penmaraju
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Festeggiano in questo 1934 i 60 anni di Cesar Lattes e si compiono quest'anno

anche cinquantanni da quando,nell1 ormai lontano 1934, giunsi a S.Paolo e iniziai

la iiiia attività di docente alla F ĉ«i tà .ii Fisica. Queste due ricorrenze sono oer

me associate da un significato che va al di là della coincidenza, poiché di tutti

gli studenti -;he si sono l ì succeduti Cesar Lattes è quello che più e me-lio di

ogni altro ha risposto ai miei sforzi di insegnante, e non credo dicendo questo di

fare torto ad alcuno dei tanti validissimi studiosi che sono stati miei allievi.

I risultati scientifici raggiunti da Cesar Lattes con la scoperta e produzione

artificiale del mesone D sono tali da collocarlo al primo posto nella Fisica bra

siliana, ai primissimi nel mondo, e da rendermi orgoglioso di poterlo dire mio al̂

lievo.ila oltre al rispetto e alla stima per i l talento dello studioso, mi lega

a Cesar Lattes una profonda amicizia, le cui basi sono state poste negli anni in

cui i l giovane Lattes affrontava pieno di entusiasmo le sue prime prove di scien-

ziato e che si è poi sviluppata nel corso di una feconda collaborazione nello

studio dei raggi cosmici ed in particolare della radiazione penetrante. Questa and

cizia non si è interrotta dopo i l mio ritorno in Italia ed è stata per me una gioia

ravvivarla quando, proprio su iniziativa di Lattes, ho ritrovato, ormai in pensione

dall'Università italiana, la strada del Brasile e, se cosi posso dire, un u rol un

gamento di giovinezza alla Università di Campinas, ¡ii ò dunque particolarmente

gradito associarmi a questa celebrazione, con i più calorosi rallegramenti all'amico

Lattes ed i più fervidi auguri per lunghi e fecondi anni di lavoro scientifico.

Prof. Oleb Wataghin
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Paris, le 19 aars 1984

Appréciation de Louis Leprince-Ringuet Giïty ^l*"**- -̂ **M

J'ai bien connu CM.G. Lattes autour des années cinquante.

Je l'ai renccntré souvent, soit à Bristol, avec Occhiaiini et C. Powell,

et bien souvent aussi en France et ailleurs.

C'était un jeune physiciexn plein de charme, aux yeux pétillant»

d'intelligence, avec une très grande ouverture d'esprit. Nos conver-

sations étaient toujours vivantes, animées, et nous pouvions aborder

tous les sujets, parfois sérieusement, souvent de façon plus détendue.

J'ai toujours été sensible a l'humour, et Lattes en possédait beau-

coup. Son esprit chercheur, inventif était imprégné d'une grande fan-

taisie, ce qui me plaisait particulièrement.

Depuis plusieurs décennies, je n'ai pas eu la chance de le revoir

longuement et je le regrette. J'étais de loin son aîné, puisque j'ai

toujours vingt-trois ans de plus que lui. Je suis persuadé que ses qua-

lités fondamentales de vivacité, d'intelligence et de charme sont en-

core épanouies, et je lui souhaite, pour ses soixante ans, une jeunesse

renouvelée.

Louis LEPRINCE-RINGUET
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PREFACIO

O presente volume, editado para comemorar o 60 aniversário de
Cesar Lattes, contem algumas publicações suas sobre raios cósmicos e
física de partículas elementares. A publicação das obras de um autor
na comemoração de seu aniversário aparece assim COIP~ uma espécie de re_
sumo daquilo que foi a sua atividade científica nos anos decorridos, e
geralmente os prefácios deste tipo de publicação consistem numa apre
ciação mais ou menos crítica das contribuições e da relevância da obra
do homenageado.

Não sendo a minha especialidade raios cósmicos nem a física de
partículas elementares, escrevo estas linhas com uma intenção diferen
te. Ainda que as suas contribuições à ciência tenham sido da maior re
levância, a vida científica de Cesar Lattes contem muito mais do que
aquilo que aparece em suas publicações. E, foi pensando que talvez al_
gumas dessas experiências e ensinamentos se perdessem na exclusivida
de da publicação de trabalhos científicos, e que pretendi dar uma con
tribuição um tanto diversa da usual. Não desejei porém faze-la sozi_
nho. Solicitei a G.P.S. Occhialini que desse um testemunho de suas re
cordações, daquele ambiente que constituíram os momentos da mais impor
tante descoberta científica de Lattes, a do meson ff . Ninguém melhor
do que Occhialini para um tal testemunho, pois além da autoridade cien
tifica conferida pela coautoria da descoberta, com o seu agudo sentido
humano traria o testemunho tal coma eu desejava. E, do "Cesar Lattes-
The Bristol Years" por Occhialini sobressae uma atmosfera de entusias_
mo e juventude, de confiança na ciência, que nos, da mesma geração de
Lattes, conhecemos no apôs- guerra.

Somos da geração que despertava intelectualmente no término da
II guerra mundial, conflito que com seus 50 milhões de mortos, havia
arrazado paises inteiros, destruído idéias, preconceitos, valores, até
então considerados como imutáveis. Nascia naqueles momentos uma imen
sa esperança, um desejo de participação na reconstrução de novas rela
ções sociais, mais justas, mais ricas, mais humanas enfim. E a ciência
aparecia como um dos fatores fundamentais para efetivar tal reconstru
ção. A atividade científica havia sido decisiva para destruir as for
mas de opressão e barbárie, que puseram em risco os valores humanos
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mais fundamentais, mas havia com isto criado uma dívida de reconstru
ção para com todos. E foi assim que ncs, com nossos vinte anos, no
despertar de uma nova era no apõs-guerra, nos lançamos no caminho da
aventura científica. Uns foram para os Estados-Unidos, encontrar per
sonalidades do porte de Albert Einstein, outros como Lattes para a
Inglaterra, tão prestigiada moral e cientificamente pela sua atuação
durante o conflito. Pessoalmente tive a ventura de trabalhar em Paris
com Irene e Frederic Joliot-Curie, herdeiros e seguidores da descober
ta da radioatividade e de suas múltiplas aplicações . Íamos todos, não
so a procura de aprender junto as figuras eminentes da geração passa
da, mas com a vontade determinada de participar na obra de reconstru
ção que se iniciava.

Devemos aqui considerar um fator decisivo na conduta dos jovens
pesquisadores brasileiros daquela época. E que fundamentalmente pensa
vamos em trazer para o nosso país a experiência adquirida, para a cons_
trução de um Brasil mais novo e mais justo e humano, apoiados numa ma
ior participação da ciência e de suas aplicações. £ assim que se expli^
ca porque Lattes, aos vinte anos, logo após descobrir o meson 77 e
sua produção artificial nos aceleradores de partículas, decidiu retor
nar ao Brasil. Suas descobertas lhe abriam a porta a uma carreira ei
êntífica no exterior, com apoio e prestígio, mas certamente ausente
daquilo que era uma ambição maior de Lattes, a de empreender uma obra
científica pioneira em seu país

Foram anos de entusiasmo e decepções, criatividade e desânimo,
nos quais participei em muitas ocasiões e que solidificaram minha pro
funda admiração e amizade por Lattes. Não é este entretanto um momento
para balanços, para avaliar se tudo o que idealizávamos foi ou não con
cretizado. 0 que é certo e que nomes como Centro Brasileiro de Pesqui
sas Físicas, Conselho Nacional de Pesquisas, Universidade de São Paulo,
Universidade de Campinas, ao lado do de Chacaltaya, estão intimamente
ligados ao de Cesar Lattes. Encontramos estes nomes sob os títulos
dos trabalhos científicos que ele contribuiu com publicações na Itália,
Estados-Unidos, União-Soviética, Japão < outros mais. Eles atestam que
nesses quase quarenta anos Cesar Lattes conseguiu , simultaneamente a
uma atividade de pesquisa, o seu outro ideal, talvez mais difícil, o
de ter realizado no Brasil uma obra científica do mais alto nível

J.Danon



MY WORK IN MESON PHYSICS WITH NUCLEAR EMULSIONS

C.M.G. Lattes

At the end of World War II, I was working at the University of
São Paulo, Brazil, with a slow-meson-triggered cloud chamber that I
had built in collaboration with Ugo Camerini and A.Wataghin. I sent
pictures obtained with this cloud chamber to Giuseppe P.S. Occhialini,
who had recently left Brazil and had joined Cecil F. Powell at
Bristol. On receiving from Occhialini positive prints of photomicro
graphs of tracks of protons and a particles, obtained in a new con
centrated emulsion just produced experimentally by Ilford Ltd., I imm£
diately wrote to him asking to work with the new plates, which obvious^
ly opened great possibilities. Occhialini and Powell arranged for a
grant from the University of Bristol; I somehow managed to get to
Bristol during the winter of 1946.

I was given the task of obtaining the shrinkage factor of the
new emulsion (which was much concentrated than the old ones); Occhia
lini and Powell were still at work on n-p scattering at around 10 MeV,
using the old emulsions. I decided that the time allotted to me at
the Cambridge Cockrcft-Walton accelerator, which provided artificial
disintegration particles as probes for the shrinkage factor, was suffí
cient for a stuay of the following reactions:

Li3 Cd,p) Lij,

Li? Cd.p) Li*.

Be| Cd.p 2n) BeJ,
O10 (A , nll
D r l.U , PJ D r .

B 1! Cd.p) B1^.

Through analysis of the tracks, we obtained a range-energy relation



for protons up to about 10 MeV that was used for several years in re
search where single charged particles were detected leg., pions and
muons) Q.).

In the same experiment I placed borax-loaded plates, which
Ilford had prepared at my request, in the direction of the beam of
neutrons from the reaction

Hí * C l6 + n0

which gives a peak of neutrons at about 13 MeV . The idea, which wor
ked well, was to obtain the energy and momentum if neutrons, irrespe£
tive of their direction of arrival (which was not known), through the
reaction

nQ

Occhialini and I decided that he should take some plates to the
Pic-du-Midi in the Pyrenees for an exposure of about one month; some
were loaded with borax, and some were normal plates (without borax).
All were made of the new concentrated B.-type emulsion for which a
range-energy relation already existed. The normal plates were to be
used for the study of low-energy cosmic rays and as a control, to see
if we were detecting cosmic-ray neutrons.

When Occhialini processed the emulsion after their recovery ,
on the same night on which they were received in Bristol it became
clear that borax-loaded emulsions had many more events than the unloa
ded ones; borax somehow kept the latent image from fading; normal
plates had a great amount of fading. The variety of events in the bo
rax plates, and the richness in detail, made it obvious that the neu
tron energy detection was but a side result. The normal events seen
in the plate were such as to justify putting the full force of the la
boratory into the study of normal low-energy cosmic-ray events. After
a few days of scanning, a young lady, Marietta Kurz, found an unusual
event: one stopping meson and, emerging from its end, a new meson of
about 600u range, all contained in the emulsion. I should add that
mesons are easily distinguished from protons in the emulsion we used



because of their much larger scattering and their variation of grain
density with range. A few days later, a second "double" meson was
found; unfortunately , in this case the secondary did not stop in the
emulsion, but one could guess, by studying its ionization Cgrain coun
ting}, that its extrapolated range was also about 600u . The first re
suit on the double mesons were published in Nature (2). By the way,
the cosmic-ray neutrons (direction, energy) were also obtained in the
same plates, and the results were published in the same volume of Ma
ture C3).

Having one and a half double mesons that seemed to correspond
to a fundamental process (although it could have been an exothermal
reaction of the type u~ • X;* •* X , • u+ ), the Bristol group
realized that one should quickly get more events. I went to the De
partment of Geography of Bristol University and found that there was
a meteorological station at about 18,600 ft some 20 Km by road from
the capital of Bolivia, La Paz. I therefore proposed to Powell and
Occhialini that if they could get funds for me to fly to South Ameri
ca, I could take care of exposing borax-loaded plates at Chacaltaya
Mountain for one month. That was done, and I left Bristol with several
borax-loaded plates plus a pile of pound notes sufficient to carry me
to Rio de Janeiro and back. Contrary to the recommendation of Profes_
sor Tyndall, director of the H.H. Wills Physical Laboratory, I took
a Brazilian airplane, which was wise, because the British plane crii
shed in Dakar and killed all its passengers.

After the agreed time, I developed one plate in La Paz. The wa
ter was not appropriate, and the emulsion turned out stained. Even
so, it was possible to find a complete double meson in this plate;the
range of the secondary was also around 600y.

Back in Bristol , the plates were duly processed and scanned ;
about 30 double mesons were found. It was decided that I should try
to get the mass ratio of the first and second mesons by doing repea
ted again counting on the tracks. The result convinced us that we we
re dealing with a fundamental process(4). We identified the heavier
meson with the Yukawa particle and its secondary with Carl Anderson's
mesotron. A neutral particle of small mass was needed to balance the
momenta.

At the end of 1947, I left Bristol with a Rockefeller scholar
ship with the intention of trying to detect artificially produced pi
ons at the 184-in. cyclotron that had started operation at Berke
ley, California. The beam of a particles was only 380 MeV ( 95 MeV



per nucleon), an energy insufficient for producing nions. I took my
chance on the "favorable" collisions in which the internal momentum
of a nucleon in the a and the momentum of the beam provided sufficient
energy in the center-of-mass system. The results showed that mesons
were indeed being produced . Two papers describe the method of dete£
tion and the results, the first referring to negative pions, the se
cond to positive (5). By making use of the range of pions and their
curvature in a magnetic field, it was possible to estimate the masses
to be about 300 electron masses.

Around February 1949, I was preparing to leave Berkeley to re
turn to Brazil. At that time, Edwin McMillan, who had his 300 MeV
electron synchroton in operation, asked me to look at some plates that
had been exposed to y rays from his machine. In one night I found
about a dozen pions, both positive and negative, and the next morning
I delivered to McMillan the plates and maps that allowed the finding
of the events. I do not know what use McMillan made of the informati^
on, but there is no doubt that they were the first artificially photo
produced pions detected.

Notes

1. C.M.G. Lattes, R.H.Fowler, and R.Cuer, "Range-Energy Relation for
Protons and a-Particles in the New Ilford 'Nuclear Research' Emul^
sions", Nature 159 (1947), 301-2; C.M.G.Lattes, R.H. Fowler ,and
R.Cuer, "A Study of the Nuclear Transmutations of Light Elements
by the Photographic Method", Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 59 (1947),
883-900.

2. C.M.G.Lattes, H.Muirhead, G.P.S.Occhialini, and C.F.Powell ,"Proces_
ses Involving Charged Mesons", Nature 159 (1947),694-7.

3. C.M.G.Lattes and G.P.S. Occhialini, "Determination of the Energy
and Momentum of Fast Neutrons in Cosmic Rays", Nature 159 (1947),
331-2.

4. C.M.G.Lattes, G.P.S.Occhialini, and C.F.Powell, "Observation on the
Tracks of Slow Mesons in Photographic Emulsions',' Nature 160 (.1947)
453-6 and 486-92; C.M.G.Lattes, G.P.S. Occhialini, and C.F.Powell,
"A Determination of the Ratio of the Masses of rr" and p" Mesons by
the Method of Grain-Counting," Proc. Phys.Soc. Lonf 61 (1948) ,
173-83.



5. Eugene Gardner and C.M.G. Lattes, "Production of Mesons hy the 184-
Inch Berkeley Cyclotron," Science 107 Q948) , 270-1; John Burfe
ning , Eugene Gardner, and C.M.G.Lattes, "Positive Mesons Produced
by the 184-Inch Berkeley Cyclotron", Phys. Rev. 75 (1949). 382-7.



CESAR LATTES : THE BRISTOL YEARS

" TO SEE INFINITY IN A GRAIN OF SAND
AND ETERNITY IN AN HOUR "

Beppo Occhialini

In choosing this title, I had a retrospective vision of the
fourth floor of the Royal Fort, the "cigarette tower" which housed the
H.H.Wills Physical Laboratory.. I saw it evolving from its drab scantily
equipped, peaceful war-time state to an international centre crowded
by enthusiastic , almost frenetic young physicists. Over the years of
this evolution, I saw Cesar Lattes, the first of the young generation,
dominating by the intensity of his dedication to research.

Then I checked dates. The years were little more than two .Yet
I can still write of them as an epoch, so crammed they were with events.
Some relativists tell us that time is measured by events, does not fra
me them. In this context I can consider Lattes' Bristol period as at
least a decade.

It was in January 1946, realising the tremendous possibilities
of the new concentrated emulsions, that I suggested to Powell that we
invite Lattes to Bristol. We felt that the technical advance was pro
pitious to discovery and we knew the advantage we had of prior experi_
ence would not last. We needed new, young forces. At that time, the
young English physicists, conscripted to war work, were beginning to
trickle back to the Universities with "generous" fellowships offered
by a grateful Government but they were unlikely to be attracted by a
then despised technique, "boring and of little practical use" (Smythe
report on the atomic bomb) in a provincial university. (Mott's theo
retical group in Bristol was an attraction, because he was Mott, and
there was also Frbhlich). The physicists of occupied Europe were still
reconstructing their fragmented lives. So I remembered Lattes request,
when I left Brazil, to call him if I found an opportunity for research.
In doing so, I felt I was paying a part of my debt to Brazil.

Lattes came, and life on the fourth floor of the Royal Fort was
transformed. He brought with him the stirring of springtime, the exu
berance of young energy into an atmosphere of grey, determined endea



vour. Typically generous, he called also his friend Ugo Camerini, and
Camerini came too, with the twenty shirts his mother packed for him
(and we all afterward shared) to initiate an extremely brilliant career
as a testimonial of the vitality of the young school of São Paulo Uni
versity.

So started what, for tne lower levels of the "cigarette tower"
was the exotic life of the fourth floor. Unshaved, sometimes I fear
unwashed, working seven days of the week till two, sometimes four in
the morning, brewing inordinately strong coffee at all hours, running,
shouting , quarelling and laughing, we were watched with humorous sym
pathy by the war-worn native denizens of the Royal Fort. They, after
a long war, were savouring the pleasures of peace, order, safety, the
soft hope of an interrupted academic future. Those of the fourth floor
had not known war actively and were charged with complexes and frus_
trations, but grimly decided to grasp the chance to show their mettle
in civilian scientific work.

Outside the laboratory, the attitude of the local population was
mixed. The pub behind the Royal Fort, The Robin Hood, accepted us cheer
fully as we dashed in five minutes before closing time (10 pm) to down
a beer before returning to work. After midnight Lattes distributed
horrible cigars made un from cigarette butts collected from ail the
rooms of the Institute .The local vicar spoke of us in his sermon ,
saying "The light of the tower is lighted every night, even oil Sunday.
They work hard, but they have no guidance". The police were doubtful,
accompanying Lattes and Camerini to their boarding house to control
their address when they found them walking the streets of quiet Bri£
tol at 4 am, unshaved, obviously foreign, and suspiciously undrunk.

This was the external impression. The internal reality was less
romantic, but far more exciting. It was a reality of intense, arduous
and continuous work, of deep excitement and incredibly fulfilled
dreams. It was the reality of discovery, and Lattes role was central.

When he first came to Bristol, the Fourth floor activity was
restricted to nuclear physics. He worked on the disintegration of
Samarium and on the nuclear scattering experiments Powell had organs
zed, but his heart was set on cosr.ic rays. In the meantime he mast£
red the new technique. With Peter Fowler, then a graduate student ,
he established the range-energy relation in the new concentrated
emulsions. With Camerini he investigated the fading of the ohotogra
phic image. Following their discovery that even in the new emulsions
"fading" could be important it was clear that the exposure time of
the plates I had exposed at the Pic du Midi must be curtailed. Th^
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gain of the few weeks that this entailed proved crucial. At that tine,
other groups in Europe were exposing plates in airplanes and we were
unknowingly in a race foT the ir - u decay.

When he saw the first cosmic-ray plates, Lattes took fire. All
his study and experience in cosmic rays in São Paulo focussed on this
new evidence. He recognised immediately the first meson desintegration
that I showed him. From that moment he requested, almost demanded, to
be a part in this new adventure.

His part was important. He brought not only his youthful energy
and ambition, but also physical intuition, clarity of thought and a
long loving study of cosmic rays. In São Paulo he had been criticised
as one given to more study than action. In Bristol he exploited in
action all the fruit of his studies. An example will show what I mean.
Before the discovery of the TT - p decay, Lattes and Camerini had ana
lysed with great care and precision the products of a meson desintegra
tion and had shown that the total energy produced was greater than the
equivalent of the accepted mass of the then called mesotron. This was
the work of a true physicist.

The discovery and analysis of the ir - y decay is part of scien
tific history. The observation of artificially produced ir mesons when
Lattes left Bristol for Berkeley belongs to another epoch. Had Lattes
only worked for those two years in Bristol he would merit a place in
history.

But history is an academic, abstract conception. More immediate
would be the consensus of all those, younger or weaker than he, whom
Lattes defended. His quixotism led him sometimes into trouble. It was
not rational. Don Quixote is not a hero of rationalists, but as a
character, he was, and still is, most endearing.

To the Cesar Lattes of to-day, from my memories of the past,this
is perhaps the most important tribute I can brinfc. To be a great physi^
cist is hard but small men can still achieve it. Nobility of character
is innate.



CESAR LATTES : REMINISCENZE

Antonio Bagnato

E con grande piacere ed é un onore per me ,in occasione dei
festeggiamenti per l'anno 1984 al Fisico Brasiliano Cesar Lattes rievo
care brevemente i tempi della mia gioventù di studente,transcorsi con
l'amico ed il collega illustre!

Cesar Mansueto Giulio Latte», un cognome ed un triplo nome che
già fin da quanto il giovane Lattes che frequentava insieme a me la
Scuola Media "Dante Alighieri" di São Paulo, erano gii perfettamente
commisurati alla persona che li portava. Per la verità alla Scuola ,
negli anni '30 tra allievi esterni, semi-interni ed interni eravamo
arrivati a<? essere fino a circa 1500, per tutti i corsi dalle elemen
tari agli ultimi anni medi-superiori.

Non me ne vorrà 1' amico Lattes se ricorderò, qui, che egli ,
insieme a suo fratello Davide , maggiore di lui e che divenne un
ottimo ingegnere, furono allievi "interni" per parecchi anni, abitan
do la loro famiglia in altro luogo, ed erano costretti a vivere ed a
studiare totalmente in Istituto con tutti i problemi annessi e connes_
si ad un tal genere di forzata e sofferta vita societaria.

Per noi compagni che avevamo la fortuna di vivere con le nostre
famiglie, questi colleghi "interni" erano considerati e interpretati
in chiave un po' eccezionale, sia che fossero degli esuberanti o tu£
bolenti, sia che fossero dei tranquilli.

Ma C.Lattes ben lo ricorda mia sorella Roselia, della quale
egli fu compagno per varii anni, era un ragazzino equilibrato, impegna
to nello studio, serio, ordinato se pur molto timido; non ha mai
creato problemi in classe; ebbi pochi contatti con lui in questo perio
do.

Qualche anno più tardi per situazioni congiunturali diverse
ci ritrovammo colleghi ai Corsi dì Fisica-Matematica-Chimica presso
la Facoltà di Filosofia Scienze e Lettere dell' Università di Sáo Pau
lo , negli anni 1941, '42 e '43.

Furono anni fertili di studi, di iniziative, di impegno assolu
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to, dì vita attiva anche per le differenti sedi in cui erano ubicati

i varii Istituti, da Praça da Republica, all 'Avenida Tiradentes ove

era dapprima sinuato il Lab. dì Fisica, eppoi in Av.Brig. Luiz

Antonio (zona alta per "Analisi Matematica") zona bassa per il Lab.

dì Fisica ecc

Mi trovai subito a mio agio a studiare insieme a Lattes, che

ora abitava insieme alla sua famiglia, ed ebbi modo di constatare il

suo ingegno ed acume nell1 applicazione agli studi oltre ad una gius_

ta dose dì ambizione per le mete future. Naturalmente il Lab . di

Fisica era il preferito tra i varii Istituti e con esso ricordo con

piacere il Direttore Prof. Gleb Wataghin, il Prof. Giuseppe Occhialini

ed il giovane brasiliano Prof. Marcelo Damy de Souza Santos oltre na

turalmente gli altri colleghi ed il personale tutto.

Io avevo frequentato ì Corsi come uditore (ouvinte) non potendo

iscrivermi regolarmente ali* Università Brasiliana, ma detti esami

che successivamente mi furono riconosciuti presso il Politecnico di

Milano; Lattes si laureo nel 1943 ed io serbo 1' annuncio della sera

ta per la cerimonia della Colação de Grau tenutasi nel dicembre 1943

al Teatro Municipal di S. Paulo.

I miei ricordi si sfumano alquanto nel periodo degli ultimi

anni della guerra fino alla sua conclusione... Esplosione della pri

ma bomba nucleare; curiosità di sapere presso i Fisici: supposizioni,

conferenze, lezioni .spiegazione eia convinzione, anche alla vista

delle prime terrificanti esplosioni viste al Cinegiornale, che qualco

sa di fondamentalmente nuovo era intervenuto nella storia del mondo...

Poco prima di lasciare il Brasile espressi ancora una volta la

mia ammirazione a C.Lattes per lo stile con cui aveva avviato le sue

ricerche ed il suo lavoro in Fisica e gli preconizzai ed augurai una

ottima carriera ed un grande avvenire I

Rividi Lattes a Milano dal 1947 in avanti più di una volta men

tre frequentavo il Politecnico , in occasione della sua venuta in

Europa ed in particolare a Bristol per le ricerche sulla radiazione

cosmica col metodo delle lastre fotografiche insieme ad Occhialini e

Powell .

Mi sia consentito di salutare qui molto cordialmente l'amico

di altri temoi e di abbracciarlo affettuosamente.
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CESAR LATTES, GRANDE FÍSICO E PERSONALIDADE EXTRAORDINÁRIA

Mario Shenberg

C para mim extremamente grata a oportunidade de escrever sobre
Cesar Lattes, a quem me ligam quatro décadas de grande amizade pessoal
e profunda admiração científica. Tive a oportunidade de colaborar com
ele, tanto em Física Experimental como em Física Teórica, durante mui
tos anos. Tive também a grande satisfação de participar com ele no de
senvolvimento do Departamento de Física da Faculdade de Filosofia,Ci-
ências e Letras da Universidade de São Paulo e do Centro Brasileiro
de Pesquisas Físicas do Rio de Janeiro. A amizade de Cesar Lattes me
ajudou sobretudo a sobreviver ãsperseguições políticas e policiais
dos anos posteriores a 1964. Cesar Lattes, além de cientista genial ,
foi um homem de fibra extraordinária que, desde a sua adoloscência ,
lutou corajosamente contra gravíssimos problemas de saüde, conseguin
do dominá-los, e realizar uma das maiores obras científicas da Físi-
ca brasileira, e elevando-se ao nível internacional de um dos fundado
res da Física de Partículas. Cesar Lattes foi também um dos principa-
is construtores do organismo da Física brasileira, como fundador do
Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas Físicas e dos Laboratórios deEmulsões
Nucleares da Universidade de São Paulo e de Campinas, além de ter si_
do um dos maiores impulsionadores do Laboratório Internacional de Ra_
ios Cósmicos de Chacaltaya na Bolívia.

oube a Cesar Lattes o grande mérito de ter descoberto experi-
mentalmente a existência dos mesons pi, confirmando as previsões teó-
ricas do grande físico japonês Yukawa. Apesar do trabalho publicado
ter sido firmado também por Occhialini e Powell, a idéia da utiliza -
çâo das emu1 soes nucleares para o estudo de raios cósmicos foi devida
a Lattes que, teve também a idéia de levar as emulsões para expô-las
nos Andes, a grande altitude, como me informou Occhialini. Powell se
limitara a utilizar as emulsões nucleares para o estudo de reações nu
cleares. A confirmação da teoria de Yukawa marcou o início do grande
desenvolvimento da Física dos Hadrons, que levaria depois à Física dos
Quarks e â Cromodinâmica Quântica, que é hoje o fundamento da Teoria
das Interações Fortes, um dos quatro tipos fundamentais de interações
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conhecidas.

Lattes desempenhou também um panei importante na fase inicial
da aplicação dos grandes aceleradores para o bombardeio de núcleos,quan
do descobriu, em colaboração com Eugene Gardner, em Berkeley, a produ
ção artificial de mesons, iniciando assim uma nova fase da Física de
Partículas, que reduziria muito o interesse pelos estudos sobre raios
cósmicos. Contudo os raios cósmicos continuam sendo uma fonte de par-
tículas de altíssimas energias, ainda não atingidas por aceleradores.
Lattes tem continuado a contribuir muito para o desenvolvimento das
pesquisas de fenômenos de altíssima energia por meio de raios cósmicos,
mantendo importante colaboração internacional com físicos japoneses e
de outros países.

Apesar de ter dedicado a maior parte do seu tempo as pesquisas
experimentais, Lattes sempre demonstrou muita capacidade para compreen
der o essencial dos problemas teóricos com que se deparou. Um dos as-
pectos curiosos do pensamento teórico de Lattes foi a sua repugnância
por alguns aspectos da Teoria da Relatividade, se bem que tenha se da_
do perfeitamente conta da importância da Relatividade Restrita para o
estudo das partículas elementares. Não saberia precisar bem qual o pen
samento exato de Lattes em relação ao que era chamado Teoria Restrita
da Relatividade como também em relação à teoria de Einstein do campo
gravitacional. Pessoalmente creio que uma compreensão física mais sa-
tisfatória da Teoria da Relatividade necessitaria um aprofundamento
do sentido físico dos conceitos topológicos. Isto também é exigido,
ainda com mais premência para a compreensão das relações entre a Teo-
ria Quântica e o campo gravitacional, uma das maiores dificuldades da
Física Teórica atual. Parece-me que lattes perceba intuitivamente al-
gumas destas dificuldades, que são cada vez mais discutidas pelos fí-
sicos teóricos no momento atual. Essa conciliação parece oferecer difi^
culdades bem maiores do que se supunha até a pouco tempo, fazendo pre-
ver em um futuro bastante próximo alterações bastante profundas tanto
na teoria gravitacional einsteiniana como na teoria quântica dos cam-
pos, Ê de se esperar que essas remodelações estarão essencialmente re
lacionadas com a existência do comprimento de Planck. Isso poderá le-
var ã uma nova revolução da Física, de conseqüências imprevisíveis,que
certamente virá afetar seriamente as nossas concepções físicas e cosmo-
logicas atuais, abrindo novos horizontes. Talves uma das contribuições
mais validas de Cesar Lattes seja nos fazer recordar que a construção
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da Ciência exige também audácias iconoclãsticas, além de um senso con
fortavel de continuidade.
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ENCOUNTERS WITH GIULIO LATTES

H. Muirhead

I was intrigued to receive an invitation from the Birthday
mittee to contribute to the Festschrift volume, since I have published
only one paper with Giulio in my life and have met him on only two
brief occasions since 1948. Nevertheless the link between us is less
tenuous than it might at first seem.

I was an undergraduate at the University of Bristol from 1943
and commenced postgraduate studies in October 1946. By present day
standards the undergraduate course had been eccentric to say the le-
ast, since it had been geared to producing electronics technicians to
satisfy wartime requirements. Only in the final year did we really
get around to studying physics.

I wished on graduation to try for a Ph.D. in Nuclear Physics
.that in Bristol in those days meant joining 'Powell's group'whose phy_
sicist members were Powell, Occhialini (Beppo) Payne (a Bristol gradu
ate one year ahead of me) and Lattes plus one or two short term visi^
tors. At Xmas 1946 we were joined by another 'boy from Brazil' - Ugo
Camerini. The work in the group, had two themes which reflected the
previous experience of its two senior members - nuclear structure ph£
sics (Powell) and cosmic rays (Occhialini). The group had an enormous_
ly powerful new weapon for tackling these problems (1 certainly did
not appreciate how powerful at the time) - the IlfordC2 nuclear emul̂
sion. The production of this emulsion had been largely the work of
Waller at Ilford It contained nine times the amount of silver bromide
that occured in a conventional photographic emulsion and was capable
of detecting charged particles down to four times minimum ionisation.
Furthermore Waller knew how to pour the emulsion to any required thi-
ckness.

The work in the group up to about Christmas 1946 mainly consis_
ted of learning how to use this emulsion - calibrating it for range-
energy purposes (mainly Giulio's responsibility) and learning how to
develop it . The latter was by no means an easy task as I shall men-
tion later, in this aspect of our work we received valuable advice
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from J.(Johnny) Williamson who worked in the Chemistry Dept, of the
University at that time.

In the autumn of 1946 Beppo made an exposure of these emulsions
for six weeks at the Pic du Midi and at the beginning of 1947 we saw
our first mesons (1)• From then onwards most of our work was concen -
trated on cosmic ray physics. The experience of our Brazilian frien-
ends in cosmic ray work at this time was invaluable and on many occa-
sions I heard the name Wataghin mentioned. Our first task, however,
was how to measure the mass of the particles. It was clear from their
appearance (in terms of grain density and coulomb scattering) that
they were lighter than protons, but making the statement more quanti^
tative was not easy. Whilst we were struggling to learn how to do the_
se measurements,two more events were found which convinced us that
we were qualitatively on to something new-they were the first examples
of TT -u decay, and were reported in the only paper in which Giulio's
and my name appear together (2). In putting this paper together,we re
lied heavily on Giulio for help in basic theory as it existed at that
time. I am sure the first time I heard the name Dirac mentioned was
in the presence of either Giulio or Ugo.

When the first mesons were found,we had assumed that we were
looking at what we would now call muons. At that time their mass was
known to be about 200 electron masses and lifetime to be about a m i -
crosecond. We therefore felt that o;jr task was to demonstrate that
our particles had this mass. The discovery of what we now call *- y
decay, together with the contemporaneous important result of Conver-
si, Pancini and Piccioni (3) on the decay rates of negative muons in
light and heavy elements, led us to realise that we had two masses to
contend with and also possibly a lifetime as well. The approach to
the masses was made in two ways - Giulio and Beppo started refining
the technique of grain counting and I tackled the problem via multi-
ple coulomb scattering ( in this work I was lateT joined by David
King, Yves Goldschmidt-Clermont and David Ritson ). Both approaches
had advantages and disadvantages - grain counting offered greater sta
tistical accuracy but the events suffered from the problem of fading
of the latent image in the undeveloped emulsion with time and uneven
development, the scattering technique avoided these problems but un-
fortunately we had no exact theory of the multiple scattering process.
Both approaches also suffered from the shortness of the tracks availa
ble to us because the emulsions were so thin (50microns at that time).
This problem was overcome by Beppo and Payne (4) ty introducing the
two stage development technique; this method also produced virtually



uniform development of the emulsions. However the fading problem was
not overcome at that time and so grain counting eventually only pro-
duced ir- y mass ratios. Absolute masses were in principle feasible
from the measurements of multiple coulomb scattering but we lacked an
exact theory. Then Powell learnt of the work that Moliére was engaged
upon in Heisenberg's group. We contacted him and he shortly gave us
the relevant bits which were eventually to apperr in his famous pa-
per (.5), and we were in business. I have found during my years in
physics that some papers give one an immense pride in participation
whilst others bore you by the time they are finished. Our paper C&)
on the meson masses certainly fell into the former category and let
me bore you by quoting its results. They were (in electron mass units)

Mass of n-mesons 260 1 30

Mass of y-mesons 205 - 20

Mass of 0-mesons 275 - 15

Mass of p-mesons 200 - 10

In present day nomenclature we would call a-mesons negative pions and
p muons; combining the data therefore gave the mass of pions as 272,
and muons 202 electron masses. These numbers agree satisfactorily «ith
those later achieved by Giulio at Berkeley (7) using range plus magne
tic field

Mass of u 276 - 6

Mass of y 212 - 6

and present day experimental results.
At the begirding of 1948 Giulio moved to Berkeley. He was con-

vinced that the synchrocyclotron, then accelerating a-particles to
380 MeV, was capable of producing pions if the a -particles hit a
complex nucleus and the Fermi motion of the nucleons in the projecti-
le and target nuclei were taken into account. (The occurence of the
internal motion of nucleons in nuclei was another new concept which
Giulio first introduced to me, and which I applied a few years later
in some of the few theoretical papers I have ever written (8); curi-
ously this work extended to very low energy nuclear physics). Prior
to Giulio1s departure for Berkeley we had seen some of the emulsions
they had developed, which showed events initiated by a-particles ,
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and it was clear to us that the plates were horribly underdeveloped.
Giulio knew at least one factor which had to be put right at Berkeley
and his subsequent brilliant work there has been well documented.

After his departure from Bristol I met Giulio only on two occa-
sions and then at the mainly social level. However ourrontacts have
gone on for much longer at the professional level. His demonstration
of the production of pions by an accelerator made us think hard in Bris_
tol as it was clear that the emphasis on work in the intrinsic property
es of the mesons would soon shift to the machines. We therefore decided
on a basic strategy of emulsion work directed to properties of the
cosmic radiation and exposure of plates in machines . With these obje-
ctives in mind I contacted Waller about the possibility of making a
C2 emulsion containing alternate strips of gelatine and oimlsion with
a view to confirming that negative pions were captured in light nu -
clei (i.e. gelatine) and at the same time wrote to Giulio to request
an exposure at Berkeley. Both said 'yes' and the subsequent work led
to a paper with Goku Menon and the late Oliver Rochat on the interac -
tion of pions with complex nuclei (9). In making this paper I also
learnt an awful lot of physics which has been of help to me over the
years because of Oliver's tremendous knowledge of low energy nuclear
physics.

Prior to the exposure of our own plates Giulio had kindly su£
plied us with some emulsions from Berkeley to get the feeling for their
experimental conditions. Upon scanning these plates I thought I could
detect a change in the ratio of p to o-mesons as one moved to greater
distances from the target, which could be interpreted in terms of the
pion lifetime. I think I wrote to Giulio about this point, but if so,
I think that I failed to convince him about the interpretation. I also
failed to convince Powell, but it made us look at our own cosmic ray
data and we were led to an estimate of ( 6-3 ) x 10 sec which we pu
blished in 1948 (.10). Subsequent unpublished work revised this figure
to (1.4 - 1.4 - 0.7) x 10"8 sec (.11).

After Giulio left for Berkeley I spent a further two years at
Bristol. Again a very exciting period developed. Subsequent to the
production of C2 emulsions Powell and Beppo had been urging on the
Ilford and Kodak laboratories the importance of producing emulsions
which were sensitive to minimum ionising particles. In the late sumner
of 1948 Berriman at Kodak (12) made the necessary breakthrough. In
Bristol we were in process of making other cosmic ray studies at the
Jungfraujoch and we had the logistic facilities for a quick exposure
and development of the new emulsions (I say quick as we were not su-
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re how long they would take to go black). We then had another enormous
stroke of luck. We got the plates back on the Thursday and on Saturday
found the first x -meson (K -* 3TT in modern parlance) (13). Its configu
ration in the emulsion was such that we had good evidence from seve-
ral independent measurements that we had found a genuine decay of a hea
vy meson. No further example was found for more than two years.

The discovery of the T and the observation of u •*• e decays de
monstrated that we had an exciting new technique on our hands. One of
my first pieces of work with them was a measurement, with John Davies
and Owen Lock, of the electron spectrum from muon decay (14). We we-
re able to demonstrate that the decay process was almost certainly mu
on to electron plus two neutrinos and that the electron energy was
preferentially near to the upper kinematic limit but we were still be-
devilled by the relative thinne s of the emulsion (by now 200 microns).
Much better work was done with emulsions later by O'Ceallaigh (15) .

In addition to T and muon decays we had also seen our first
examples of showers of particles emerging from interactions. These
events, coupled with the pioneering work of Bradt and Peters in the
discovery of the heavy primary component in the incident cosmic radia
tion, made us realise that we had to fly balloons. Together with Ugo,
John and Owen a large part of my time during the years 1948 - 50 was
spent in learning how to fly them in a reliable manner. In this work
we received invaluable help and advice from Tom Coor who was at that
time attached to the U.S. embassy in London as ONRL representative.
Quietly supporting us in all these activities was Powell, who, as
usual , made the right contacts and started with Hans Heitler to build
the big plastic ballons which became a mainstay of the Bristol program
for a number of years.

I left Bristol and cosmic ray physics in Sept 1950. Over the
subsequent years I continued to hear news of Giulio and the hints of
exciting new processes in the very high energy regime in cosmic rays.
Then in 1980 I joined Carlo Rubbia and the UA1 experiment CERN.
In the proposal for this experiment one of the reasons advocated for
its performance was a search for Centauros. One of my first tasks
was to look at what we might reasonably achieve in the first stages
of the experiment, when we would only have low luminostity, in the
light of current cosmic ray data. It was clear that the checking of
data like multiplicity, rapidity density, variation of average tran£
verse momentum with multiplicity could be easily done ( and indeed
they agreed with the cosmic ray results). There were, however, featu
res about Centauros, and in particular the narrow band of energies for
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í E , which worried me. So naturally- I turned to Giulio for advice ,
and as usual he provided a storehouse of information. I formed the opi.
nion that if Centauro existed, its threshold was somewhere in the re
gion of ( 1 -»• 2) x 10 GeV in the centre of mass frame for two nucle-
ons. Thus there would be little chance of seeing it in the CERN p p
collider but if could occur frequently at Fermilab. Thus it was no sur
prise to us that Centauro failed to emerge in the first CERN collider
experiments. With the advent of higher luminosities in 1982/83 the
search for W and Z° could be made lib). Despite the fact that 150
Physicists (in UA1 alone) were involved instead of half a dozen the
excitement was just like in Bristol in 1947. Despite the fact that
we were accumulating millions of events, our very efficient screening
by computor implied that we only had a handful of potential candidate
events and these had to be checked out by eye on the screen of our
Megatek which was basically giving us a picture of the event just lî
ke in the old days. If Giulio had been there he would have enjoyed
every minute.
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PROFESSOR LATTES E A FlSICA DO JAPAO

Mituo Taketani

No intuito de comemorar o 60' aniversário do Professor Cesar
Lattes, gostaria de expressar algumas palavras sobre a profunda inte
ração entre o Professor Lattes e Nós, físicos japoneses.

Com o Professor Cesar Lattes, nós, temos uma forte e estreita
ligação. A teoria de méson de Yukawa, Sakata, Eu e outros e a teoria
de dois mésons de Sakata e outros foram confirmadas experimentalmente
pelo Professor Lattes.

A partir de então e até hoje, importantes pesquisas em Raios
Cósmicos foram desenvolvidas pela Cooperação entre o Japão e o Brasil,
obtendo-se várias descobertas notáveis.

0 ano de 1947 foi muito importante para a física das partículas
elementares, especialmente no Japão. Isto porque, nesse ano, a teoria
de dois mésons de Sakata e a teoria de Tomonaga foram confirmadas ex
perimentalmente.

No outono, foi publicado um artigo de Marshak e Bethe no Physi_
cal Review. De um modo análogo a teoria de dois mésons de Sakata,
publicado em 1942, eles tentaram superar a crise considerando diferen
tes o méson observado na radiação cósmica e o responsável pela força
nuclear. Soubemos através do artigo deles que, Lattes, Muirhead,
Occhialini e Powell, do Grupo de Bristol na Inglaterra, utilizando me
todo fotográfico, descobriram oue havia dois tipos de mésons, um leve
e outro pesado.

Em vista disso, mais uma vez extendi a análise da teoria de
dois mésons. Com a chegada do inverno, chegou às minhas mãos o ar ti.
go nubliçado pelo Grupo de Bristol na Revista Nature. Nas fotografi
as, via-se com clareza cristalina que, de um núcleo em explosão, um
méson ( méson a 3 méson pesado de carga negativa) salta e, quando pá
ra, é absorvido nesse ponto por outro núcleo, provocando sua explosão
e, que o mêson pesado ( méson II * meson pesado de carga positiva) pára
e daí salta um méson leve (meson yj, resultando não haver mais dúvi.
das quanto ao meson. Eles estimaram que o meson pesado tem massa cer
ca de 400 vezes e que o leve tem massa cerca de 200 vezes a massa do
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elétron, respectivamente.
Prossegui no desenvolvimento da teoria de Sakata e planejei a

realização de cálculos detalhados sobre vários fenômenos atinentes aos
dois mésons. Primeiramente estudei o caso da absorção do mêson leve
dos raios cósmicos, pelo núcleo. Powell e outros tinham especulado que,
quando o mêson n decaia em méson u, saltava uma partícula sem carga e
de massa quase igual a do méson u, No início pensei que o mêson leve
dentro do núcleo pesado provocava um fenômeno interessante e que podia
mos determinar a massa dessa partícula neutra. Porém, nisto não tive
sucesso.

Logo, porém, percebi outro problema interessante. Quando o me
son o é absorvido pelo núcleo, provoca a explosão do núcleo, mas o
mesmo não ocorre para o méson u, isto porque, na absorção do méson u,~
sua massa ê totalmente transformada em energia do núcleo mas, quando
o méson y é absorvido, salta simultaneamente uma partícula neutra e
não sobra quase energia para o núcleo.

Entretanto, naquele tempo havia dois pontos de vista sobre a
força nuclear. Num deles a força nuclear é produzida pela troca de um
méson, tal qual na teoria original de Yukawa, e no outro, iniciado em
fins da 29 Guerra Mundial, duas partículas emparelhadas, cada qual
normalmente consideradas como férmion de spin 1/2, são trocadas entre
o proton e o nêutron, Ambos tinham pontos positivos e negativos e
persistiram. Marshak deu suporte a 'Teoria do Par'. Assim, na teoria
de dois mêsois de Marshak e Bethe, o méson da força nuclear foi ex
plicado pela 'Teoria do Par*. De outro modo, na teoria de Sakata pa
ra a força nuclear estava adotada a teoria de méson do tipo Yukawa.

Conclui que a teoria de dois mésons de Marshak e Bethe não cor
respondia a realidade. Porque, segundo essa teoria, ao contrario da
xperiência, na absorção do méson o pelo núcleo, não ocorre explosão,
enquanto que na do méson y ocorre. E ainda, era necessário pensar-se
que os mêsons que saltam na explosão do núcleo deveriam estar empare
lhadas. Assim, de um modo geral, deu para rejeitar totalmetne a
'Teoria do Par' para explicar a força nuclear e resolver um impoj_
tante problema de muitos anos a respeito da força nuclear.

Quanto ã teoria de dois mésons de Sakata tudo correu bem.Pros_
segui os cálculos em colaboração com os doutores Seitaro Nakamura ,
Ken-Ichi Ono, Muneo Sasaki . (artigo publicado no Physical Review).

Ressalte-se aqui um importante ponto. Marshak e Bethe conside
raram que o mêson da força nuclear era fêrmion, enquanto que no
nosso artigo, tomando por base a experiência de Lattes e outros,pe
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la primeira vez concluímos que o mêson da força nuclear era hóson e
que o mêson dos raios cósmicos era fSrmion (artigo publicado no Physi_
cal Review).

Essa experiência foi realizada pelo jovem físico brasileiro,
Lattes, que estava em Bristol estagiando no Laboratório de Powell .
Lattes havia utilizado um observatório meteorológico nos Andes Boli_
vianos, num local a mais de S.000 metros de altitude, onde expôs cha
pas de emu1soes Ilford por algumas dezenas de dias. 0 Grupo de Bristol
as examinou ao microscópio e através das medidas dos traços de partí^
cuias carregadas provenientes da radiação cósmica, obteve uma grande
descoberta . Essa experiência impressionou -me profundamente.

A partir de então, o observatório de Chacaltaya, posteriormente
construído por Lattes, tem servido até" hoje para z realização de inú
meras experiências importantes.

No ano seguinte, graças a iniciativa do Professor Lattes, se
guiu-se um espetacular acontecimento com a descoberta do mês on artigi.
cialmente produzido.

Em fevereiro de 1948, no laboratório de Radiação da Universida
de da Califórnia, Estados Unidos, foi confirmada a criação do méson
artificial tão esperado. Eu li no 'Shin-Bunken-Kai (Colóquio) da Uni
versidade de Tóquio a notícia t*legráfica da Associated Press: '0
Professor Associado Lattes (23 anos] da Universidade de São Paulo -
Brasil, acompanhado de sua esposa, apareceu em Berkeley no dia 14 de
fevereiro. Apenas uma semana após, na manhã do dia 21 de fevereiro ,
Gardner e Lattes, excitados, mostraram a todos o traço do méson que
ficou impresso sobre a placa...'. Na Inglaterra, 8 pessoas, usando
raios cósmicos, observaram 100 mésons num ano, mas em Berkeley, uma
pessoa em dez minutos pode observar 27 mésons. De início, Lawrence ,
com a teimosia típica do Missouri, negou-se a acreditar nessa noticia.
Entretanto, finalmente ele aceitou e disse algo como: 'Comparada com
a enorme energia dos raios cósmicos a reação participante desse me
son é muito pequena. Para se explorar o conhecimento escondido no
âmago do núcleo é necessário construir um instrumento maior para des_
truir o núcleo'.

0 meson pesado foi denominado n e o meson leve y - Foi confir^
mado que o TI é o méson da força nuclear de Yukawa e o y é a partícu

* Vide Artigo 'My work in meson physics with nuclear emulsions' -
Cesare Mansueto Giulio Lattes
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la da componente dura dos raios cósmicos. Apôs a publicação do artigo
de Gardner e Lattes na revista Science, apareceram elogios em varias
publicações, to tipo: 'A produção artificial do meson e o grande tra
balho deste século, comparável à criação da Bomba Atômica'.

0 trabalho do Grupo de Bristol, Lattes e outros, resolveu não
somente o problema teórico acima mencionado, mas também mostrou para
mim a possibilidade de realizar trabalho experimental de partículas
elementares no Japão.

Eles desenvolveram uma nova técnica de emu1são nuclear e supus
que emulsão nuclear de semelhante qualidade poderia ser manufaturada
com a capacidade das companhias fotográficas japonesas.

Nesse tempo, era quase impossível para nós, no Japão . reali.
zar física experimental de alguma relevância, porque todas as ativida
des do Japão haviam sido completamente destruídas pela guerra. Assim,
comecei a organizar entre nós, um grupo de cooperação experimental em
raios cósmicos com o uso de emulsão nuclear.

Discuti com Fujimoto, um de meus jovens colegas teóricos, sobre
o futuro dos trabalhos de raios cósmicos com emulsões. Ele tomou a
sério minha sugestão e começou empenhando-se no trabalho experimental.
Visitei, com ele e outros colegas de raios cósmicos, as companhias
fotográficas Japonesas, Fuji Film.Co. e Konishiroku Film. Co., tendo
discutido com o pessoal técnico e requisitado deles a manufatura de
emulsões nucleares pelo menos tão sensível quanto ã emulsão Ilford C-2.
Eles realizaram o trabalho e dentro de pouco tempo fabricaram emul
são nuclear com a qualidade requisitado . Após alguns anos, eles fi
nalmente tiveram êxito na feitura de emulsão sensível ã elétrons,eu
ja qualidade podia ser comparada com a emulsão Ilford G-5

Logo depois, a pesquisa referente a partículas elementares com
o uso de raios cósmicos entrou num novo estágio de pesquisa: o fenôme
no de 'jato' produzido pelos raios cósmicos. Isto concretizou, com
a compreensão e dedicação do Professor Lattes, a Colaboração Japão-
Brasil em Chacaltaya e produziu grandes resultados.

0 Grupo Japonês deu um passo além nas 'experiências de jato' ,
inventando um novo detetor, a câmara de emulsões, com um novo método
de medição de energia. Eles utilizaram plenamente o processo de decai^
mento dos mésons H neutros em Y'S, proposto por S^kata e Tanikawa e
a teoria de cascata tridimensional de Nishimura e Kamada

A investigação sobre o 'fenômeno do jato' de grande energia re
quer aumento de escala da experiência com emulsão. A primeira experi^
ência de larga escala com câmara de emulsões foi feita em 1956, atra
vés de uma série de exposições em balão, sendo este o primeiro proje
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to colaborativo de uma nova instituição (Institute for Nuclear Study).
0 volume efetivo total dos detetores expostos era 3 ou 4 vezes maior
do que a maior 'pilha de emulsões' exposta por outros grupos do ext£
rior. Foi a primeira extensa medição do momento transversal Py, ohten
do-se sua constância. A constância do P_ havia sido sugerida por
Nishimura um ano antes, em 1955, através de sua analise preliminar.

0 segundo passo do aumento de escala foi feito em 1958, inician
do-se exposições de grandes câmaras de emulsões por um período longo
de vários meses no observatório do Monte Norikura. A emulsão nuclear
japonesa tem a propriedade necessária para longas exposições em monta
nha. £ resistente contra a fadiga, porque os especialistas em fotogra
fia usaram material sensível que pode resistir ao quente e úmido ve
rio do Japão. Combinando placas de emulsões da Fuji com filmes de
Raio-X da Sakura, o Grupo Japonês construiu um dispositivo para busca
visual dos chuveiros de jatos, sem as dificuldades dos laboriosos tra
balhos de microscopia. Isto abriu a possibilidade de aumento do seu
aparato, tanto em tamanho como no período de exposição, possibilitan
do grande aumento de estatística. Com essa experiência na montanha ,
eles puderam observar variedades dos fenômenos de altas energias, all
gumas das quais sugeriu ã Hasegawa a criar a hipótese do Quantum-H.

Durante o período de 1958-1959, estava em São Paulo-Brasil co
mo professor visitante do Instituto de Física teórica . Tornei-me
amigo de Lattes no Rio de Janeiro, Schttnberg em São Paulo e de outros
físicos brasileiros. Neste período, Yukawa também visitou o Brasil,
convidado pela colônia japonesa, para a comemoração do 50' aniversã
rio de sua imigração. Efetuei visitas ao laboratório de emulsões de
Lattes e discuti com ele as pesquisas em raios cósmicos.

Em 1959, Yukawa enviou uma carta para Lattes, apresentando fí
sicos Japoneses de raios cósmicos e propõe uma Colaboração entre o
Japão e o Brasil. Durante o período da Conferência Internacional de
Raios Cósmicos em Kioto, no ano de 1961, tivemos um pequeno colõquio
entre Lattes, Occhialini, Koshiba, Fujimoto e eu para elaborar um pia
no concreto de colaboração. Logo após a conferência fui novamente pa
ra o Brasil a convite de SchtJnberg da Universidade de São Paulo.

Durante a minha estada lá, de um ano e três meses, fiz vários
preparativos para o trabalho de colaboração junto com Schbnberg e
Lattes. Em abril de 1962, Fujimoto e Yokoi chegaram ao Brasil e a prî
meira câmara de emulsões foi construída no Monte Chacaltaya para a
experiência da colaboração.

A colaboração Japio-Brasil de Raios Cósmicos em Chacaltaya, ini.
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ciada desta maneira, desenvolveu-se sobremaneira ate hoje, obtendo con
tinuadanente resultados expressivos . Agradecemos profundamente a co
laboração, dedicação e amizade do Professor Lattes durante estes vâri_
os anos.
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POINT-COUNTERPOINT IN PHYSICS :

THEORETICAL PREDICTION AND
EXPERIMENTAL DISCOVERY OF

ELEMENTARY PARTICLES

J. Leite Lopes

The theoretical prediction of elementary particles and their
experimental discovery have played a fundamental role for the develo£
ment of our ideas on the structure of matter.

The experimental evidence of the electron in 1871(1), was in
terwoven with theoretical work aimed at an understanding of the interac
tion between moving charged particles. The theoretical work of J.J.
Thomson Q881) , G.F. Fitzgerald (1881) , 0. Heaviside (1889), led to
the theory of electrons, initiated and developed by H.A. Lorentz (2)
in 1892, a first attempt at a description of the phenomena of produc
tion and absorption of light and radiant heat, of the electromagnetic
properties of matter. This theory achieved, indeed, the first unifica
tion of the domains of optics, electromagnetism (as already initiated
by J.C. Maxwell) and chemistry by the assumption of certain mecha
nisms involving the dynamics of electrons. In the words of Lorentz ,
"if we want to understand the way in which electric and magnetic pro
perties depend on the temperature, the density and the chemical cons_
titution or the crystalline state of substances, we cannot be satis_
fied with simply introducing for each substance these coefficients
[dielectric constant, conductivity, magnetic permeability ^.whose va
lues are to be determined by experiment; we shall be obliged to have
recourse to some hypothesis about the mechanism that is at the bottom
of the phenomena . It is by this necessity, that one has been led to
the conception of electrons,i.e. of extremely small particles, char
ged with electricity, which are present in immense numbers in all pon
derable bodies, and by whose distribution and motions we endeavor to
explain all electric and optical phenomena that are not confined to
the free ether" C3).

Lorentz theory contributed to the consolidation of the atomic
conception of matter, a conception which although accepted by the che
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mists in the last century, was strongly opposed by some influential
personalitica such as the physical chemist W. Ostwald and the physi.
cist and philosopher Ernst Mach (.4). In his 1906 lectures Lorentz re
fers to this opposition in the following words: "like these L t n e mole
cular and atomistic theories 3» it [the theory of electrons }i s apt
to be viewed unfavourably by some physicists who prefer to push their
way into new and unexplored regions by following those great highways
of science which we possess in the laws of thermodynamics, or who arri
ve at important and beautiful results, simply by describing the pheno
mena and their mutual relations by means of a system of suitable equa
tions. No one can deny that these methods have a charm of their own,
and that in following them, we have the feeling of treading on firm
ground, whereas in the molecular theories the too adventurous physi^
cist often runs the risk of losing his way and of being deluded by
some false prospect of success. We must not forget, however, that the
se molecular hypotheses can boast of some results that could never ha
ve been attained by pure thermodynamics, or by means of the equations
of the electromagnetic field in their most general form, results that
are well known to all who have studied tha kinetic theory of gases,
the theories of dilute solutions, of electrolysis and of the genesis
of electric currents by the motion of ions" (.5).

The historical importance of the discovery of the electron is
seen in the fact that it was the first particle to exhibit wave pr£
perties and thus allowed the development of quantum mechanics. It was
for the electron that W. Pauli proposed the theoretical descriuti^
on of non-relativistic spin -1/2 particles by means of his two-compo
nent spinors and matrices. It was for the electron that P.A.M.Dirac
invented his famous relativistic wave equation and that quantum elec
trodynamics and the renormalisation method were developed.

Already in the classical theory do we find the idea of mass re
normalisation. After J.J.Thompson discovered that the magnetic field
produced by a moving electron interacts with this particle and gives
rise to an increase in this mass, the idea of a purely electromagne
tic mass for the electron,due to its field,was put forward mainly by
M.Abraham (1). A convenient approximation in the calculation of the
electron self-field led Lorentz to give an equation of motion contaji
ning the effect of the radiation reaction on the electron namely

2 3 3 ext

dt* 6irc df5
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where:
2

m = mQ + -

8ITC a

and a is the radius of a spherical surface over which the electron

charge is distributed. The second term in the expression for m is the

electromagnetic mass which diverges for a point electron (6). If one

adds it to mg, a mechanical part of the mass, the observable mass m

will appear in the equation and the important finite radiation reacti_

on, proportional to the derivative of the acceleration, is thus inclu

ded in the equation. The fact that the classical self-energy diverges

for a point electron was the first example of the divergences which

became later the main difficulties for the quantum description of

fields (7).

The first theoretical prediction of an elementary particle was

that of the photon by Albert Einstein in 1905 (8). Five years earlier

the fundamental paper by Max Planck had appeared in which he introduced

the assumption of discrete values, integral multiples of a minimal one,

£u), for the energy of the harmonic oscillators of the radiation

field with frequency u/2ir , in order to be able to derive the law

of the black -body radiation.

Einstein grasped immediately the importance of Planck's work ;

besides his interest in obtaining a proper derivation of Planck's for

mula (which he achieved in 1917) his major question was, in his own

words: "What general conclusions can be drawn from the radiation for

mula concerning the structure of radiation and evem more generally ,

concerning the electromagnetic foundation of physics ?"(8) . By

using Boltzmann's relation between entropy and probability, he found

that the mean-value of the square of the energy fluctuation of a

small volume of a closed system is given by the expression:

3 2
< A t 2 > = & u) E • * C — L _

2 u 3 V

if use is made of Planck's radiation law, where E is the average ene£

gy, V is the volume.

The first term of the right-hand side of this equation can be

interpreted if one postulates that the radiation is formed of particles

- the photons - with energy ift w and this term results from the fluctu
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ations of the number of photons, similar to that of the number of mo
lecules in an ideal gas. A similar relation was derived by Einstein
for the square of the momentum fluctuations of a mirror which reflects
radiation in a frequency interval U) , OJ + do> and transmits all
other frequencies and which has a Brownian motion in the radiation
field. The existence of the term containing Jtto . which could not
be derived from wave theory - as the second term can-indicated that
the fluctuation in a radiation field which obeys Planck's law is
the sum of the fluctuations that would arise from a classical wave
field and those resulting from an assembly of photons. This surprising
result- incited Einstein to postulate that light consists of photons
with energy fcuand momentum £ k. , so that all elementary processes
of absorption and emission of radiation are directed processes, radi^
ation coming in or going out in the form of needles. A report by
Einstein on the constitution of radiation at the physics meeting in
Salzburg in 1906, is analysed by Pauli as follows:

"It deals with both special relativity and quantum theory and
contains the important conclusion that the elementary process must be
directed ( needle radiation) not only for absorption but also for emi£
sion of radiation, although this postulate was in open conflict with
the classical idea of emission in a spherical wave, which is indispen
sable for the understanding of the coherence properties of radiation,
as they appear in interference experiments" (9). This conclusion was
in fact " disappointing for those who still had the vain hope of deri
ving Planck's radiation formula by merely changing the*statistical
assumption rather than by a fundamental break with the classical
ideas regarding the elementary microphenomena themselves" (9).

The contradiction of Planck's radiation formula with mechanics
and electrodynamics was well understood by Einstein who stated in his
Autobiographical Notes:

"All of this was quite clear to me shortly after the appearan
ce of Planck's fundamental work; so that, without having a substitu
te for classical mechanics I could nevertheless see to what kind of
consequences this law of temperature-radiation leads for the photo-
electric effect and for other related phenomena of the transformation
of radiation-energy, as well as for the specific heat (in particular)
of solid bodies " (.10).

Whereas the prediction of the positron by Dirac was based on
the relativistic wave equation for the electron which he invented,
Einstein's prediction of the photon, based on the quantum hypothesis
of Planck, was to have its full theoretical justification more than
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twenty years later, after the establishment of quantum electrodynamics

by P.Jordan, P.A.M.Dirac and by if.Heisenberg and W.Pauli.

Dirac's invention of therelativistic wave equation for the

electron was one of the most relevant achievements in theoretical phŷ

sics, one in which the feeling of beauty of a theoretical construct!,

on leads its inventor to make unexpected predictions and thus grasg

inner secrets of nature. This sense of beauty as a guide in the for

mulation of physical theories is present in several theoretical disco

veries: the relativistic theory of gravitation by Einstein (11), the

wave-mechanical aspect of quantum mechanics by E. Schrbdinger, the

work of Dirac on the positron, and his beautiful speculations on possi^

ble magnetic monopoles still not yet experimentally detected Í121

Concerning Schrbdinger's ideas on the wave equation, Dirac wro_

te as follows: (13)

"The big advance in the quantum theory came in 1925, with the

discovery of quantum mechanics. This advance was brought about indepen

dently by two men, Heisenberg first and Schrbdinger soon afterward ,

working from different points of view, Heisenberg worked keeping clo

se to the experimental evidence about spectra that was being amassed

at the time, and he found out how the experimental information could

be fitted into a scheme that is now known as matrix machanics. All the

experimental data of spectroscopy fitted beautifully into the scheme

pf matrix mechanics, and this led to quite a different picture of the

atomic world . Schrbdinger worked from a more mathematical point of

view, trying to find a beautiful theory for describing atomic events

and was helped by De Brogue's ideas of waves associated with parti

cles. He was able to extend De Brogue's ideas and to get a very beau

tiful equation known as Schrbdinger's wave equation for describing ato

mie processes.Schrbdinger got this equation by pure thought, looking

for some beautiful generalization of Dc Brogue's ideas, and not by

keeping close to the experimental development of the subject in the

way Heisenberg did".

"I might tell you the story".pursues Dirac,"I heard from Schrb

dinger of how, when he first got the idea for his equation, he immedî

ately applied it to the behaviour of the electron in the hydrogen atom

and then he got results that did not agree with experiment. The disa

greement arose because at that time it was not known that the electron

has a spin. That, of course, was a great disappointment to Schrbdinger,

and it caused him to abandon the work for some months. Then he

noticed that if he applied the theory in a more approximate way,

not taking into account the refinements required by relativity , to

this rough approximation his work was in agreement with observati
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on". And then adds Dirac: "I think there is a moral to this story,n£
mely that it is more important to have beauty in one's equations than
to have them fit experiment. If SchrBdinger had been more confident
in his work, he could have published it some months earlier, and he
could have published a more accurate equation".

This is also the feeling expressed by Einstein mainly after he
developed the relativistic theory of gravitation. In his address deH
vered at a celebration of Max Planck's sixtieth birthday in 1918, be
fore the Physical Society in Berlin wrote Einstein:

"The supreme task of the physicist is to arrive at those unil
versai elementary laws from which the cosmos can be built up by pure
deduction" (14). Later on, in a lecture delivered at Oxford Universi^
ty in 1933, on the method of theoretical physics Einstein said:

"If, then, it is true that the axiomatic basis of theoretical
physics cannot be extracted from experience but must be freely inven
ted,can we ever hope to find the right way? Nay, more, has this right
way any existence outside our illusions ? Can we hope to be guided
safely by experience at all when there exist theories (such as classi.
cal mechanics) which to a large extent do justice to experience without
getting to the root of the matter? I answer without hesitation that
there is, in my opinion, a right way, and that we are capable of fin
ding it. Our experience hitherto justifies us in believing that natu
re is the realization of the simplest conceivable mathematical ideas.
I am convinced that we can discover by means of purely mathematical
constructions the concepts and the laws connecting them with each
other, which furnish the key to the understanding of natural phenomena.
Experience may suggest the appropriate mathematical concepts, but they
most certainly cannot be deduced from it. Experience remains, of cour
se, the sole criterion of the physical utility of a mathematical cons_
truction. But the creative principle resides in mathematics. In a ceir
tain sense, therefore, I hold it true that pure thought can grasp resi
lity, as the Ancients dreamed" (151.

The above statements by Dirac and Einstein are at variance with
what was believed by scientists and philosophers after the work of
Kepler, Galileo and Newton. It was then held that pure thought cannot
give us any knowledge of the physical world. Physical laws would be
gin and end with experience. "A clear recognition of the erroneousness
of this notion really only came with the general theory of relativity".
(16).

Mathematical beauty and simplicity are also criteria to be found
in theoretical work more closely connected with the experiment. In
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their 1958 paper on the theory of the Fermi interaction, Richard P.
Feynman and Murray Gel1-Mann established the vector- axial vector
character of this interaction by making the requirement of a represen
tation of fermions by two component spinors satisfying a second order
differential equation and the suggestion that in 6 -decay these
spinors enter the theory without gradient coupling . These mathema
tical requirementsfcertainly assumed because " one of the authors has
always had a predilection for" such equation, were the guiding li.
nes for the determination of the Lorentz nature of the weak coutiling
And the fact that this coupling was in disagreement with experimen
tal results concerning the electron-neutrino angular correlation in
the He decay, did not discourage the authors from publishing
their paper. On the contrary, their feeling of mathematical beauty
and simplicity led them to write: "These theoretical arguments seem
to the authors to be strong enough to suggest that the disagreement
wih the He recoil experiments indicates that these experiments are
wrong"(17). They were found out to be indeed wrong and the predicti
ons by Feynmann and Gel1-Mann and independently by Marshak and
Sudarshan 018) were confirmed experimentally.

The theoretical prediction of the positron was based , as is
well known, on an ingenuous redefinition of the vacuum so that the
negative energy solutions of the electron Dirac's equation - which
cannot be discarded since they form, with the positive energy solu
tions, a base in the spinors space - could be physically acceptable»
Here is Dirac's testemony on this formulation: "The physicist had
always previously thought of the vacuum as a region where there is
nothing at all,but that was a prejudice which we have to overcome. A
better definition of a vacuum would be the state of lowest energy.
Now if there are possibilities of electrons having negative energies,
we should want to have as many of these electrons as possible in or
der to get the lower energy. Electrons obey the Fermi statistics
corresponding to antisyraimetrical wave functions . They satisfy
Pauli's exclusion principle which means that not more than one elec
tron can be in any state" C191* This picture led "to the possibiH
ty of our understanding states which depart from the vacuum in two
ways, either by having electrons in positive energy states or by ha
ving holes ar.iong the negative energy states. And the holes among the
negative energy states appeared as particles with a positive energy
and charge, which were later interpreted as positrons" (.19).

There was, however, in the 1920's and up till the end of the
1940's a prejudice against assuming the existence of new particles.
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This was quite understandable as it was then thought that electrons ,
protons and photons would be sufficient to describe matter and ener
gy-in accord perhaps with the quasi unitary ideal of the atomistic
conception of matter. Dirac was thus incited to identify a hole in the
sea of negative energy electron states with a proton, which was not
correct since the antiparticle (hole} must have the same mass as the
corresponding particles - as pointed out first by J.R. Oppenheimer .
Dirac's conception of the vacuum thus led to the prediction of a new
particle - the positron, discovered experimentally in 1932 by C D .
Anderson and by P.M.S. Blackett and G.P.S. Occhialini (20). And it
was fortunate that Dirac did not get discouraged by the fact that his
definition for the vacuum gave rise to divergences associated with the
infinite sea of holes.

The discovery of the antiproton and the antineutron many years
later (.21) confirmed the conception that Dirac1 s equation describes
every spin 1/2 particle which then has an antiparticlt associated to
it.

As to the neutrino - presently, the neutrino associated with
the electron - its theoretical prediction was made by Pauli as early
as 1930,in a letter to a group of physicists who had a scientific mee
ting in TUbingen .At that time, electrons detected in the beta decay
of radioactive nuclei were shown to have a continuous spectrum of ener
gy instead of a unique energy, given by the difference between the
masses of the initial and final nuclei Cplus recoil energy),the maxi.
mum of the spectrum. In opposition to a radical suggestion by Niels
Bohr that the law of conservation of energy would be violated in these
processes, Pauli proposed that a neutral light particle which he cal
led neutron - is emitted together with the electron and the energy
available is thus distributed between them. In his own words:

"Namlich die MtJglichkeit ,es kOnnten elektrisch neutrale Teilchen
die ich Neutronen nennen will, in den Kernen existieren, welche den
spin 1/2 haben und das Ausschliessungsprinzip befolgen und sich
von Lichtquanten ausserdem noch dadurch unterscheiden, dass sie nicht
mit Lichtgeschwingigkeit laufen. Die Masse der Neutronen mllsste von
derselben GrUssenordnung wie die Elektronen Masse sein und jeden
falls nicht grBsser als 0,01 Protonenmasse. Das kontinuierliche 6 -
spektrum wHre dann verstMndlich unter der Annahme, dass beim
B -zerfall mit dem Elektronen jeweils noch ein Neutron emittiert wird,
derart, dass- die Summe der Energien von Neutron und Elektron konstant
ist " (22).

Pauli's proposal was taken up by E.Fermi who formulated, in a
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beautiful paper (23), his theory of beta-decay, which was to be the
basis of the subsequent development of the physics of weak interact
ions.

The neutron- a neutral particle with mass of the order of that
of the proton - was experimentally discovered by J. Chadwick in 1932,
after speculations in 1920 by E. Rutherford (24) who conceived " the
possible existence of an electrically neutral particle, which he visua
lized as £ close combination of a positively charged proton and a
negatively charged electron so that the whole particle would have no
electrical charge"C25) . Clearly, Chadwick, who worked at the Caven
dish Laboratory under Rutherford, was destined to discover the neu
tron as he began to look for it C25) since the year 1924. In 1931 , H.
Becker and W. Bothe found that beryllium, when bombarded by alpha par
tides emitted penetrating neutral particles which they thought were
gamma rays. The experiment was repeated by F. Joliot and Irene Curie
(26) who discovered that these particles, if they hitted a paraffin
target, gave rise to very fast moving protons. This discovery led
immediately Chadwick to suspect that the penetrating particles emit,
ted in the alpha particle-beryllium reaction were the Rutherford's
neutrons and his observations confirmed this. After the discovery of
the neutron, D. Iwanenko (27) suggested that nuclei are formed of
protons and neutrons. This idea was adapted by Fermi in his paper on
the beta-decay theory (23), and in his Seminars in Rome he called
Pauli's particle a neutrino to distinguish it from the neutron; he
also postulated that electrons and neutrinos do not exist in nuclei,
they are rather created and emitted in the decay process just like
photons in the radiation emission and absorption processes.

Mesons were theoretically predicted after the discovery of the
neutron and the Pauli suggestion of the neutrino. In 1935, Hideki
Yukawa assumed that the nucleon interactions were due to the creation
of a field by this particle-a neutron or a proton - and that the vir
tual exchange of quanta of this field between nucleons would give ri.
se to the nuclear forces. Moreover , by relating the range of these
forces with the mass of these quanta - the mesons - he found the
mass to be of the order of 200 electron masses. In spite of the beau
ty of the idea which he introduced ,Yukawa became discouraged with
this value of the mass. He said: "as such a quantum with large mass
has never been found by experiment, the above theory seems to be on
a wrong line" (27).

It was only in 1947, after fundamental scientific research was
taken up again following the end of the Second World War that
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Yukawa's particle was found experimentally. In a series of beautiful
experiments with nuclear emulsions exposed at an altitude of more
than 4000 meters,at the Chacaltaya Laboratory of Cosmic Physics in Bo
livia,C.M.G.Lattes, G.P.S.Occhialini and C.F.Powell C28) discovered
the TT -mesons (pions), the charged and neutral quanta of Yukawa's
field. Moreover, they showed that another particle, slightly lighter
than the pions, existed, the muons, which exhibited no strong interact
ions and which were produced in a decay of pions, together with a
light particle, the muon-neutrino as it is known to day.

At about the same time observations were made by M.Conversi ,
E.Pancini and 0. Piccioni (29) which suggested the existence in the
cosmic radiation of weakly interacting particles. Whereas the pions
were shown to have spin zero, the Conversi-Pancini-Piccioni particles
were shown to be the muons of Lattes, Occhialini and Powell and to
have spin i/2. These discoveries were important as they opened the door
to the modern elementary particle physics. I had the occasion to fol_
low closely these developments as Lattes and I exchanged (30) corres_
pondence on his experimental work (see Letter at the end of this pa
per) and spent some time together when he visited me in 1949.at the
Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, where among others, were
H. Yukawa, W. Pauli, J.R. Oppenheimer, Oskar Klein .A.Pais,J.Steinber
ger and Chr. M011er,and also, at Princeton University were J. Tiomno
and Walter Schlltzer. The attribution of spin 1/2 to muons, was ba
sic in a paper by J. Tiomno and J.A. Wheeler (31), in 1949 in which
the idea of universality of weak interactions was proposed. Those were
exciting years for me as at that time I was also trying to establish
conditions at the University of Brasil (now the Federal University of
Rio de Janeiro) so that Lattes and Tiomno - like Guido Beck later -
could join me and work at our Physics Department. This was made possi_
ble - the constitution of a group active in research in theoretical
and experimental nuclear and particle physics - by the creation of the
CBPF - the Brazilian Center for Research in Physics - in 1949 in
Rio de Janeiro, an initiative which would not have been possible had
we not received full support from João Alberto Lins de Barros, a
very intelligent man, active in Brazilian politics, and his brothers,
Henry British and Nelson. This Center and the Physics Department of
the University of São Paulo were the two institutions which gave the
initial momentum to the development of modern theoretical and experi
mental physics in Brazil (32) enhanced by the prestige acquired by
Lattes due to his work.

I shall not discuss now the subsequent discoveries of new par
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tides: the strange particles and the resonances the theoretical
prediction of quarks and the quark model , the consideration of inter
mediate vector bosons , the lepton tau among others. I shall, however,
cake this opportunity to describe'here the motivations which led me to
assume in 1958, the existence of neutral vector bosons, besides the
charged one, and to propose that the coupling constant g of the weak
vector boson field with matter should be equal to the elementary elec
trie charge e, the coupling constant of the interaction betweem pho
tons and matter (33).

When the paper of Feynman and Gel1-Mann on the V-A weak intera£
tion was published in 1958 I had just returned from the California In£
titute of Technology where I had completed work (34) on the capture
of negative muons by light nuclei in which the first calculation of
the induced pseudoscalar coupling was made.As I read the Feynmann-Gell-
Mann paper I was immediately struck by the fact that, if these interac
tions were mediated by vector bosons, as already suggested in that
paper, they were perhaps deeply related to photons which were also veç_
tor particles. I had the feeling that somehow photons and weak vector
bosons belonged to the same family and that therefore the coupling cons^
tant g should be equal to the charge e . As this assumption was intr£
duced in the well-known relation between g, the Fermi constant Gp and
the boson mass m^ , I found that m^ was quite large of the order of
60 proton masses. But then I felt discouraged: how could I put in a
multiplet particles with such a mass difference, the massless photon
and these heavy bosons? As the mechanism of mass generation was un
known at that time I avoided stating in my article that photons and
vector bosons were members of a multiplet ( the fear of the refer
ees...).But I did say that the assumption g » e implied a very heavy
vector boson .On the other hand, I knew that in the meson theory of
nuclear forces, charged and neutral pion fields enter the Lagrangian
in a form which gives a charge independent interaction .The mteracti
on between the pion and the nucleon fields is independent of whether
the nucleons are electrically charged or not and is invariant under
the SU (2) group .1 wanted to see whether this would happen for weak
interactions. I therefore assumed the existence of neutral vector bo
sons - now called Zo and found the the coupling would not be char
ge independent : neutral currents would have a coupling with Zo,
different in form from that between charged currents and the W field

In 1958 neutrino beams were not dreamt of and only one kind of
neutrinos was assumed to exist. As a test for the neutral current in
teraction I then proposed investigation on a possible weak coupling
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between electrons and neutrons - possibly added to the magnetic mo

raent interaction. If such a coupling were found it could only be due

to an exchange of neutral bosons

This intuitive model was later found out to be essentially cor

rect as a consequence of the beautiful work of S.Weinberg, A. Salam

and S. Glashow, (35) who established the electroweak dynamics.

The neutral boson and the charged bosons were discovered experi

mentally (36) in 1983 and their mass, as derived in the above men

tioned gauge theory, is of the order of the value I had guessed ; the

relation between g and e, instead of a simple equality is of the

form

e - g sin 8 W

where

sin 6^ = —&1
1/22 2

or • g'h

cos e
2

g t Z)

g and g' are the two constants in the SU (2) ® U(l) standard model

from which e and sin 6* are deduced.

The beautiful experiments of the UA1 Collaboration at CERN con

firm the new vistas in fundamental physics afforded by the gauge field

theories just as Lattes, Occhialini and Powell at the end of the 1940's

confirmed Yukawa's idea and opened the path to the discovery of new

elementary particles.
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THE CHACALTAYA COSMIC RAY LABORATORY

AND

ITS ROLE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF PHYSICS IN BOLIVIA

BY

Carlos Aguirre B.

In the history of science, it is possible to find many examples
on the role played by few institutions in the scientific development
of a given country In the case of physics in Bolivia such role has
been clearly played by the Chacaltaya Cosmic Ray Laboratory.

The history of the Laboratory and its work is closely linked
with the permanent and sustained cooperation of 37 years between Boli^
via and Brazil. The research studies carried out at Chacaltaya are
well documented in the specialized literature. Here, I would like to
refer to some of the impacts of this work on the development of physics,
and science in general, in Bolivia, to which Cesar Lattes has made one
of the most important contributions

In 1942, the Bolivian Government asked Prof. Ismael Escobar,
then head of the Office of Meteorology, to open a station at Mount
Chacaltaya, at 5220 m.a.s.l. .Using the infrastructure set up there ,
the Bristol Group, at the suggestion of Cesar Lattes, exposed in 1947,
nuclear emulsions to the cosmic radiation, and as a result, the now
well known pi-mu decay was discovered

This discovery revealed not only a fundamental phenomena in
physics and the usefulness of the technique used for such kind of
research, but also, the importance of this high altitude site to fur
ther develop cosmic ray Dhysics

Between 1947 and 1951, the possibility to establish a permanent
facility at Chacaltaya was studied and in January 1, 1952, the Uni.
versidad Mayor de San Andres of Lá Paz, formally created the Chacaltaya
Cosmic Ray Laboratory,inaugurating the first building in the Mountain
that same year in August.

The establishment of the Laboratory was closely connected with
the creation a year earlier, in Brasil, of the Centro Brasileiro de
Pesquisas Físicas, as the two institutions became partners in the
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research work.
Since 1952, several scientific expeditions arrived in Bolivia.

Groups from Brasil, Argentina, United States, Great Britain, Japan ,
India, Italy, etc. make up an impressive human contingent that tog£
ther with their Bolivian counterparts, contributed to the building up
of modern cosmic ray physics.

The need to develop science is widely accented . The require
ments of science in any developing country are enormous. Practically
all areas need to be considered. It is, however, quite evident that to
attain some degree of impact, good quality scientific research must be
carried out. The efforts of Cesar Lattes, throughout his life,have
been devoted to advance such excellence, despite the limitations
which normally constrain the development of science in small country
es.

On the other hand, it is also obvious, that small countries
should pursue goals related to their socio-economic problems. In this
sense, experience has shown that supply oriented policies and programs
in science and technology cannot be aplica'ile to these countries as
they lack two critical pre-requisites: the existance of defined govern
ment policies with a capacity to execute them, and the presence of
firms or institutions whose business strategy is matched by the commit^
ment and possibility of translating knowledge into viable technical
and commercial projects.

Under these circumstances, what is of greater relevance is to
retain and create the minimun base of human resources, and thus
attaining critical masses to produce good science, in areas where
knowledge can be advanced in an original way. Here, the point is then,
where can a small country give a qualitative jump which will really
influence a development effort.

The experience of the Chacaltaya Cosmic Ray Laboratory, certain
ly constitutes an important and interesting example of a response to
this last question. As recognized by several authours , a small coun
try such as Bolivia, because of this single facility, has made contri^
butions towards the understanding of cosmic ray physics, and thus, to
the advancement of science, that are greatly out of proportion compa_
red to countries with similarly developed resources.

However, the Laboratory not onlv contributed to cosmic ray
physics, but also to the development effort in general. One of the
most visible contributions , has been the formation of human resour
ccs. For over thirty years, several tens of physicists, engineers,
technicians, which today hold different technical and decision ma
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king positions have been trained at the Laboratory. This high quality
group could not have possibly been formed without its presence.

This was possible because among other aspects the Laboratory
overcame the problem of isolation. Such phenomena, common to deveio
ping countries, induces frustration to any creative individual, and
an active cadre of researchers cannot develop or exist in isolation.
The presence in Chacaltaya of foremost scientists, such as Cesar
Lattes, has been the key factor to break isolation, which on the
other hand is possible when the research work is recognized and appr£
ciated by its scientific merits.

One should also mention , the effects of international coop£
ration. Had not been for Chacaltaya, most probably, Bolivia would
not have entered in the field of cosmic ray physics. As it did, and
due to the site, an important inflow of international cooperation was
obtained. This shows how important, it is to select an area of work
of great potential development. In the case of Chacaltaya " in no other
area of physics could a Latin-American country be more competitive with
ongoing problems at world level". Cesar Lattes, has in this case been
the foremost promotor of such international cooperation.

The Laboratory also constituted in the past a catalyzing el£
ment for cooperation in other scientific areas and has greatly
influenced in the generation of a vast number of activities. Several
national institutions were born either within the Laboratory or had
its influence on their creation. It is quite cercain that most of
them would have eventually been developed sometime in the his'.nry od
science in Bolivia, but, it was the vigorous presence of Chacaltaya
that allowed an early and coherent growth.

One other important aspect which stands out as a contribution
of the Laboratory has been, its influence on the establishment of a
scientific research tradition, much lacking in many developing coun
tries, a phenomena which clearly hinders any science development
effort.

Bolivia, in its science policy, recognizing the experience of
Chacaltaya, has postulated explicit goals towards attaining excellen
ce in efforts such as those carried out in this area of physics. It
is hoped that such policy will truly be implemented.

From these short considerations, it is clear that much has
been acomplished since 1952. The pioneering and sustained efforts of
Cesir Lattes, have certainly been one of the driving forces behind
this extraordinary human adventurr.
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BRASIL-JAPAN COLLABORATION EXPERIMENT AT CHACALTAYA

Yoichi Fujimoto

1. Beginning of Collaboration

It is now more than twenty years since we started the collabora
tion experiment of cosmic-rays at Chacaltaya with Professor Lattes and
his coleagues. At the moment of his 60th anniversary, I am honoured
to present an article to the commemoration volume. Because of the
collaboration with him over a long period, I think I am allowed to
start the article with some sentimental retrospects over those old
days.

I still remember vividly the conversation among our cosmic-ray
colleagues at Institute for Nuclear Study, Tokyo, during the period
1958-59. They aTe Hasegawa, Koshiba, Nishimura, Niu, Oda, Suga and
myself, and all of them were together engaged in the cosmic-ray expe
riments, one with nuclear emulsion chambers and the other with ex
tensive air shower apparatus. The Institute was newly built in 1955,
and the first stage of the experiment was almost comoleted • At that
time, the emulsion chambers were exposed at the mountain station of
Norikura (2,800 m in altitude) and the air shower array was at the
institute campus of Tanashi, Tokyo. So far, the two experiments went
very well, and, with the experiences achieved, we wanted to make a
step further. To do the experiment at higher altitude was our commom
strong wish for the next step, and Mt. Chacaltaya in Bolivia was our
dream. Thus the conversation went always around and around the problem
how to arrive at this world-famous mountain laboratory at Chacaltaya
and to make the experiment. Of course, a straight-foTward solution
was not at all feasible to us, because all of us were just one of un
known young cosmic-ray workers in Far East, without any renarkable
career, far away from the center of scientific activity in the world .
Furthermore, nobody among us was influential enough on the domestic
community to obtain a favourable support from the authority.

The door to the international community of cosmic-rays was very
narrow for us, and the traditional cosmic-ray conference, one at Moscow
in 1959, was the only chance. For making the money necessary to attend
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the Moscow meeting, we wrote a popular book on cosmic-rays under the

umbrella of fame of Professor Tomonaga, and thus we managed to send

Nishimura for emulsion chambers and Oda for extensive air showers.

Oda was one of boys of Professor Rossi at MIT, and he was su£

cessful to convince Rossi to open a new experiment of extensive air

showers at Chacaltaya . It was the beginning of the project called

"BASJE" (Bolivian Air Shower Joint Experiment). The primary aim of

BASJE was to find high energy primary gamma-rays through observation

of muon poor air showers and also heavy primaries throuh muon rich

showers. For the purpose, the BASJE air shower array at Chacaltaya was

installed with the muon detector of large area, which was made by

scintillators covered with thick shield of a huge pile of galena .

Construction of such apparatus at the high mountain required strong

men as Escobar and Suga, and, through their efforts together with

rol 1aboration of American, Bolivian and Japanese colleagues in the

team , BASJE was able to complete one of the best air shower arrays

in the world.

We, the emulsion chamber group , did not have such affiliation

to the US physics community, nor an umbilical cord to any internatio

nal boss. Besides, I was sharing sentiment of anti-US-colonialism

with my respected professors, Sakata, Taketani and Powell , all

having been refused of their entry visa during 1950's. Thinking of

a possible way to Chacaltaya without passing through US, I immediate

ly reminded of the world-famous name of Professr Lattes in Brasil.

Yet, I had no courage to send a letter directly to him, so that I

went to Professor Yukawa asking to introduce our emulsion chamber

group to Professor Lattes. Professor Yukawa was very kind to listen

carefully our plan of Chacaltaya experiment with emulsion chambers ,

and he immediately understood our enthusiasm. He suggested to start

the collaboration experiment with Brazilian group of Professor Lattes

and wrote a letter of proposal of the collaboration • In this way,

the Brasil-Japan collaboration started.

At the Moscow conference, Nishimura was able to see Professor

Lattes, but, unfortunately, the communication between the two did

not function immediately due to the language as well as cultural bar_

rier. At the time of the next conference, held in 1961 at Kyoto ,we

had a good opportunity for discussion on the plan of collaboration .

At the meeting with Professor Lattes, we had presence of our common

friends, Professors Taketani, Occhialini and also Kosh.ba, who were

experts in penetrating through the harriers of any kinds The Japa

nese side had no funds for making the expedition to Chacaltaya. The
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only thing we had in hands was x -ray films and nuclear emulsion plates,
which were prepared for the coming exposure at Mt. Norikura. The expec_
ted frequency of cosmic-ray events would be about ten times at Cha_
caltaya more than at Norikura, because of the altitude difference.lt
was an impetus strong enough to bring to Chacaltaya everything prepared
for Norikura. Professor Lattes kindly promised to offer the travelling
and staying expense for two of Japanese to go and work in Brasil and
in Bolivia, and , more, all necessary preparations for construction of
emulsion chambers at Chcaltaya. All of us were extremely happy for the
fruitful conversations and the promising future plan.

It was extremely lucky that, at this early period, we had Profe^
sor Taketani who went to Brasil twice; to Instituto de Física Teórica
in São Paulo during 1958-59, and then to Departamento de Física ,
Universidade de São Paulo during 1961-62. He is one of the four leaders
of the Japanese group of theoretical physicists on elementary parti,
elcs and fields, and is one of few intellectuals who kept resisting
against Japanese militarism and fascism prevailing in the period befo
re and during the World War II. How he happened to visit Brasil is
an interesting story, and I will describe what I know in Appendix.
Anyhow, he was there in Brasil and came to be an amigo of Professors
I.mtes, Shenberg , and many other eminent Brasilian physics profes_
sors. He found that the cultural atmosphere of Brasil was very agre£
able, and he enthusiastically promoted, in his own way, the cultural
interactions and collaborations between the two countries. A number of
Japanese theoretical physicists went to Brasil for the collaborative
studies under the arrangement prepared by him, and some of them were
very successful. Of course, his activity extended beyond the circle
of theoretical physics. We arc extremely grateful to Professor Taketa
ni for his sympathy and effort given to the collaboration experiment
of cosmic-rays.

Through my experiences during their early days of the collabo
ration, I was most impressed by the deep comrade-ship among the
senior physicists of the two countries, particularly between Professor
L.-ittes in 3rasil and Professors Yukawa and Taketani in Janan. I umlers_
i rind now that it is not a simple personal matter of like or dislike,
but it is deeply rooted on their common scientific experiences in their
pcrsuit of the basic problem of particle physics — the mesons.
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2. Our Way of Collaboration I • — H-Quantum and Mirim.

The motivation for the Chacaltaya collaboration experiment was

simple and naive as far as I am concerned. The primary aim is, of

course, to make the observation of nuclear interactions at as high

energy as possible . The history of physics tells that, as the energy

went higher and higher, new phenomena were observed and our knowledge

extended into more and more fundamental constituents of the matter.

It is enough reason for us to keep searching for a new phenomenon of

cosmic-rays.

At around 1960 of our starting period, the known particles were

generally considered as an elementary particle, i.e., a basic block

of the matter. While, there was Sakata's proposal of composite model

of hadrons, where he assumed a proton, a neutron and a lambda-particle

(and their anti-particles) are the^fundamental particles and all the

hadrons are the composite system made out of them The Sakata model

was very successful in understanding the existence of strange particles,

and furthermore, the predicted eta-meson was discovered as a meson re

sonance state. Sakata often said to us that his model was to trans_

from the logic of form (the iso-spin, the strangeness and other mathe_

matical variables) into the logic of matter

If the Sakata model would be true , the fundamental particles

would appear abundantly at th-e nuclear interactions of energy higher

than a threshold value, Ethres' Besides, the pions, which have been

playing the central role at the energy regions covered by accelera

tors, would lose their dominance at energy greater than Et> re_« Those

questions, I thought, could be immediately answered by the Chacaltaya

experiment. Our emulsion chambers are a good detector for gamma-rays,

and they can easily identify existence of a neutral pion through its

decay into two gamma-rays.

The results obtained from early Chacaltaya collaboration expert

ment in 1960's gave the negative results in the region of EQ< 100 TeV.

It was found that the atmospheric gamma-rays and electrons ( we will

simply call them as gamma-rays, because they can be transmuted

intc one another through the cascade processes and our detector

does not distinguish between the two) persist to exist upto the regî

on of a few tens of TeV without any appreciable change in the energy

spectrum. Analyssis on the atmospheric diffusion of the electromag^

netic and the hadronic component told that pions are the major product

of nuclear collisions even in this high energy region.
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Assuming that the composite model of hadrons is in the right di.
rection, does this result tell us that E for the fundamental par

thres -
tides is very high and the Chacaltaya experiment is yet bellow the
threshold value? It can be a possibility. But, we thought that, befo
re arriving at an immediate conclusion, we should see carefully what
we are looking at through the experiment. From the experimental point
of view, it is a question on the design of detector. So far, the emul̂
sion chambers at Chacaltaya were, in the most part, of the so-called
thin type, meaning that they were a simple sandwich of Pb-plates and
photographic material of about 10 radiation lengths in total thickness.
They are good for detection of atmospheric gamma-rays but not for ha
drons. Our observation was confined only to gamma-rays arriving at the
chamber either singly or in a group (we call the group of gamma-rays
arriving in association as gamma-ray family). In this way, we were
not making direct observation of nuclear interactions. In the accel£
rator language, our experiment is equivalent with one of very thick
target of air, as much as 6-7 nuclear mean free paths or about 15 ra
diation lengths . In order to arrive at a conclusion on the atmosph£
ric interactions,we have to rely on rather long and complicated chain
of reasoning and calculating on the atmospheric diffusion.

The chambers recently constructed at Chacaltaya have different
structure. They are of the two-storey type, composed of the upper
chamber, the target layer and the lower chamber. Through observation
with the lower chamber, one is able to detect the nuclear interactions
in the target layer, and to measure the energy and the emission angle
of all gamma-rays produced in a target interaction, as far as their
energy is over the minimum value necessary to generate an observable
electron shower. It is a remarkable technical innovation. A proto-
type of such chamber was constructed in 1965, and after several test
experiments, we came to the present design. This improved design is
far superior in ability over the old type thin chambers, but it consu
mes more material and, thus, is more costly for the construction and
laborious in the measurement • It was a strong pressure of Professor
Lattes to come to this true of two-storey structure chamber. He was
insisting to eliminate, at any cost , the ambiguities inherent in the
study on the atmospheric events, and to place the thin target layer in
side the chamber to make the observation straightforward .

We are grateful to Lattes power to realize this design with
the target . The chambers of this type were extremely successful.
Through observation on the target interactions, we were able to obtain
reliable experimental results on the multiple pion production up to
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the energy region EQ ̂  200 TeV. Our results were recently confirmed
by the p-p collider experiments' of CERN, and the agreement gave a credt
dit to our observation method of cosmic-rays.

Let us now turn to another aspect of the problem, i.e., the the
oretical interpretation. In the studies of multi-pion production, the_
re had been assumed the fire-ball model since the early days in 1940's.
The first proposal was from Wataghin at the International Cosmic-ray
Symposium in 1941 held at Rio de Janeiro (The Proceedings was published
by Academia Brasileira de Ciências, 1943). The model became popular
after the statistical model of Fermi in 1950 and the hydrodynamical
model of Landau in 1953. There were varieties of versions, but all
of them were common in assuming the existence of an intermediate pro
duct in a nuclear collision, calling it as a fire-ball. Then, the mul_
tiple particle production can be regarded as a two-step process, i.e.,
first, the creation of a fire-ball, and, second, the transformation
of a fire-ball into a system of plural hadrons. In this type of a mo
del, the interaction among the produced hadrons is regarded so strong
that the features of emitted hadrons are determined at the last moment
in the fire-ball transformation, i.e., just before their free flying
away.

The observation on target interactions with the improved cham
bers allowed us detailed measurement on the multiple pion production,
and the experimental results were analysed with the fire-ball model.
The conclusion came out remarkable: We saw that the neutral pions are
the main source of gamma-rays, showing that the pions are yet donú
nating among the produced hadrons. The momentum distribution of gamma
rays exhibits a similarity relation over a wide range of collision
energies; the transverse part, pt, remains constant, and the longitu
dinal part, which is practically equal to energy E itself, does
not change the distribution when expressed in the fractional form
f • E / E E . The same similarity relation in the pion momentum
distribution was later found by accelerator experiments of CERN ISR
and FNAL synchrotron. It is now known as the scaling rule in pion
production.

Under the fire-ball model , the constant and small value of pt

shows that the decay temperature of a fire-ball is low , of the
order of mffc , and remains constant with varying primary energies.
It certainly suggests validity of the model, and tells us why the
expected fundamental particles do not appear among the secondary pro
ducts. We see that the second step of a fire-ball transforming into
liadrons is a process of low energy, m c , not enough to create the

" i
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fundamental particles. If we want to see something of the fundamental
particles , we must look at the'first step to fire-ball creation in
the nuclear collisions.

There was a proposal of Hasegawa in 1961 of the H-quantum (hea
vy quantum) as a basic unit of a fire-ball. Under the H-quantum mo
del, the process of multi-particle production is creation of plural
H-quanta and their decay into pions. The idea fits very well with
the experimental results from the target interaction observation. The
similarity relation in the pion momentum spectrum can be well unders_
tood as production of a chain of H-quanta aligned in a rapidity sea

le with nearly constant interval. The fit with the experimental da
2

ta gave the estimated rest-energy as M H Qc « 2 - 3 GeV, decaying
into, in an average, six pions. These values were in good agreement
with the preliminary values obtained by Hasegawa from his analysis
on old emulsion stack data. The idea of H-quantum is revolutionary in
the sense that it introduced the quantum nature in a fire-ball, which
had been otherwise assumed as a classical object of continuum. Thus I
think it is extremely important to know whether the H-quantum really
exists or not .

At the present, we are not yet arriving at the conclusion, yes
or no, on this H-quantum hypothesis. We found that the model can
give a consistent description over the experimental data, not only
for our target interactions but also of lower energy ones from the
accelerator experiments. But, it is not enough. Lattes wanted to
search for some positive evidences for the existence. For example ,
we can examine the particle distribution in the rapidity-pt diagram,
and see whether there is a clustering of particles beyond simple flue
tuation, showing existence of an emission center corresponding to H-
quantum . We tried the test, but the results came out as not very si£
nificant. We found that the H-quanta are produced always in their
partial overlapping and the case of its isolated emission is very ra
re. Of course, such situation would be most plausible because the
emission of sucessive H-quanta can not be made independently but
there has to be some intermediator comunicating between the adjacent
emissions.

We went together with Lattes for a visit to accelerator labora
tories of his friends to obtain the bubble chamber films and the da_
ta for the problem. With the accelerators, we thought that the number
of events can be increased unlimitedly, and, particularly, the quantum
nature could have a chance of being better seen, if it exists, at
lower energy region near the threshold which can be covered easily
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with the accelerators. Here again, the obtained results were consi£
tent with the hypothesis but not much beyond. In a fraction of the
events, the experimental conditions allowed us to locate the missing
neutral particles among the secondaries, and the estimation of a fire-
ball mass was obtained exactly with values in agreement with OUT pre
vious one from the cosmic-ray experiment. But, as a whole, the re
suits were not very clear-cut. We noticed that, particularly near
the supposed threshold, the production of pions through H-quantum
occurs simultaneously with the production through the meson resonances,
and the expected discontinuity at the threshold is not well pronoun
ced due to the competing processes.

In this way, the H-quantum is still remaining at the stage of
hypothesis though it is becoming more promising and attractive. The
name, H-quantum, coined by Hasegawa has a meaning something more than
a small and ordinary fire-ball of constant mass and decay temperature
In fact, he visualized the H-quantum as a pair of a fundamental partly
_le and the anti-particle, and, on the basis of original Sakata model,

2
he gave the estimated rest energy as around 2nUjC . Should this
original picture be maintained, then the H-quantum could be pictured
as a quark and anti-quarK pair under the prevailing model of
quarks. Suppose you have a quark pair tied with a string and let it
be expanded by giving energy from outside, then the string would not
be expanded unlimitedly and it will break into a number of pairs of
q-q string-tied, all aligned along a straight line. It is a pictu
re of the multiple uion production form the prevailing model, and
then each string-tied pair can be corresponded to the H-quantum. Yet,
we lose the basis of our guess of the rest energy as 2m-,c , and we
have to expect QCD to give the value.

If the quark has been already seen in an experiment, we can,
or should, proceed with the above picture . But unfortunately, it is
not yet discovered, and we have to be open to any possibilities without
restricting ourselves only to the quark version. In order to avoid
unnecessary confusion of the concepts, Lattes proposed the name Mirim
for the multiple pion production events which are interpreted as pro
duction of a chain of H-quanta. Mirim is a word of old Brasilian-
indian language meaning "small", and I see here his rigorism in the
logic and a bit of sentiment of nationalism. We decided to use the name
Mirim until the day when its relation to the fundamental particles
will be made clear.
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3. Our Way of Collaboration II Açu, Guaçu, Centauro and others.

Let me describe an over-all view of particle multiple product^
on in extremely high energy region obtained from the experimental rê
suits of Chacaltaya collaboration work. Mirim, which we discussed in
the previous section, is not the only type which we encountered .
There are varieties. We put a nickname for each of them, because
we do not know yet which kind of new physical object is responsible
for them, nor how is their relation to the fundamental particles of
hadrons.

Açu A type of multiple pion production with increased multi_
plicity and pt, larger than that of Mirim (see Table 1 for the cla£
sification). If the Açu-events are interpreted in terms of a fire-
ball model, we require introduction of a large fire-ball (calling
SH-quantum, meaning super heavy quantum) with rest energy of Mgu =
15=30 OeV/r and high decay temperature. The existence of this type
was noticed first through the analysis of gamma-ray families , and
it was reported at Cosmic-Ray Conference of Calgary in 1967. Later,
the existence was confirmed by the observation of target interactions,
which showed that Açu accupies about half of the events in the
energy region of E /v 100 TeV. Açu is a word of old Brasilian -Indian
ianguage meaning "large".

Guaçu Another type of pion multiple production with still lar_
ger multiplicity and pt C.see Table I). This type can be described by
introduction of a very large fire-ball (calling UH-quantum, meaning
ultra heavy quantum) with rest energy M U H - 100- 300 GeV/c .The exis_
tence of such large multiplicity events was reported already in old
days of emulsion stack experiments, but most of the reported events
had a possibility that the primary particle could be a nucleus but
not a proton. A convincing example was found in atmospheric interact^
ons through the observation of gamma-ray families, and it was reported
in 1971 at Hobart Cosmic-Ray Conference We have now two good exam
pies of atmospheric interactions , with EEY S 260 and 880 TeV ,
of Guaçu type. Their location of interaction point in the atmosphere
were estimated through the air cascade analysis and were found as
several hundred meters high from the observation level. There is
one target interaction with EE-y * 40 TeV with very large rapidity
density of gamma-rays, and it can be one of Guaçu type, though the
observation can not be extended over a wide region of the ranidity
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scale. Guaçu is an old Brasilian-Indian word meaning "very large".

Centauro A type of multiple hadron production with no noticea

ble association of gamma-rays. Since the event can not have emission

of a neutral pion, its secondaries will be some long-lived hadrons

other than pions. The first event (Centauro I) was observed as a féi

mily penetrating through the full depth of the two-storey chamber. At

the upper chamber, the event looked as a small family of observed

energy sum *w28 TeV, while it was found much greater, the sum being

*v200 TeV, at the lower chamber. This is contrary to the case of or

dinary families, where the observed energy sum is more in the upper

chamber than in the lower. Because of such strange feature in its

upper and lower part, the event was nicknamed as Centauro (The phot£

graph was exhibited at the British Science Museum as one of one nun

dred historical scientific photograph..). The event is a bundle of

hadrons which made fifty observable interactions in the chamber.while

the associated atmospheric gamma-rays are at the most five. Through

the analysis with help of the triangulation method, the interpreta

tion was given as such that the main part is from one atmospheric

interaction located 50 ± 10 m above with emission of more than 70

hadrons but no neutral pions. The above results were reported at

Denver Cosmic-Ray Conference in 1973. At present, we have altogether

five events of Centauro-type, all of which show production of hadrons

with multiplicity more than sixty above the detection threshold, but

no association of neutral pion emission.

Table 1. Three types of multiple pion production.

Observation on gamma-rays fire-ball interpretation

rabidity density Pt rest energy decay into

Mirim (small) 2-3 140 MeV/c H-q 2-3 GeV pions

Açu (large) 6-8 220 SH-q 15-30 GeV F -q's

Guaçu (very large) 20-30 400-500 UH-ql00-3O0GeV H -q's

Mini-Centauro Another type of multiple hadron production with

no association of neutral pions as in Centauro case, but with less mul^

tiplicity, between 10 and 20. After the event Centauro I, we looked

for hadron-rich and gamma-ray-poor families in every exposed cham

bers at Chacaltaya, and noticed existence of Mini-Centauro type .
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The result of analysis on the first five events was reported at Plov
div Cosmic_Ray Conference in 1177. At present, we have more than
fifteen events and they were reported at Bartol Symposium in 1978 and
La-Paz Rio de Janeiro Symposium in 1382. Among those, there are two
events where the triangulation measurement gives the location of their
parent interaction in the atmosphere. From those, we are able to es
timate p of secondary hadrons as < Pt > * 0.35± 0.1 GeV/c .which
gives < p > *#1 GeV/c with k * 0.3. The value of pt here coincides
with that of Centauro-type within the error, suggesting that the two
types are in close relation with each other. Pamir group made a sys_
tematic survey on Centauro and Mini-Centauro type events in their
chambers, and their study gives positive results on Mini- Centauro
type, though none of Centauro type event was found (see Slavatins^
ky's article in this book).

Binocular-type family and Geminion We put the morphological na
me, "binocular family", to a family which consists of two clusters of
arriving particles with large separation between them. Frequency of
such events was found far more than the expected value from a chance
coincidence of two independent families with arrival directions almost
parallel with each other. At that time we encountered with an interes»
ting event of a hadron pair, called Castor-Pollux, which came out from
the roof of the laboratory. The value of p+ between the two hadrons
turned out to be as great as pt = 2.5± 0.4 GeV/c . Considering the
binocular family is from an atmospheric interaction of hadron pair
production like the case of Castor-Pollux, we were able to construct
an over-all picture. Here, we assume a hypothetical particle or a

fire-ball called "Geminion", which goes into a hadron pair, and its
2

rest energy is given as M G £ Mc = 5.0 ±0.8 GeV/ k . The result of
study with the Geminion hypothesis was reported at Bartol Symposium
in 1978. Later, existence of such binocular families was confirmed
by Pamir experiment and Fuji experiment, with the observed frequency
es in agreement with ours. There was a proposal that the binocular
families are the high pt jet production in the atmospheric interact^
ons, and the analysis with QCD calculation was made by Pamir and
Fuji groups (see the article of Slavatinsky in this book ).

Chiron It is a type of multiple hadron production with no
association of neutral pion emission, like Centauro and Mini-Centauro.
A particular point of this Chiron from the two is its large p , as
large as in the case of Geminion., < pt

 ; > - 2.0 ±0.5 GeV/c . There
are two events, for which the triangular measurement can be applied
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for estimation of height of their atmospheric interactions. At
Wisconsin Symposium in 1981, the report was made on 14 events of
this Chiron type. Through the studies we found a number of interes_
ting points in the behaviour of secondary hadrons of this Chiron
type families, which were not seen neither in Centauro case nor in
Mini-Centauro case. First, the mean free path of those hadrons in
Chiron families came out appreciably smaller than the ordinary value,
giving 1/3 to 1/5 of the geometrical value. While, in the case of
Centauro and Mini-Centauro ,the secondary hadrons have a normal va
lue of the mean free path. Second, those hadrons produce, besides
the pion multiple production of normal type, a narrow collimated
bundle of particles of the electromagnetic and hadronic component.
This narrow bundle is called "Mini-Cluster". Because of the above two
exotic characters, the secondary hadrons in Chiron events can not be
a particle of known type, such as mesons or baryon . Thus we call
them tentatively as "B-Particles".

We were only surprised to encounter such varieties of interact^
on types , many of which are very exotic from the current knowledge
of high energy particle physics. We do not know how to put them in
order, nor how to interpret them. For later discussions, we will ten
tativey make the three categories of interaction types as in Table
II.

Table II. Interaction types observed with
Chacaltaya Emulsion Chambers

fire-ball pion multiple non-oionic hadron production
interpretation production small pt large pt

small fire-ball Mirim — —
large fire-ball Açu Mini-Centauro Geminion
very large fire-ball Guaçu Centauro Chiron

The most important question is, of course, whether those interac
tions of exotic types really exists or not. I will leave the detailed
discussion to published articles by our collaboration group, and
will describe here a few important points for our own reflection.

First is, of course, credibility of the raw data themselves of
observed events. The crucial point is on the identification of hadrons
and gamma-rays, i.e., how to find out whether an observed shower is
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from an atmospheric gamma-ray or a hadron. Generally, it is made with
use of the depth of its starting point of shower development or the
shape of its transition curve. Then the identification depends on a
statistical argument with probability, and one can not eliminate a
possibility of extreme fluctuation , though even very small, in so
me critical cases. The two-storey chamber of Chacaltaya offers another
method of identification through observation of target interactions.
With microscopic observation on its shower core structure in the nu
clear emulsion plates of the lower chamber, one can see, without
ambiguity, whether the shower is one from the hadronic interaction
in the target layer, or one from the interaction in the lower chamber.
This is due to the presence of wide air gap in the chamber for gene
rating lateral spreads from angular divergences among cores. Only
in a fraction of cases of continuation of a shower in the upper cham
ber, there remains some ambiguity in the identification.

Second is arbitrariness in the interpretation of family events
in terms of the atmospheric interactions. The process of seeking an
interpretation is generally based on a plausibility argument, and,
if one allows extreme fluctuation, a family event of any strange
appearance can be generated by repetition of the ordinary pion produc
tion interactions in the atmosphere. Therefore, the triangulation m£
thod for estimation of the production height is very helpful, and it
can give a decisive information when the signal of angular diverge^
ce is well above the noise level.

With such consideration in mind, one can put the priority order
among the observed varieties of exotic family events with Chacaltaya
emulsion chambers, which one has the strongest examples or which
has better chance of having decisive evidences in future exposure of
the chambers, or with help of other advanced instruments. To me, the
Chiron type is the most attractive among all. In case of Centauro and
Mini-Centauro, what we observe in the chamber is a bundle of ordinary
hadrons, maybe with association of few number of atmospheric gamma-rays,
and there is nothing strange in the observed event itself. The problem
of exoticism comes only when we are going to give its interpretation
in terms of atmospheric processes, and we know it is extremely difn
cult to remove arbitrariness from the interpretation. Of course, a
clear evidence can be expected from an event of those exotic types
produced in the target layer. A preliminary report in this direct^
on was given in the article of Hasegawa in this book. For obtaining
good events of target interactions , it is required to have a cham
ber with larger dimensions, i.e., large air gap for higher energy
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events, thicker lower chamber for hadron detection, and wider area
for the expected frequency.

In Chiron case, its exotic character is not only in its parent
atmospheric interaction but also in its secondary particles themselves.
We named the secondary particles of Chiron as "B-particles". We found
that the B-particles have a short mean free path and this can be che
eked easily with our future exposure or by Pamir experiment of diffe_
rent chamber design. Since the B-par^icles are arriving at the chamber,
it is not a dream to measure directly their mass, charge or to obser
ve their behaviour in passing through the matter, if we replace
our chamber with other advanced devices.

"Mini-Cluster" in Chiron family is another attractive point of
further study. By appearance, they look like a young air cascade
with hadron Cor hadrons) in it. There can be no mistake in picking up
such events with any emulsion chambers, if they have enough tiú
ckness.We are awaiting the results from Famir and Kambala experiment.

4. A Thought on the Next Step

As we mentioned at the begining , the collaboration experjl
ment started with a naive hope of encountering the fundamental parti£
cies, tne hypothetical basic constituents hidden inside a hadron .
After work over the period more than twenty years, we have unfortuna
tely not yet seen the existence . Instead, we met with many new pheno
mena, many of which were beyond our imagination. The experimental
results are indicating that the pion is no more the principal parti^
cle, at least among the final products, in the hadronic reactions of
superohigh energy regions. The non-pionic particle production seen
in the exotic types of a family is thus beyond the range of the old
meson theory. Are some of them connected with the existence of fun
damental particles ? I antecipate a positive answer to the question,
but the present knowledge from the experiment is yet too poor for
arriving at a conclusion.

During those twenty years, there has been a large change of
opinions in the community of particle physics. In old days, the idea
of a composite particle for a hadron, initiated by Sakata, was only
a minority. But, at present, the composite theory occupies the majori^
ty, and, furthermore, QCD with quarks and gluons as the fundamental
particles is given largest credit. There are a large number of
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people who believe QCD as th« final complete theory of hadrons.Then,
the multiple particle production in these energy regions is an applica
tion of QCD within the validity limit, though the mathematical com
plication is preventing us from obtaining the explicit exact solut_i
ons.

Of course, there are a number of favourable experimental re
suits indicating validity of QCD, but there remains an essential point.
Is i; that the quarks and the gluons are not yet directly confirmed
their existence. The present theory even tells us that those coloured
objects will never appear in isolation. Thus it will become a comply
cated problem how to confirm the existence. If all the available evi.
dences are only indirect one and the quarks and gluons are staying
always in a black-box, then one may imagine a new type of theoreti^
cal device, other than QCD, which can generate almost equivalent oujt
puts seen in the experiments. In this way, I believe that QCD should
be regarded as one of phenomenological theories until the time when
the existence will be confirmed.

I will not enter into a philosophical problem how we define the
evidence for the existence. I only would like to remind some of hypo
thetical matter, which appeared in the history of physics, such as
the coloric for heat or the ether for electro-magnetism. They offe
red good explanation on the known phenomena, and, sometimes, they
were useful for a new prediction. The meson was a hypothetical existen
ce for a number of years. There will be no objection that the disco
very of pi-mu mesons and their artificial production, conducted by
Professor Lattes, was the decisive evidence for the existence. What
we are looking for with the Chacaltaya experiment is an evidence for
the fundamental particles, as simple and clear as Lattes' pi-mu case.
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Appendix Brasil-Japan Relation in Physics.

Even after a few years since the end of World War II, there
were a group of people among the Japanese immigrants who kept belie
ving that the War ended with Japanese victory. You can not much
blame for their blindness, because those immigrants .mostly working in
agricultural Japanese colony in the interior of State of São Paulo ,
were almost out of the communication of Brasilian societies . They
received no education of foreign languages, had no chance of learning
Portuguese, and were forming their own community almost in isolation.
You may think that the above situation would not be enough to un
derstand the fanaticism of those victory-believers. Well, I was told
that there was somebody who brought into Brasil a large quantity of
Japanese army notes from South East Asia then under Japanese Occupy
tion, It was almost, or, maybe, just after the end of War. They sold
the priceless army banknote to the innocent farmers with the story
of imaginary Japanese victory. You will see that the value of the
banknote would immediately disappear as soon as Japanese defeat was
informed all over the Japanese colony.

Of course, there were people who knew the reality of Japanese
defeat, and they were verv much worried about the fanaticism of vi£
tory-believers. Most influential and active among them were, naturally,
graduates and students of Brasilian Universities, though the number
was not large in those days among the immigrants and their second
generations. Their sincere effort to convince people about the reali.
ty generated strong reaction of the victory-believers, and the relati^
on between the two groups were becoming extremely intense and a
fight with violences started. There were very few visitors to Brasil
from Japan in those days, and as soon as there was any, he was invited
to the meeting of Japanese colony and asked to tell the true story.
But, he would be threatened by those fanatics, and, under intense atmos_
phere of conflict, he could just close his mounth without touching
which side won.

In 1949, Professor Yukawa was given Nobel Prize, and it was a
national event for the defeated Japanese. They had the idea of imá
ting Professor Yukawa to Brasil for telling the true story to Japa_
nese colonies and giving cheers to the immigrants and their second
generations. So they collected the donation from large number of Ja
panese immigrants for the passage and staying expenses of Professor
Yukawa, and after a success they sent a letter to him asking the vî
sit to Brasi]. Unfortunately his visit was not realized at the
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time, because of his health, conditions.
Losing the primary aim of collecting money, they decided to send

the contribution to the theoretical physics group in Japan to help
their research. Newspapers were informing, together with honour of
Professor Yukawa, miserable conditions of Japanese theoretical physics.
They wanted to cheer up Japanese physics to yield more achievements
of international level. So finally they collected a sum of approximate
ly a few million yen and send the money through Mainichi Press. We
can find in their old document name of Dr. Ayami Tsukamoto and Prof.
Shigueo Watanabe and others.

At the receiving side xn Japan, there were Professors Tomonaga
and Taketani. The money was used to publish the internal circular of
their scientific reports, which we call preprint now, preparation of
the International Conference on Theoretical Physics in 1953 at
Kyoto, the first conference in Japan after the defeat. That was not
the all. Theoretical professors thought that they shoiild encourage
the experimental work. Inspired by the nuclear emulsion work of pi-mu
discovery, they decided to encourage the emulsion work giving a suppoi:
port from the fund of Prasilian money. For myself, I was given money
enough to buy a binocular eye-piece attachment to the old monocular
microscope.

In 1958, Professor Taketani received the invitation to work as
scientific director in Instituto de Fisica Teórica in São Paulo. He
accepted the invitation and he wanted to use the opportunity to ex
press his gratitude to Japanese emmigrants foi the valuable support.
The year, 1958, happened to be the anniversary of fifty years of Ja
panese Immigration. As soon as his arrival at Brasil, Professor Take
tani met them, and they decided to invite Professor and Mrs Yukawa
for a short visit at this memorial occasion. The invitation was made
in collaboration with Brasilian Institutions of Physics.

Professor Yukawa came in July of the Year for about a month's
stay, He made seminars at the Brasilian Institutions, and also popu
lar lectures to the Japanese immigrants. Besides, Yukawa and
Taketani went to a small village called Mizuho, a little out of the
high way to Santos from Slo Paulo, to express their gratitude. The
place was memorial, because the movement to support Japanese Physics
was initiated by a small circle of young peoplo in the village. It
was a big event to Japanese colony, giving strong support to both Ja
panese colony and Japanese physics. At the same time, it was the in.i
tiation of friendship between the physicists of both countries.
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1. Introduction.

The recent progress of collider technique made the energy re
gion of the accelerator experiments overlap over a part of the region
of the cosmic-ray studies . The Brasil-Japan Collaboration experiment
with emulsion chambers exposed at Chacaltaya has been devoted to two
subjects: the multiple pion production through the observation of tar-
get interactions inside the chambers, and the atmospheric phenomena of
cosmic-rays by the study of families of gamma-rays and hadrons (bundles

of high energy cosmic-ray particles with parallel arriving directions).
14The former was in the energy region of Ert ̂  10 eV and beyond, and the

latter was concerned with the cosmic-ray interactions of E = 10 ^10
eV and beyond.

The study on the target interactions gave several results on
pion productions, such as pt, multiplicity, energy and angular distribu
tion, and the correlation among the above observed quantities. Those
cosmic-ray results were confirmed by the recent collider experiments at
CERN , and we know that the emulsion chamber can provide quantitative
information on the hadronic interactions in the very high energy region.

Now let us come to the other part of our experiment. Through
the study of high energy cosmic-ray atmospheric phenomena, one can ex-
tend the energy region of our concern towards much higher energy region,
10 eV and beyond, which will be the target of studies with the
coming larger colliders. At the initial stage of our experiment, we
were restricted to the observation of the electro-magnetic component
(hereafter, we will call them simply gamma-rays, though they will coun-
tain electrons top) in families. As far as it concerns the gamma-ray
families, the observational data could be consistently interpreted by
a smooth extrapolation of the characteristics of pion production seen
in çhe target interaction studies.

As soon as we extended the study to the hadronic component
in families, we encountered with a new situation. There are cases
where the observed data of families could hardly be reconciled with
the known processes of pion production, and the existence of exotic
phenomena was reported on several occasions . In these phenomena,there
was observed the multi-particle production without association of neutral
pion emission. They include variety of phenomenologically similar
events with different particle multiplicity and pt. Table I gives a
summary of the characteristics of those, which we will call as "exo-
tic interactions" hereafter.
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Table 1. Summary of exotic interaction phenomenology

e \

estimated rest energy .
of fire-ball in (GeV/c )

200 - 300

20 - 40

I 200

I 30

name

Centauro

Mini-Centauro

Chiron

Geminion

Multiplicity

«x. 100

15 ^ 20

10 * 20

2

P t
M

0,35

0,35

2,5

2,4

'in GeV/c

± 0,10

± 0,10

± 0,4

± 0,4

The recent p-p collider experiment at CERN, covering the

energy region of E ^ 155 TeV in the laboratory frame, found none of

those exotic interactions. In 1985, there will be an increase of the

energy of the machine at CERM to the region of E ^ 500 TeV and also

the start of collider experiments at FNAL up to the region of E ^

2,000 TeV. Thus it will be important to make a guess on the threshold

energy for such exotic interactions from the available information,

and, at the same time, to predict how it can be detected. The present

paper is an attempt at such a guess.

The problem here requires something more than estimation of

energy of a cosmic-ray particle which generated the observed exotic

events. It is to be reminded that some of the observed exotic events

have energy smaller than the available energy at the CERN collider.

For example, there is an event called Castor 2nd Pollux, where we ha-

ve two hadrons, with EE = 11 ± 2 and 8 ± 1 TeV respectively, coming
Y ry\

out of the roof of the laboratory with Pt = 2.4 ± 0.4 GeV/c. This

is one of the best examples of Geminion events which we have. There are

events which have a mini-cluster,a narrow bundle of gamma-rays like a

young air cascade with association of a hadrcn (may be plural). Most of

the observed mini-clusters here have energy of a few tens of TeV. There_

fore, it is puizling why the CERN collider did not find any of them yet.

We will propose a working hyoothesis to explain why the CERN

collider did not see these exotic phenomena, and, on its basis, will

discuss what we can expect from the coming collider experiments with

higher energy.

2. Genetic Hypothesis of Exotic Interactions.

The working hypothesis assumes that the concerned exotic in

teraction is generated by an "exocic hadron". but not a proton, a pion.
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nor any of the known hadrons. It also assumes that the "exotic hadrons"
are produced out of the exotic interactions. It is enough to explain
why CERN collider does note produce the exotic interactions though the
available energy is more than that of some of the observed cosmic-ray
exotic events.

Under the above hypothesis we have the following picture as
shown in Fig. 1. Our station, Chacaltaya, is located at about half of
the atmospheric depth. An exotic event seen at Chacaltaya is, then,the
,ast one in a chain of exotic interactions connected by a passage of a
an exotic hadron in the atmosphere. Thus the origin of exotic hadrons
can be located high up in the atmosphere to the first point in the
chain of exotic interactions made by the primary cosmic-ray particles.

We do not know much about those primary cosmic-ray particles
in very high energy region. If we extrapolate the knowledge at lower
energy region, the primary particle will be more likely to be a proton.
At the level of Chacaltaya, the observed rate of exotic events is
about 0.5 m year"1. This value corresponds to the rate of a primary
proton with E, > 10 eV. In this case, we can expect that the exotic
interaction is produced by a primary proton with energy E^nc- incoming
into the atmosphere. This energy, E i n_. will be an order of magnitude
higher than the energy, £ , of the incident particle for an observed
exotic event at Chacaltaya. Of course, a chain of exotic interactions
can be started at any place in the atmospheric nuclear cascade initia-
ted by a primary proton, and the energy of a nucleon initiating the
chain can be of any value between E and E. .

A guess for the threshold energy of a proton (a nucleon) for
the exotic interaction can be made on the basis of E. but not of EQ,

because of the steep energy stectrum of primary protons and
the sharp rise of cross section near the threshold. In the assumed ca-
se, a chain of the exotic interactions will likely to occur near the
top of atmosphere with a primary proton of energy E i n c not far above
the threshold. Therefore, a proton will make the exotic interaction as
soon as its energy comes around 10 eV and beyond. Since the cosmic-
ray experiment picks up only events of the type which occupies a subs-
tancial fraction in the nuclear collision, the real threshold value of
the exotic interaction will be lower than 10 eV. Thus we may think that
that there is a fair chance of seeing the exotic interactions produced
artificially by the collider of FNAL with energy 2.10 eV, because the

accelerator experiment can detect the events with cross-section much
smaller than the geometrical nuclear value.
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Primary
Particle II Einc

A chain of
exotic intera£
tions

.Top of
Atmosphere

E for observed
0 event

ordinary

hadrons

exotic

hadrons

Observation level
at Chacaltaya

Fig. 1 - Chain of exotic interactions connected by

exotic hadrons under the genetic hypothesis.

Here, one should mention other possibilities, too: There a

are proposals by several people ,who pointed out differences between

the nucleus-nucleus collision and the proton-proton collision, and

suggested that the nucleus-nucleus collision has a chance to create a

new phase of the hadronic matter-the quark-gluon plasma. If the concer

ned exotic interactions and exotic hadrons are connected with this new

hadronic phase, we may expect that the heavy nucleus component of pri-

mary cosmic-rays is mainly responsible for the exotic events but not

the proton component. Then, the p-p collider will not produce exotic

interactions and we will have to await the relativistic heavy ion acc£

lerators to be completed before seeing them produced artificially.

There is another suggestion assuming that the primary cos-

mic-rays contain exotic objects such as quark globi besides the known

atomic nuclei. It is an attractive hypothesis and, if it is the case,

the observation of exotic interactions will have a connection with the

astrophysical problems.

3. Candidate for Exotic Hadrons.

The exotic hadron, in the hypothesis, was introduced as a

link in a chain of exotic interactions in the atmosphere. Then, let us

look into the secondary particles of exotic interactions to find a

possible candidate among them.
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B-Particle:

It was already reported that the high energy showers in

Chiron-type family show several strange features not seen in a common

type family. Calling the secondary particles of Chiron interactions

as "B-particles", the observed results can be summarized into the fo-

llowing characteristics of B-particles:

i) Pt of B-particles at the production is large,< p^ > 2.5 ± 0.4

GeV/c. The value with suffix (y) is for its gamma-ray part observed

as a shower in the chamber, and the real value, p = p.v 'k , after

correction with the gamma-inelasticity,can be as high as ^ 10 GeV/c.

ii) B-particles often produce "mini-cluster". A mini-cluster is a

narrow bundle of gamma-rays (may be electrons), which is very similar

to a young air cascade in the appearance but has a hadron may be plu-

ral) in it..

iii) The mean free path for a collision in the matter of B-particles

is short, 1/2 ^ 1/3 of the geometrical value for the nuclear interac-

tion. It is obtained through comparison of the frequency of interact^

ons in a Chiron type family at different parts of the chamber, i.e.

the upper chamber, the target layer and the lower chamber.

Though the above observation is still in a preliminary stage,

we may try to construct a picture for the B-particle and see how it can

be a candidate for exotic hadrons. First of all, its large p at the

production shows that the collision is violent and accompanied by large

momentum transfer, and it is outside the region of soft Ins-physics.

This can be considered as one of the necessary conditions to be a candî

date for the exotic hadrons.

Mini-Clusters:

The phenomena of "mini-clusters" itself is another remarkable

feature, whose explanation is still obscure. The gamma-rays (and elec-

trons) in a mini-cluster are distributed so closely to each other that

they can not be generated through the decay of neutral pi-mesons. Yet,

the energy sum of those gamma-rays in a mini-cluster, EEY , is of com
(Y) "~

parable magnitude to that of an accompanying hadron, E. • Those two

facts are hard to reconcile with each other in a consistent way. At

first, we thought that a mini-cluster is the result of a new type of

nuclear interaction of the B-particle in the atmosphere, and, then, we
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have to accept emission of plural gamma-rays with p as small as 10 -

20 MeV/c at the collision. This is hard to be .ierstood unless one

assumes a new type of process neither of th- . .iown hadronic nor of e-

letromagnetic origin. A more plausible i^; fpretation could be that

the gamma-rays in a mini-cluster is th^ result of gamma-decay of the

B-particle itself. If the B-particl -s not just a structure-less po-

int particle but a composite syst. • with a number of excited levels,

one can imagine that the B-par*• *e at its birth need not be at the

ground level. In the excited 'ate, it will emit a gamma-ray quantum,

a electron pair or a hadron and will cascade down to various lower

states, ultimately reaching at the ground state. Though we are still

far from a unique interpretation, the above scenario will be enough

to suggest that the B-particle is different from the known hadrons.

The short mean free path is again difficult to be unders-

tood. The interpretation depends whether we assume the mini-cluster

production from the B-particle to be the result of its interaction or

of its gamma-decay. At first, we simply tried to interpret the short

mean free path in a geometrical way. Since the observation is based

on their attenuation during the passage through lead plates' in the

chamber, it led us to the result that the force range of a B-particle
-12

with Pb-nucleus will be at least as large as % 10 cm, which is not

easy to accept. Once we assume that the B-particle is not a point par

tide but a composite system, there are a variety of possible interpn?

tations. For example, the B-particle can be excited through the elec-

tromagnetic force while passing close to a Pb-nucleus, like the case

of coulomb excitation. Then, it will make a mini-cluster through emis-

sion of gamma-rays just in the same way as in the case of gamma-decay

after it hits a nucleus.

4. Examples of cascade of exotic interactions: Chiron Families.

An experimental study on the genetic hypothesis of exotic"

interactions can be made through observation on secondary interactions

of the exotic families. The emulsion chamber of the Chacaltaya experi-

ment has the two-storey structure, the upper and the lower chamber

with the target layer and the air gap in-between. This design is made

for a detailed study on the secondary interactions in the target layer,

which we will call as a C-jet. The following is a summary of results

from the C-jet study in Chiron families, details of which *re given in
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Q

a separate article .

For every family of Chiron-type, the scanning is made for a

shower spot in the X-ray films of the lower chamber and the microsco-

pic observation is carried out for the core structure on the detected

showers in the nuclear emulsion plates. In this way, one picks up

showers with the multi-core structure in the lower chamber. Generally

this method is used to pick up a C-jet, the multiple pion production

from the interaction in the target layer, and, in fact, the majority

of the showers picked up are C-jets. But, in the case of Chiron fanu

lies, we encountered a different situation.

Out of 30 families of Chiron type in chamber N9 19, there

are, in the lower chamber, 18 showers with IE > 5 TeV which satisfy

the criteria of the multi-core structure. The following gives a list

of those observed showers.

9 showers of ordinary pion multiple production in the target,

3 showers of successive interactions in the chamber,

1 shower of Chiron candidate,
3 showers of mini-Centauro candidate,

2 showers of mini-cluster candidate.

It is clear that the detected showers are quite different in those Chi_

ron families from the case of general C-jet study.

We will leave the details for a future report. Among them,

the case of a Chiron candidate is most impressive. It is a shower with

three diverging cores, and the geometry measurement on the core posi-

tion allows us to locate the point of vertex in the lower chamber it-
fv")

self. We obtain average pt of the three cores as <Pt > = I-7 * 0-4

GeV/c , a quite high value. If we correspond each core to a quantum of

gamma-ray, it will be hard to explain them by the ordinary pion produ£

tion. Under the Chiron hypothesis, it is just what we expect. From the

Chiron interaction 4n the lower chamber, a number of B-particles will

be emitted with large p t. Because of the limited material thickness in

the lower chamber, most of the B-particles created in the ground state

will penetrate through the chamber without leaving a shower, while tho

se B-particles created in the excited state will make the gamma-decay

and then generate an electron shower. Thus the three cores of the event

will be the mini-cluster, under then hypothesis of the event being Chi_

ron.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON OBSERVATION OF GENETIC
RELATIONS AMONG THE EXOTIC COSMIC-RAY PHENOMENA.

Shunichi Hasegawa

1. Introduction

In order to see the genetic hypothesis on the exotic interacti
ons(l), a systematic study is made for the Chiron-type families on
their secondary interactions in the emulsion chamber, and the results
are presented here. A similar work is extended to the exotic families
of other types, the results of which are presented in a separate arti_
cie C2).

2. Experimental Method

The study is on families of Chiron-type found in the chamber No-
19, of the two-storey structure, exposed at Chacaltaya under Brasil-Ja
pan collaboration. The selection .criteria for Chiron-type families are:

i) A family penetrates through both upper and lower chamber,
ii) A family is not contaminated by degraded atmospheric cascades,

so that it consists mostly of single dark spots in the X-ray film obser
vation.

iii) A family has large spread, meaning that < E R > is greater
than 180 GeVm after the decascading procedure (3) with the constant,
Kc » 6 GeVm.

For 30 families selected under the above criteria and with obser
ved energy EECY ) > 80 TeV, the study is made on their secondary in
teractions in the chamber. First , the scanning is made on X-ray films
in the lower chamber for a shower spot, and then, the microscopic ob
servition on the nuclear emulsion plates is performed for every dete£
ted shower to see the core-structure. A shower with a single core is
discarded, because it carries no information on the nature of the
interactions, and those with multi-core structure are used for the pr£
sent study. There are 18 showers with £ E(Y) > 5 TeV, where E (y) ex
presses the energy of an observed shower core.



It is reminded that the chamber No.19 under concern is composed
of the upper and lower chamber with the target layer and the wide air
gap between them. Therefore, the interactions in the target layer
will be seen with the multi-core structure, because of the spread whi
le passing through the air gar> . In fact, the above method is curren
tly used to pick up the target interactions with multiple pion produc
tion which we call C-jet hereafter.

Further microscopic measurement is made on the detected showers
with multi-core structure. Every core in a shower is observed under
the microscope in the nuclear emulsion plates placed at differe-
depths of lead, measuring its position in a shower and counting its
number of shower tracks. With the results, one constructs the shower
transition curve for each core.

Comparison of the experimental shower transition curve is made
with the theoretical ones which are obtained by the simulation calcula
tion on the electron shower development in the chamber initiated by
an electron pair (4) . The calculation is based on the known ele£
tromagnetic processes including Landau effect on pair creation and
radiation process. The procedure of comparison is to find the best fit
to the average theoretical shower transition curve by the least square
method, and to determine the value of the two parameters, the shower
energy, E( Y), and the depth of the shower initiation in the chamber,

2
At. It also provides the degree of fitness, X .

The two parameters, At and X , are used to see whether the
shower core is of the electromagnetic origin or of the hadronic origin.

We impose the criteria for the hadronic origin to satisfy eî
ther, i) At > 2 cm Pb, or, ii) X > 4. The conditions were fixed from
the result on fluctuation of the quantities, At and x among the
simulated pure electron showers. The hadronic cores selected under
the criteria are called Pb-jet-lower, i.e. the local nuclear interac
tions in the lower chamber itself. (Those produced in the upper cham
ber are called as Pb-jet-uoner. The cores which do not satisfy the abo
ve criteria, are left unidentified, though their large part will be
initiated by gamma-rays arriving at the lower chamber.

3. Classification of showers

Let us now compare the observed multi-core showers in Chiron
families with ordinary C-jets, i.e. the multiple pion production in the
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target layer. If Chiron families do not involve any exotic interact^
ons or exotic hadrons, we should see no difference between the two.

The study of C-jets had been a major part of Brasil-Japan colla
boration experiment(5) for a long time until CERN collider came into
operation. The study was essentially based on identification of a gam
ma-ray pair which came from decay of a neutral pion. Fig.l shows dis_
tribution of the ratio R = "i/m.,, , where m expresses the
invariant mass of gamma-ray pair. It is constructed from 285 pairs
out of 80 C-jets with EEy > 20 TeV of Chacaltaya experiment, all of
which were identified as a neutral pion through the procedure of C-
jet analysis (5). Since most of the results from the C-jet analysis
were confirmed by CERN collider experiments,we may consider that Fig.
1 expresses resolution of our emulsion chamber measurement. We will
take it as a standard for the comparison.

Now, we .ake one of the multi-core showers , in which some of
its cores are v ready identified as of hadronic origin. Let us assume
for the mome * :hat the unidentified cores are gamma-rays, make cou
pling into Í i:'r among them, and construct the ratio R» m /m^. If
we find a p..i.- vith R in the region of 1 ± 0.2, we way identify it as
a pair of g« T-t-rays from a neutral pion. Through such coupling proce
dure , we c.ç elude that 9 events out of 18 showers are the multiple
pion produ ..on of ordinary type generated in the target layer ,i.e.
C-jets. Tht, are listed in Table 1.

We are left with 9 events of the multi-core structure, for which
we can not obtain a gamma-ray pair consistent with a neutral pion.
They are classified into the following four groups according to the
characteristics of their core-structure.

Group 1. Sucessive hadronic interactions (3 cases)
In all three cases, there is one high energy core at the center

accompanied by a few low energy cores. The interpretation given is
that the low energy cores are continuation of a Pb-jet-upper after suf
fering degradation by the electromagnetic cascade process , and the
central high energy core is another Pb - jet by the successive in
teraction.

Group 2. Mini-cluster from the target layer (2 cases).
They show very close multi-core structure with the lateral spread

of the order of a few to ten ym , and their core configuration
is kept while passing through two or three layers of nuclear emul_
sion plates in the lower chamber. Though the exact measurement on in
dividual cores is impossible due to their closeness, the core is consi^
tent with the interpretation as a mini-cluster produced in the
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target layer.

Group 3. Candidate of Chiron interaction in the lower chamber

(1 case).

Group 4. Candidates of Mini-cluster interaction in the target

(3 cases).

The last two groups are candidates for the cascade event of the

exotic interactions. Their description with interpretation is given

below.

uncertainty from target thickness

7o
15r
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n 80 C jets
2E1 20 TeV

554 z'-rays
E i. 0.8 TeV

± 20 %

r—I—i 1 r~

0.8 1 1-2

R = m / m
YV ft

Fig .1 . Distribution of ra t io R - m /m^ , constructed from
gamma-ray nairs identified as a neutral nion in C-jet
analysis ( m is invariant mass of gamma-ray o a i r ) .
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4. Description of Cascade Events of Exotic Interactions.

Chiron candidate In the event No.507 of Chiron family 47S-
171, classified as Group 3 in Table 1, two young shower cores are
found with mutual distance of 15 ±1 pm at the layer of 5 c.u. In
the next 6.c.u. layer, the distance increased to 20 - 1 ym after pa^
sing over the geometrical distance of 9 mm, i.e. the thickness of
5 mm of a lead plate and 4 mm of one layer of photographic material,
and, then, a new shower appears in neighbourhood of the two as
shown in Fiçj.2. These three cores develop increasing their mutual di£
tances while going down to 8 and 10 c.u. layer.

Then the position of the interaction vertex is measured by mê
ans of the geometrical way, and we find that they originate in the
lead plate at 3 c.u. depth. Their energy is measured by the track
counting method and we found their average p to be < Pt > *1.7
± 0.4 GeV/c.

If we assume that these three cores are generated by gamma-rays,
the event is a nuclear interaction in which only three gamma-rays are
produced with the invariant mass as high as 5 GeV/c , while other
hadrons produced simultaneously will penetrate through without interac
tions. There have been no such events among the observed C-jets of
ordinary type. Another interpretation can be that either some or all
of the three cores are of hadronic origin. Then it shows emission of
hadrons with p as large as in Chiron interaction.

Under the genetic hypothesis of the exotic interactions , the
event can be easily understood as an example of a cascade of two Chi.
ton interactions. Suppose a daughter Chiron is produced in the lower
chamber with emission of several B-particles with large p . Most of
them will pass through the Chamber without further interactions, while
le some can make a shower either through generating a mini-cluster or
making pion multiple production.

Mini-Centauro candidate A high energy C-jet, No.1-4, is in
block 901 (Group 4 in Table 1). The C-jet consists of 10 shower cores
with the total visible energy E E (y) • 17.0 TeV. Table 2-1 gives
the results of observations. The study of shower cores tells us that
we can not find any couple of cores which are consistent with the
gamma-decay of a neutral pion, and some are identified as of the ha
dronic origin. The average pt obtained from the visible energy is
given as < p.*- ̂  > • 0.30 ± 0.07 GeV/c , a value consistent with
the Mini-Centauro assumption.

The C-jet is a member of a Chiron family, 123S-90I, but is lo
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cated far way from the family center. The Chiron family itself is

estimated to have been originated by an interaction at the height

H = 200/\/300 n above the chamber, because the average spread (taking

out the C-jet) is <ER> = 500 GeVm for its high energy showers

( E(y) > 10 TeV). If we assume that the C-jet is also coming out

from the same atmospheric interaction , it gives pt(y) *** 30 GeV/c,

a value impossible to accept. Therefore, the parent of the C-jet

must be located at an interaction at much higher altitude.

A plausible interpretation under the genetic hypothesis is to

assume that the two, the Chiron family and the C-jet of Mini-Centauro,

are the two daughters from Geminion interaction at higher altitude.

The Chiron family is with ZE( y) = 120 TeV, and the distance from

its center to the C-jets is 21 cm. Therefore, the production height

of the order of 1 km for the parent Geminions gives pt(y) of the two

as about 3 GeV/c.

Mini- Centauro candidate The exotic nature of C-jet, No.I-1

in block 1271 (Group 4 in Table 1), was immediately noticed by the

X-ray film scanning over the lower chamber, just as in the case above.

One can recognize the multi-core structure in the shower spot, and

the spot penetrates deep down to the bottom of the chamber keeping

the core configuration. By tracing back the event into the upper chamber

ber, one finds a small energy family at the bottom layer, with EE(y)»

26.5 TeV, consisting of 11 low energy showers which scatter over a wî

de area of radius /sj\Q cm. The characteristics of the family are of

Chiron type, in which most of the constituent showers are of hadronic

origin of low energies . The associated C-jet is of high energy ,

EE(y) =30.7 TeV, consisting of 8 cores, most of which are identified

to be of hadronic origin, tic give some details on the C -jets in

Table 2-2. None of the couples of the shower cores were found from a

gamma-ray pair of neutral pion decay at the target layer. The average

p is given as < Pt(y) > = 0.22± 0.04 GeV/c, a value consistent

with the Mini-Centauro assumption.

Under the genetic hinoyhesis , the whole event is interpreted

as the parent Chiron interaction with the daughter Mini-Centauro

interaction.

Mini-Centauro candidate An exotic C-jet, No. 1-1, was found

in block 861 as a member of Chiron family, 116S-86I, (Group 4 in Table

I). The C-jet has three high energy cores associated with a few low

energy diffuse cores. Tracing back into the upper chamber, we find



a shower of diffuse core structure, starting at the layer of 6 c.u.
and penetrating into the layer at 12 c.u. without changing much its
shower size. FTom its shower transition curve, we identify it as the
Pb-jet-upper of the hadronic origin. Then the surrounding diffuse low
energy cores in the C-jet will be the continuation of this Pb-jet-upper.
Now, the principal three cores in the C-jet are described in Table
2-3. The cores, # 1 and #2 are observed from the outer layer in the
lower chamber, and the core # 3 starts from 6.c.u. The c o r e ^ 3 is
of the hadronic origin because of its large A t. The invariant mass
of the two, 4^1 and#2, gives the value 0.86 GeV/c , showing that
they are not gamma-rays from a neutral pion. The average p is obtained
as < Pt(Y)

 > " °«34 ± 0.11 GeV/c, consistent with the Mini-Centauro
assumption.

The whole event is now a candidate of the cascade; Chiron inte
raction as the mother and Mini- Centauro interaction as the daughter.
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Table 1. Showers of multi-core structure in Chiron families.

event

number

parent observed shower <pt(.y)>

family energy core in GeV/c

£E(Y) number

in TeV N

Ordinary pion multiple production:

GrouD 1. Successive hadronic interactions:

remark

I-l
503

509

1-2

1-4

1-2

7"

E
I-l

215S-159I
47S-17I

47S-17I

11S-21I

131S-109I

213S-155I

213S-155I

139S-104I

213S-155I

400
18.3

16.4

13.4

8.6

13.1

9.0

7.6

17.8

30
15

3

7

3

8

3

5

4

0.25
0.28

0.18

0.23

0.17

0.10

0.05

0.18

0.13

Açu-type
Açu-type

ir°+ Y

ir°+Y+Pb-jet

ir°+Y
3TT»

TT°+Y

ir°+Y*Pb-jet

2u°

I-l
15

1-7

150S-93I

198S-154I

193S-138I

13.

16.

10.

3

3

0

6

5

2

0

0

0

.075

.083

.48

no
no
no

Group 2. Mini-cluster from target layer:

I-l 181S-158I 50.0 > 5

1-4 193S-138I 5.0 5
no ir1

no ir(

Group 3. Chiron candidate (see Fig.2)

507 47S-17I 11.5 3 1.70 3 cores with
large pt-

Group 4. Mini-Centauro candidate

1-4 123S-90I 17.0 10

I-l 141S-127I 30.7 8

I-l 116S-86I 25.6 7

0.
0.

0.

30
22

34

no
no
no

n
V
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Table 2-1. Summary of C-jet No.1-4 (123S-90I)

shower no. E(TeV) r(ym) e(10"4) p.(Y) CGeV/C) At (cm) Remarks

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4.S
2.0

2.0

1.7

1.0

3.0

1.35

0.60

0.50

0.38

125
131

294

297

900

397

450

138

219

488

0.735
0.771

1.73

1.75

5.29

2.33

2.65

0.81

1.29

2.87

0.33
0.15

0.36

0.30

0.53

0.70

0.36

0.05

0.06

0.11

0.6
--

0.8

0.4

1.1

2.20

1.10

0.30

-3.4

not from
tt

• t

tt

it

Pb-jet,

Pb-jet,

•n"

large At

large X2

Table 2-2. Summary of C-jet No.I-1 (141S-127I)

shower no. E(TeV) r(pm) 8C10"4) Pt(Y)(GeV/c) At(cm) Remarks.

1 > 5.0 147 0.83 0.41 2.0 Pb-jet large At

2 2.6 103 0.58 0.15 1.0 Pb-jet large X?

3 2.0 244 1.38 0.28 0.2 no partner

4 5.9 36 0.20 0.12 2.1 Pb-jet large At

5 3.4 189 1.06 0.36 2.4 Pb-jet large At

6 3.3 76 0.43 0.14 2.7 Pb-jet large At

7 1.7 107 0.60 0.10 2.4 Pb-jet large At

8 6.8 55 0.31 0.21 3.3 Pb-jet large At

Table 2-3. Summary of C-jet No.I-1 (116S-86I)

shower no. E(TeV) r(ym) 9(10"4) Pt(Y)(GeV/c) At(cm) Reinarks

1 11.5 58 3.32 • 0.39 0.3

2 7.9* 109 6.42 0.49 0.2

3 > 4.5 50 2.86 > 0.13 2.9 Pb-jet large At
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SHORT CHRONOLOGY OF PROF. CESAR LATTES SCIENTIFIC MFE:

The Chronology

Giulio Bigazzi

and

Julio Cesar Hadler Neto

Cesar lattes arrived at Pisa (Italy) in 1964 with a fellowship

from CNPq, attracted by the possibility of experimental verification

of P.A.M. Dirac's hypothesis (1,2) about the variation of fundamental

physical constants with the age of the universe. In early sixties a

research group from General Eletric (USA) pioneered a new dating

method based on spontaneous fission of 2 3 8 Ü (3,4,5,6,7,8) . To

Fleischer, Price and Walker, who developed the new geochronological

technique based on previous observations by electron microscopy of

tracks from U induced fission fragments in muscovite mica (9) ,owe

the chemical etching of the tracks, which makes them stable during

the observation and visible at optical microscopy and the discovery

that many minerals retain the 'latent tracks' of fragments from
238

U spontaneous fission, occured inside the minerals over their geo

logical histories.

Cesar Lattes quickly realized the fascinating possibility the

new dating method opened to physics: it enabled him to verify expe

rimentally Dirac's hipothesis. For this purpose he needed a lot of

"real ' ages, preferably on very old samples, furnished by at least two

methods whose nuclear processes and whose decay constants were diff£

rent. Age values obtained in the same rocks by fission tracks (disin

tegration constant about 10" y ) and other radiometric methods -

i.e. Potassium-Argon and Rubidium-Strontium (K-Ar: K •* Ar by elec
87 87 «•

tronic capture; Rb-Sr: Rb •• Sr by 8 disintegration, processes

with decay constants of the order of 10 y ) - could show a vari_

ation of the above constants with the age of the universe, since each

age depends upon different physical constants. The curve built with

the data K-Ar or Rb-Sr age versus fission track age, perhaps would

not be a straight line and the deviation from linear behaviour would

make it possible to verify, inclusive quantitatively, whether Dirac's
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hypothesis was correct.
Even though K-Ar and Rb-Sr methods were not free from sistema

tic errors that could affect the ages thus obtained (ex: escape of
Ar from rocks], they have already been throughly studied, in many

laboratories over the world, since the fifties. Then, the methodology
cal study of fission track method was the more lucid way for Cesar to
persue.

There was at Pisa, at that time, one of the most qualified labo
ratories that dealt with dating - the Nuclear Geology Laboratory -
directed by Prof. Ezio Tongiorgi , where age measurements with K-Ar and
Rb-Sr methods were routinely performed.

Besides the support given by that laboratory, Cesar Lattes
could expect colaboration from Prof. Adriano Gozzini, who had great
interest on the research that Cesar had proposed himself to carry out
at Physics Institute at Pisa.

One of us (G.B.) remembers well that period. In a few months
was born a laboratory for fission track dating and a research group
for which Cesar succeded in transmiting his enthusiasm. While we were
waiting for became ready the rooms put at the disposal of fission
track group in the Physics Institute, we began to develop fission
tracks on muscovite mica using as thermostatic bath the bathroom sink
of Cesar's flat; it was necessary to close up the nose in order to
avoid breathing .the steam of hydrofluoridric acid. It caused astoni^
shement to our imagination to verify that with simple and primitive
ways one could develop and observe tracks registered by minerals due
to nuclear events happened during various geological eras.

Everybody who worked in that research group joined Cesar, the
microscopists Giuliano Colombetti and Graziella Renzoni, the students
Giulio Bigazzi, Anna Michel and Ezio Tabacco and Dr. Vittorio Togliatti
learnt that in research one can not wait for everything to be ready
for beginning the work; with a little of fantasy and enthusiasm one
can do good things, overcoming many difficulties. The four old
Koristka microscopes were used full time; and quickly we produced the
first fission track age measurement on a sample which, due to the
colaboration of Sergio Borsi, Giorgi Ferrara and Ezio Tongiorgi , had
been dated with K-Ar and Rb-Sr at the Nuclear Geology Laboratory .
Rapidly we realized that great experimental difficulties have to be
faced in searching the final purpose of that work.

A serious problem of fission track method was constituted by
238the calibration of the method: the value of U desintegration
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tant for spontaneous fission, \- » published by Fleischer and Price

(6), 6,85 x 10~17 y"1 , differed by ~ 20% from the well accepted re

suit obtained by Segrè (10), 8,62 x 10 y . Another delicate point

was constituted by the neutron dose measurements , since the availa

ble monitors were based on neutron induced reactions of ( n, S )kind

and not on U induced fissions. It became clear that one could only

obtain relative age measurements, and a standard of ages had to be

chosen. A muscovite from Rhodesia was well adequate for this task:

age measurements performed with K-Ar and Rb-Sr were in agreement

( ~ 600 millions of years), moreover the first values obtained with

fission tracks, usir.? gold foils as neutron monitor, were also in

agreement with the above cited value. Besides this, that muscovite
2 TO 2

showed a lot of tracks from U spontaneous fission ( ~ 8000 cm ) ,

the so called "fossil tracks", and we had it available in great quan

tity.

The age measurements referred to this standard fitted with

the ages obtained at Nuclear Geology Laboratory, except in some ca

ses where strong deviations were observed. Then we realized that some

rocks could have had very complicated geological histories, most of

them unknown, that could alter, in different ways , the age values

obtained with different methodologies.

It was soon observed that frequently the latent image of fossil

tracks showed a weakening, called fading: the mean length of these

tracks was smaller than the induced one, and the difference was posî

tively correlated with the age of the sample. Then one realized that,

although geological accidents as a thermic event, might have erased

totally or partially the latent images of fission tracks born before

it, even in normal ambiental conditions the latent image stability

of tracks was not complete.

The possibility of obtaining soon an adequate number of relia

ble dating measurements that could permit the verification of Dirac's

hypothesis was becoming more remote; in fact, to prove whether there

is a variation of the fundamental constants, following Cesar's estima

te, a difference of about 1% for 10 y ages should be detected, but

the obtained data were affected both by large experimental errors as

well as by uncertainties difficult to be quantified due, mainly, to

the poor knowledge one had about the history of very old samples and

about the parameters which could induce a difference between the age

values obtained with different methodologies.

On other side, the results that were being obtained, though

did not show the desired precision, were well reproducible and usual̂
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ly very plausible; this motivated the group to go on in fission track
dating, directed to attack the main problems of the new radiometric
method. This research line guided all following activities of Cesar
Lattes in the field of fission tracks.

In this way was born the thesis of one of us (G.B.),"Revelati^
on of fission tracks in muscovite mica" (in italian), initially ori
ented by Lattes and pursued by Adriano Gozzini, after Lattes left for
Brazil. In this thesis and in the paper that followed it (11), is fur
nished for the first time, in fission track history, a correction
technique of the so called "apparent age', which pernp's to quantify,
through the measurement of a parameter relative to the tracks - their
mean lenjth -, the effect of fading on the measured age of mica.

Cesar Lattes left Pisa but an important inheritance stayed the
re: the end of his fellowship did not mean the end of a research
activity that had began to bear fruit;the Nuclear Geology Laboratory
and succeding it the Geochronology and Isotope Geology Institute of
CNR began activities in the field of geochronology with fission tracks.
Cesar has always been close to the small group that continued, in
Italy, the research activity born as consequence of his stay there in
1964; today exists an intimate colaboration between Pisa and UNICAMP
where, after São Paulo University, Cesar succeded in giving rise to
the interest on fission track research, after his return back to
Brazil. It should be pointed out that Cesar never set apart de re
search activity from the social and economic ambient where it takes
place: fission tracks do not need particularly expensive and advanced
research equipment; a brasilian group may develop, in this field ,
an important activity, without being limited to a marginal position
due to lack of resources. Cesar chose to continue in Brasil the re
search he had begin at Pisa.

The Chronology group of Unicamp, created in early seventies ,
had its research line guided by the methodological study of fission
track technique, which meant a continuity of the work and purposes
that motivated it in Italy

At that time there were some indications that the angulaT dis
235 "

tribution of induced fission fragments - U (n, fission) - detec
ted by muscovite was not isotropic, and it was also known that the
results of almost 30 measurements of Xp were inconsistent . indî
eating sistematic errors. In fact, although many measurements were
showing values of X _ with statistical errors within 31 , the major
part (66%) of the results were grouped close to 2 values; 7,0
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and 8,5 x IO"17 y"1.

Through the age equation usually used in dating of minerals by

fission track method:

T = J_ m
x

238where : X is the U desintegration constant for alpha decay, <j> is
the neutron fluence of the reactor; a is the cross section for U
thermal neutron induced fission; P S is the observed superficial den
sity of fossil tracks; pT is the observed superficial density of in

238 235duced tracks and n is the U/ U isotopic ratio in natural urani
um, one may note that Xp value affects directly the value of T. If
the observed anisotropy mean a loss of tracks in some directions ,
its ocurrence also could affect T, since the fossil track distribution
would affect og while the induced track one D . , then a different
loss of the two kind of tracks could alter the value of ps^pI
and then of T.

At first it was selected a great number of muscovite samples ,
mainly brasilians , always following the old project of Dirac's hi.
pothesis verification. In continuing the research, initiated in Pisa
with the thesis of Anna Michel, there began the study of fading of
fission tracks by thermal effect, having as objetive a detailed study
of the "apparent age" correction technique (12); soon afterwards work
was begun on anisotropy of angular distribution of tracks - phenomena
observed for the first time at Campinas by Cesar Lattes - and a new
Xp measurement using a technique with original experimental charact£
ristics within the fission track method.

The study of "Anisotropy in the detection efficiency of uranr• n
fission fragments", of Elianna Maria Ciocchetti (13) (Master's thesi ,
in Portuguese), developed at the chronology group, showed that aniso
tropies of the fossil track distribution and of the induced one dc
pend upon the chemical etching the micas are submited to, but for the
chosen standard chemical etching - where the observed superficial
densities of tracks are independent from the etching duration - , the
angular distributions of fossil and induced tracks, though anisotro
oics, are very similar, resulting in no effect whatsoever on the
Ds/Oj ratio (14).

For the measurement of X- , different fron other me!1> <v!o! o^ i
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es based on the sandwich of Solid State Track Detector - uranium

(being muscovite mica the SSTD utilized in the major part of these

works) where the neutron flux was obtained by conventional Au, Co.Cu

etc, monitors, Lattes suggested that the neutron dosimetry , demanded

for the technique of mica-uranium sandwich, should be effected through

nuclear emulsions loaded with known quantity of natural uranium. The

use of this "dosimeter", besides the fact that it would have its own

uranium quantity measured by two different methods independent from

the irradiations with neutrons, represented a very reliable way of

measuring the neutron flux that irradiated the mica-uranium sandwich

(15) since both in the uranium targets as in the nuclear emulsions

the same reaction - U ( n, fission) - took place producing fission

fragments detected by the micas iustanosed to the targets and by the

emulsions (which, as is well known,has a detection efficiency equal to

one for fission ocurred in their interior). Then, as inhomogeneities

and energy variations of the neutron flux produced the same effect

on both fission track detectors, their influence on our Xp measurement

could be completely eliminated.

The measurement of Xp , originally the theme of Master thesis

of one of us (J.C.H.N.), for reasons inherent to the method of dosime

try employed, had to be levided in two thesis: the Master's thesis

concerned the experimental problems originated from the nuclear emul̂

sions loading method which had to be properly analized, and the Docto

rate one, where the measurement of Xp was finally performed.

During the work with uranium loaded nuclear emulsions, we si£

tematically observed tracks which showed anomalous characteristics -

mainly a rather anisotropic distribution of zenithal angles - in nucle

ar emulsions submited to chemical developments appropriate for revea

ling fission tracks only; we had to understand them to acquire relia

ble criteria to decide whether they ( or, at best, a part of them who

se appearence was very similar to fission tracks, but whose length

was 3 or 4 times shorter) had to be counted as induced fission tracks.

One of us (J.C.H.N.) has clear in mind the images of the day in

which Cesar, after a careful observation of the results of the experi^

mental tests that had been made, told us about problems with Poloni

urn contamination he had faced many years before, and said "... your

results seems to be a contamination of Polonium type"; under this
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point of view the so called anomalous tracks could be quickly unders
tood (16) and they did not cause any trouble to the subsequent measu
remcnt of Xp : they were uranium alpha ray tracks emitted during the
emulsion drying stage and whose latent images were strong enough to
be revealed during fission track developments .

The measurement of \~ made at Campinas resulted in the first
-17 -1value close to 8.5 x 10 y obtained with the technique of SSTD

- uranium sandwich (17). This result can be seen as sugestive since
for the first time also loaded nuclear emulsions were employed to
measure neutron flux in a *p measurement and the observations at the
microscope were effected using the technique of two observer's "dou
ble crossed counting" for all fission tracks observed during the
work, eliminating in this way the effect of the observer efficiency
on the obtained Xp value . But it is important to mention here the
wisdom of Cesar's intuition : when he suggested that kind of way of
measuring the neutron flux , his argument was that he did not trust
in the results of conventional dosimeters to measure neutron flux wî
thin fission track method; and, today, 20 years after the appearance
of this dating method, the use that, in this period, have been made
of conventional dosimeters and/or SSTD dosimeters type, but whose ura
nium content determinations depend upon calibrations effected with
conventional dosimeters, did not succed in producing an accepted
standardization of the neutron dose calibration inside of the fission
track method

Nowadays, having in mind this idea of Cesar, one is working on
the possibility of using uranium loaded nuclear emulsions to measure
neutron flux in the conditions usually utilized in mineral dating ,
which did not happen during the Xp measurement.

* Some years after, in 1982, interrupting our explanation ibcut this
work, with a satisfied smile and with the boldness that is his own
characteristic , Prof. G.Occhialini said: "This tracks are the same
many years ago I called prehistoric tracks, in the sense that they are
formed before the end of the emulsion drying stage,and they were reŝ
ponsible for some drawbacks I had because some colleagues that worked
with nuclear emulsions were not satisfied in knowing that I interpre
ted their "new discoveries" as prehistoric tracks".
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Besides the persons cited above, the following worked in the
chronology group, since its creation: the microscopists Janete
Feriani and Maria José Ribeiro, the laboratory technicians Dinah
Augusta Barreto Serra and Maria Divanilde Dall'Oglio Marques, and the
student Manoel Eduardo Conde; it is worth to mention the precious co
laboration given to the group by Prof. Alfredo Marques, from CBPF -
Rio de Janeiro, who worked with us during some years.

For conclusion we must remark that, although the utilization
of fission track method as a tool to verify Dirac's hipothesis could
not be at sight today, the course gone through by Cesar inside chro
nology has accumulated significant victories and it has been cons_
tituted in a coherent way of persecuting the purpose that initially
motivated him to enter this field in 1964.
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ON EXOTIC FIREBALLS

Takao Tati

Abstract

Exotic fireballs found by Brazil-Japan Collaboration of Chacaltaya
Emulsion Chamber Experiment are interpreted in terms of a model of ha
dronic matter (of which hadrons are made) based on the theory of fini
te degree of freedom. It is considered in our picture that exotic fi-
reballs reveal the part left undefined in the renormalization theory
of quantum field and nonappearance of exotic fireballs (of relatively
small mass, i.e. Mini-Centauro and Geminion) in CERN SPS collider ex
periment is possibly due to the existence of universal time, realized
by the cutoff, of momentum degree of freedom of the field of basic par
tides. ••'^.V/

1. Introduction

The world of elementary particles has been more and more enlar
ged and diversified and, at tha same time, unifying relations in it
have gradually been established basing on the quantum field theory.In
this case, though basic fields and their interactions have been
effectively selected, the quantum field theory itself has been unchan
ged in its foundation.

The quantum field theory gives divergent results showing that
the theory is not completely defined. The difficulty is avoided for
practical problems by choosing the renorüializable type of theories.
Even in the renormalizabJe case, the theory contains an undefined part
left to future theories so that it is not closed. The renormalization
theory evades the divergence difficulty by replacing arbitrarily the
undefined divergent part by an appropriate finite constant. We want
to consider, however, the difficulty or inconsistency in the fundamen
tal theory as a moment for deeper recognition of the existence of
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elementary particles.

The divergence difficulty is due to the infinite degrees of

freedom of the quantum field given by the set of all possible values

of momentum or equivalently of position of the particle associated

to the field. The quantum field with a finite degree of freedom is

contradictory to the space-time description so that the theory of

finite degree of freedom requires the reformation (1) of the cone

of space-time basing on the non-space-time description. The theory of

finite degree of freedom suppresses the high momentum part of the de-

gree of freedom and gives consequences for the part left undefined in

the renormalization theory. The verification of the consequences is

possibly obtained in cosmic ray experiments on ultrahigh energy nucl£

ar interactions for which the validity of the renormalization theory

is not yet established.

The ultrahigh energy nuclear interactions have long been inves_

tigated by the Brazil-Japan Collaboration of Chacaltaya Emulsion Cham

ber Experiment. The experiment found various kinds of fireballs as

intermediate states of multi-hadron productions. The fireball seems

to be not a simple system consisting of a few basic ^articles but

a many-body system where a thermodynamical picture is valid to some

extent. If this is the case, it is difficult to derive the property

.es of fireballs from a fundamental theory of basic particles. We

have various models of nuclei, each of which is effective in a certa

in domain of applicability. We consider that the approach using phe-

nomenological models is also effective for the interpretation of fi-

reball phenomena. In this case, when the models reflect a basic

idea, we can test its validity by experimental fects.

We consider a model (2) of matter — we call hadronic matter

of which strong interacting objects hadrons and fireballs

are made , based on the theory of finite degree of freedom. Our hadro

nic matter seems to explain qualitatively all characteristic proper-

ties of hadrons and fireballs. The Chacaltaya Emulsion Chamber Experi.

ments(3) observed exotic fireballs, the decay products of which con

tain almost no pions, as well as ordinary fireballs which decay main

ly into pions. In our picture, the existence of exotic fireballs is

considered to embody our basic idea that the momentum degree of free

dom of the field of basic particles is cut off referring to a univer

sal timelike vector.

Collider experiments have now become able to compare their r£

suits with those of cosmic ray experiments of corresponding energies

around several 101 eV and have observed large multiplicities and
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large transverse momenta deviating from the scaling law in multi-pion

production and being consistent with the cosmic ray results. Three

kinds of fireballs H, SH, and UH quanta having masses about 3 GeV, 30

GeV and 300 GeV, respectively , have been observed in cosmic ray expe

riments. According to the idea that multi-pion productions occur main

ly through those fireballs, the large multiplicities and transverse

momenta are explained by the cascade decays of large fireballs

UH - SH's, SH - H's, H - ir's, (1)

in each step of which the sum of masses of decay products is about

equal on an average to half of the mass of the decaying fireball. In

this case, the direct multiple H quantum production gives the scaling

background. In these circumstances, we consider that SH quanta are

produced in considerable quantities in collider experiments. Four

kinds of exotic fireballs, called Centauro, Mini-Centauro, Geminion

and Chiron, are observed. The exotic fireballs of relatively small

mass are those called Mini-Centauro and Geminion having masses around

30 GeV that is the mass of SH quantum. However, no exotic fireball is

found in collider experiments.

If the momentum degree of freedom of the field of basic parti-

cles is cut off referring to a universal timelike vector, a nuclear

interaction in colliders is not necessarily given by a Lorentz trans -

formation from a cosmic ray interaction though their initial states

(momenta of colliding nucleons) are connected by the Lorentz transfor

mation. It is shown in terms of a model of hadronic matter that nona-

ppearance of exotic fireballs in collider experiments is possible due

to the existence of universal time realized by our momentum cutoff.

2. Universal Time

According to the theory of special relativity, two appearances

of a phenomenan for two observers with a uniform relative velocity is

connected by a Lorentz transformation. Then, in order that the theo-

ry is independent of observers, it should be invariant under Lorentz

transformation. We call the theory satisfying this condition 'relati-

vistic' in a broad sense. In this sense, we can consider a 'relativis

tic' theory containing universal time. It is the theory of finite de-

gree of freedom in which the momentum degree of freedom of basic fi -

eld is cut off referring to a universal timelike vector N, .that is ,
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since the magnitude of momentum depends on the Lorentz system, the
large momentum part is cut off (with an appropriate cutoff function )
in the reference system we call N-system in which Ny =
(1,0,0,0). The relative velocity between the N-system and our labora-
tory system on the earth can be considered some 10"3 c ( c is the
light velocity) on cosmological grounds so that our laboratory system
is considered approximately the N-system for high energy phenomena.

We denote momenta of colliding nucleons in cosmic ray and eolli_
der interactions by p,, p, and pi, pi, respectively ( p^i = 0. pj^ =

-pli , i = 1,2,3), and assume they are connected by a Lorentitransfor
mation L, i.e. pi = Lp, and pi = Lp^. And, we denote the invariant
cross section for a cosmic ray interaction of two nucleons with momen-
ta p., P2 to a state A by a(p,, p 2 •*• A; N) , which depends on the uni-
versal timelike vector N owing to our cutoff. Since our theory is 're
lativistic', the invariant cross section should satisfy

a C PX. P2 * A;N) - Cp£ .p| - A*; N*) (2)

where A,N and A*,N* are connected by the Lorentz transformation L,
i.e.A*= LA and N* = LN. Both sides of the equation are expressions
for the same interaction in different Lorentz systems. The invariant
cross section ÍOT the collider interaction of two nucleons with momenta
pj , p£ to the state A* is a(p^ , p| A*;N) which is different from
the right-hand side of the above-mentioned equation where N is repla-
ced by N* and when our cutoff is effective for the interaction, it
is in general that

o ( px. p2 * A; N) - a (p*. p* - A*;N*). (3)

Both sides of this equation are expressions for different interactions
in the same Lorentz system where N is given approximately by
(1,0,0,0). It means that a nuclear interaction observed in cosmic ray
experiments is not necessarily found in collider experiments of the
corresponding energy. For more ouantitative discussions, models of ha-
drons and fireballs are necessary.

3. Hadronic Matter

The basic particle (urbaryon) of our hadronic matter of which
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hadrons are made is a bare quark q having color and flavor and obeying
the theory of finite degree of freedom, 'bare' is to distinguish q
from the physical quark Q mentioned below but we call q simply quark
in the following. The hadronic matter consists of a certain number of
quarks carrying quantum numbers of the system and a large number of
virtual quark pairs generated by vacuum polarization. The nosition de
gree of freedom of the field of basic particles distributes in the N-
system with a density (1/v), where the volume v is given by

( 4TT/3)KJ v % (2TT ft ) 3 (4)

when the effective cutoff of the momentum degree of freedom is K.(the
cutoff function should have a sufficiently long tail) Due to the Perm

statistics, only a finite number of quarks can occupy the volume v.
This acts to extend the volume of the system and to make its density
uniform. Hadronic matter is assumed to be a superposition of states
confined with the maximum compactness so that the mass is, apart from
individualities, e.g. vibrational excitations, in general given by

M £ p V % p(n/f) v, (5)

Wn^-e p is the density being a constant, f is the number of quarks in
v and, V and n are expectation values of the volume and the number of
quarks of the system, respectively. The field theory implies that
our hadronic matter has its proper V and n. In a broad view, it is
assumed that all colorless ground states have nearly the same V and
n given by

V £ VN £ (4w/3) (1/MN)
3 , n * nN * f (VN/v), (6)

where ?t is the nucleon mass and ail colored ground states have nearly
the same V and n given by

V * VQ£ 10 VN , n * nQ * 10nN , (7)

for the sake of simplicity.
We consider that there exists a free physical quark Q clothed

in a cloud of virtual quark pairs like a physical electron in QED clo
thed in a cloud of virtual electron pairs. In our picture, when free
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Q and Q combine to form a meson (Q'Q1) Q' represents a deformed
physical quark in the hadron , hadronic matter of the volume 2V~ -
VN should disappear. This corresponds to the binding energy

B * p(2VQ - VN) S 2MQ- MN , (8)

where MQ £ 10 MN is the physical quark mass. Conversely, in order to
decompose (Q'Q1) into Q and Q , we should produce hadronic matter of
the volume a 2VQ - V,.. The produced giant hadronic matter is, however,
a colorless fireball which decays mainly into pions. This is a limited
color confinement in our picture.

Hadron resonances and H quantum are considered excited states
of hadronic matter of V ^ V N by surface and volume vibrations, respec-
tively. In thTS case, H quantum is not a superposition of hadron reso
nances. Giant fireballs, SH and UH quanta, are considered giant hadro
nic matter of V % 10 VN and V£ 100 VN , respectively, expanded by
high excitations.

The effective cutoff momentum K of hadronic matter of size n
is given by

K * n K r (9)

where K. is the effective cutoff momentum of the basic particle(quark).
The production probability of hadronic matter is suppressed when the
momentum surpasses its effective cutoff K, although it can be accele-
rated when it is stable, e.g. by an electromagnetic field, far beyond
K due to a long tail of the cutoff function. The effective cutoff for
for Lorentz factor is given by

r ^ K/M ^ (nKx) / (pnv/f) ^ (fl^/pv) (10)

which is insensitive to the size of hadronic matter. Cosmic ray expe-

riments seem to suggest that there exists an effective cutoff around
4 510 -10 for Lorentz factors of fireballs being roughly independent of

their sizes. When we take K, £ 10 \ ( in this case, nv ^ 10
4), we

'V 5 Ail IN
have 7 •v 10 .



4. Exotic Fireballs

The mass of a large fireball may be considered to represent a
broad heap in the mass distribution of the giant hadronic matter. For
exotic fireballs, the existence of heaps in the mass distribution is
not yet established, especially for Chirons. However , we assume as a
simple model that Mini-Centauro and Geminion have the mass around 30
GeV that is the mass of SH quantum, and Centauro and Chiron have the
mass around 300 GeV that is the mass of UH quantum.

The ordinary fireballs, SH and UH quanta together with H quan
turn, are considered to decay into pions mainly in the way shown in (1).
The decay products of exotic fireballs, however, contain almost no pî
ons. In our picture, Centauro and Mini-Centauro are considered UH quan
turn and SH quantum, respectively, in which the production of the parti^
cipating H quanta in their decays (1) is suppressed due to that the ,
momenta of the H quanta surpass their effective cutoff K.,(K in (9) for
H quantum) and, instead of each H quantum, a nucleon pair NN is produ
ced for which the effective cutoff momentum is K ^ % 2 L since n in
(9) for a nucleon pair in our picture is nN^ - n^ • n« % 2 n... The nu
cleon pair emission instead of H quantum is considered in a similar
circumstance to that of an electron pair emission in a nuclear 0-0
transition in which Y emission is forbidden.

The model of Chiron in our picture is the UH quantum in which
the production of the participating SH quanta in the decay (1) is
suppressed due to that the momenta of the SH quanta surpass their effec
tive cutoff KSH (K in (9) for SH quantum) and, instead of each SH
quantum , a physical quark pair OQ is produced. In this case, in oj_
der that the effective cutoff momentum K Q R for a physical quark pair
is larger than KgH, nQg = n Q + n* should be larger than n . If we
assume JVy^ngu keeping parallelism between Centauro and Chiron, we ha
ve T\QX % 2 n g H and K~* ^ 2 Kg... The physical quark pair thus produced
instead of a SH quantum is, regardless of whether the SH quantum belongs
to decay products of a larger fireball or not, considered to be a GemjL
nion.

The decay products of exotic fireballs are, in our picture, nu
cleons and physical quarks having large momenta of the order of their
effective cutoff momenta. Since a nucleon and aohysical quark are in
destructible, the decay products of exotic fireballs produce hadrons
only through secondary nuclear interactions, in contrast to those of
ordinary fireballs. When the total momentum of a decay product of
exotic fireballs is estimated from observed hadronic showers in a
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emulsion chamber, the recoil momentum in the nucleon-nucleon or
cal quark-nucleon collision should be taken into account in addition
to the momenta of produced hadrons.

The observed transverse momentum of the decay product of Mini-
Centauro and Centauro is about 1 GeV (the nucleon mass) and that of
the decay product of Geminion and Chiron is abjut 10 GeV (the assumed
physical quark mass). This means, for our model of exotic fireballs ,
that the sum of masses of decay products is about half of the mass of
the decaying fireballs. This is a relation considered as to be reali.
zed in each step of decays of all fireballs.

The observed collision mean free path of the decay product of
Chiron and Geminion, being considerably short compared with that of
the nucleon (4), seems to conform to our model since our physical quark
is the indestructible hadronic matter of the volume much larger than
that of the nucleon.

The decay product of Chiron and Geminion is often accompanied by
electromagnetic showers called Mini-Clusters, each of which seems to
be originated by a y-ray with a transverse momentum of the order of
10 MeV (5). In our model of Chiron and Geminion, the Mini-Clusters are
interpreted as to be produced by the y-decays of the physical quark
excited by surface vibration. In our picture, of hadronic matter, the
surface-vibrational states of the hadron are considered to be hadron
resonances and to decay by pion (meson) emissions. The surface-vibra
tional states of the physical quark are, however, considered to de
cay not by pion emissions but by y-emissions due to the small level
spacing expected from the large volume of the physical quark compared
with that of the hadron.

In our picture, an exotic fireball is produced when a kinemati^
cal condition is satisfied that the Lorentz factors of H or SH quanta
to be produced surpass in the N-system their effective cutoff r in
(10). In the case of Mini-Centauro and Geminion, the condition is for
cosmic ray interactions ( Pi I > I" MgH in the left-hand side of (2)
which is equivalent to | pi | > M S H in the right-hand side of (2)
where N is replaced by N* , while it is for collider interactions
| p*) z T M g H in the right-hand side of (3) which is far beyond the
present collider energies.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE FRAGMENTATION

PROCESSES OF PROJECTILE HADRONS AND JETS

PRODUCTION WITH HIGH P AT ENERGY 104 TeV

S.A. Slavatinsky

INTRODUCTION

It is interesting to look through the results of cosmic rays
investigations at energies higher than 10 TeV and to examine the next
steps in this field of research.

Low intensity of cosmic rays at high energies makes it necessa
ry to build installations with a large aperture, S fl ~10 m ster. Mo
reover,the target must be located several hundred meters above the
installation.

The new type of installation satisfying both conditions was the
large scale x -ray emulsion chamber which was built at the mountain
laboratory on the Chacaltaya, by professor C.Lattes and his colleagues
(1). Very many new remarkable data were obtained by means of these
chambers. For a long time it was a unique installation.

The other large emulsion chambers were constructed at the begin
ning of the 70- ties on the Pamir (USSR) and mountains Fuji (Japan),
and Kambala (China).

This review will be about the Pamir results.
Figure 1 shows schematically the Pamir chamber. The target is

a thick layer of air. Unfortunately the secondary nuclear and electroT
magnetic processes play a very important role for such thick target.
Therefore in order to obtain correct results, detailed calculations
are necessary taking into account all secondary processes in the tar-
get.

The X-ray emulsion chamber recorded the secondary particles,
-y- quanta and hadrons which were produced in nuclear-cascade proces-
ses in the atmosphere. The unper part of the Pamir chamber consists of
3 lead layers with total thickness near 12 cascade units (c.u . ) .



Y-quanta produce in the lead electron-photon cascade showers ( EPS)

which look like small black spots ont the developed X-ray film. When

the energy of EPS is higher than 4 TeV, the spots have registration

efficiency near unity and can be recognized by a naked eye.

Figure 1.

The typical scheme of X-ray emulsion

carbon chamber of the Pamir experiment*
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The hadrons of a nuclear cascade from atmosphere interact with

carbon nuclei of a thick carbon layer with probability near 0.7 (see

Fig.l). A part of their energy is transferred to the secondary EPS

which can be registered in the lower layers of the emulsion chamber .

The lower layers consist of 3 lead plates and X-ray films with the to

tal thickness near 10 c.u. ~*

The darkness of the spots of the X-ray film is proportional to
the energy of EPS. The relative error of energy measurements is neaT
20 per cent. The Pamir experiment was carried out at the altitude of
4370 m above sea level.

There are two important features of the Pamir experiment:

1) the effective thickness of the air layer for y-rays and hadron

production is about 1-2 km above the chamber. The average number of nu

clear interactions responsible for y^ray and hadron production is "

only 2 or 3; 2) the ̂ articles recorded in the chamber were as a rule

produced in the fragmentation region of strong interaction.

Above 1200 tons of lead and 800 tons of carbon are used in the
Pamir emulsion chambers. Near 7000 m2 of X-ray film are exposed every
year.

Seven USSR and two Polish institutions take part in this expe
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riment. The total exposure of the Pamir emulsion chambers is near
3000 m per year now.

The following information was obtained during the Pamir expe-
riment:

1. The flux and energy spectrum of Y and hadron and their fa-
milies

2. The main characteristics of Y and hadron families.

These results will be considered later.
3. Exotic type events.

The researchers taking part in the Pamir experiment consider
that the results obtained by means of the emulsion chambers should be
compared with the results of simulation. Only in this case it is pos-
sible to obtain the clear physical picture of strong interactions.This
is a reason why we carried out numerous calculations. We used three
main models of strong interactions:

1. The so-called quasi-scaling model (QS). This model was ba-
sed on direct accelerator data about the main strong interation cha-
racteristics.

2. The jet model: It is the same, as QS-model, but is takes in
to account the jets production according to QHD-theory.

3. The nonscaling model (the CKP model): Such type of mode*
was widely used for a long time for extensive showers investigations.
SPS data showed that this model is not valid at energies up to 150
TeV. Nevertheless at higher energies the CKP-model may prove to be
valid.

1. Inelastic cross-section for nucleon-lead and nucleon-air interact^
ons.

For Pamir experiment direct measurements of cross-section are
possible at relativly small energies of 40-90 TeV now.

The number of nucleon interactions is shown in Fig.2 at vari-
ous depths of lead in thick emulsion chambers.
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Fig* 2* Distribution of origin points of nucl<*ar

interaction for two mean energies B n * 40 lev

and 90 TeV.

Both distributions can be approximated by the function dN/jt~
exp (-t/ X ) with X = (180±20) g/cm2 or o prod =(1920±200) mb.

Indirect estimation of energy dependence of a • •, for nucle-
on-nitrogen nucleus interactions was received from the intensities of
Y-rays, of the hadron component and of the Y-families with the heln
of a number of simulations. It is seen that it is necessary to increa
se ajnel approximately by 10-15 per cent when energy becomes 10
times higher. It means that the total nucleon-nucleon cross-section
increases in accordance with the following relationship

tot
50 fl + 0,2 log (E/100 mb

This relationship is supposed to be valid up to the energy of ~ 10
TeV.

2. Scaling violation in fragmentation region at energy range of 10 -
107 GeV.

Groups of particles originating as the products of the deve -
lopment of the nuclear cascade process in such a thick target as the
Earth atmosphere were called families of y- quanta and hadrons. They
are recorded in emulsion chambers inside the circles of radius R < 30
cm and look like sjrounr; of dark spots on the film having the same po
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lar and azimuthal angles.
Up to now the main information about the families has obtained

by "thin" emulsion chambers with thickness considerably less tha the
nuclear mean free path of hadrons. Therefore the hadrons were recor -
ded with low efficiency. The information about the hadrons is rather
limited. In recent years thanks to the creation of "thick" chambers
the information about the properties of hadron component was obtained.
It will be presented below.

Let us consider the characteristics of y-families. It is obvi_
ous that the number n of y-quanta in Y -families depends strongly
not only on the energy yields EE but also on the detection thre -
shold E

tnr °f y-quanta . In nuclear-cascade process the overwhel -
ming majority of y-quanta are of the secondary origin. Only y -quan
ta with the highest energy an be considered as the source of infor-
mation about the interactions. These y-quanta were selected in the
following way. All y -quanta of each family were arranged in the or-
der of decreasing of energy . And only those y -quanta with energy r£
tio f; = Ei/Z'Ei ^

 f ' m i n were used for further analysis. (I'E is

the total energy of all Y -quanta for which f' > f'min • The thre -
shold f'nin for experiment "Pamir" was equal to 0.04 (because the thre
shold was E t n r - 4 TeV and selection criterium for y-families was
ZE >y 100 TeV).

The number of y-quanta (multiplicity) after such a reduction
procedure was marked as n' (instead of the symbol n for the total
number of family particles) (2).

Calculations of nuclear-cascade process assuming the scaling
type behaviour of the inclusive spectra have shown that the distribu-
tion of f-value for artificial y-families is in correlation with
distribution of Feynman variable X (for scaling model the mean value
n1 does not change with the growth of energy EE ) (3,4).

According to the same calculations (3) the mean value of X for
Y -quanta of the calculated families is close to X - 0.2-0.3. It

means that by our orocedure of Y-quanta selection we record only the
Y-quanta from the fragmentation region of the incident particle.Thus
investigating the variation of n' with EE we can obtain the same in-
formation about the behaviour of the inclusive spectra of pions in the
fragmentation region.

In fig.3 the differential distribution of n' is shown for y-fa
milies with EE - 100-200 TeV.

The solid line annroximates the experimental points, the dotted
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line gives the results of calculation. It was assumed that the inclu
sive spectrum of p.ons v.iries with energy only in the pionization re-
gion and does not vary in the fragmentation region. It is the so cal-
led quasi-scaling model which describes satisfactorily the data of
both of ISR and SPS accelerators (if there is some change of inclusi-
ve spectra in the fragmentation region for SPS it seems to be small ,
according to the estimate in paper (5) - less then 301.)
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experiaental data

simulation data

From Fig.3 it is seen that the experimental distribution of
n' is shifted to the right in relation to calculated data although the
shape and width of the distribution which are connected with fluctuat-
ions of the nuclear-cascade developement coincide in both cases. A
similar picture, although some what more pronunced,is observed at
higher energies. It can be seen from table I where the experimental
and calculated mean values of nf are presented for various intervals
of I E y .

Table I.

Energy y i e ld ZE (TeV) 100-200 200-400

Experiment Pamir ( 6 )

Experiment Fuji ( 7 )

Experiment
Chacaltaya ( 8 )

1 0 . 3 + 0 . 4

1 1 . 3 + 0 . 5

1 0 . 5 + 0 . 7

1 0 . 9 + 0 . 5

1 2 . 2 + . 1 . 0

1 0 . 5 + 1 . 0
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Calculations

of Dunacvsky (10]

Calculations

of Mukhamedshin ( 4)

8,5±0.3

8.3+0.4

8.5±0.4

8.0±0.5

According to the calculations, the value of n' is sensitive

not only to the shape of the inclusive spectra of pions in the fragmen

tation region but also to the nature of the primary particles which

create the nuclear cascade (10). Recent data about the chemical compo

sition of cosmic rays support the conservative point of view about the
Q

constant chemical composition up to the energies of 10 GeV (11). Ne

vertheless it is important to consider separately the influence of this

fact on the value of n'. For this purpose the data about n' and R
Y v • Y Y

( < R > is the mean radius of family in the target diagram, R. defines

as a distance from energetically weighted center of gravity of Y-quan

ta ) are analysed together. According to the model calculations the po

sition of the center of gravity of a y-iamily is close to the noint of

the passage of the primary particle through the target diagram.The experimental data about <n'> and <R > and also the results

of calculations by quasiscaling model for various primary nuclei

shown in Fig. 4.
are

8

Fig74. The "dependence of the values n» > »

on the chemical composition of primárioo

according to quasiscaling model ^3j •

Ç3 - the experimental point obtained in

experiment "Pamir" ' ól»



It is seen that when nuclear composition changes the family po
sition on the plane ( < n ' > , < R > ) is shifted along the diago
nal of the figure without an approach to the experimental point. Thus
the chemical composition is not important for describing experimental
data about y - families • Dependence on various parameters of the
strong interactions was also investigated. Attempts were made:

a) to increase the dependence of inelastic cross-section on the
energy beginning from log EQ (3,4) and up to E * (12,13);

b) to consider essentially different models of nucleus-nucleus
interaction. As the extreme case complete "splitting" of the incident
nucleus at the first interaction and independent interaction of each
nucleon with the nucleons of the target nucleus was assumed.. Another
extreme case is gradual fragmentation of the incident nucleus and sub
sequent interactions with air nuclei in accordance with Glauber model
(.15);

c) to take into account the production of the kaons and nucleon-
antinucleon pairs (16);

d) to t. ke into account the correlation between longitudinal
and transversal components of the momentum (16);

e) to introduce the inelastic charge exchange (16,17);

f) to change the shapa of multiplicity distribution in the
strong interaction (16);

g) to change the shape of inclusive spectrum of pions in pioni
zation region (4, 16);

h) to change the shape of inclusive spectrum of pions in fragmen
tation region (18,19,13);

The results of this extensive analysis are the following: only
a strong steepening of inclusive spectrum of pions in fragmentation re
gion allows to achieve the agreement with the experiment. It can be
illustrated by Fig. 5 a,b,where the shapes of initial spectrum for caj[
dilations are shown, i.e. the function xdn and the corresponding

dx
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points on the plane < R > , < n' > .
It is seen from the figure that the decrease of the spectrum

is 2 times at x« 0.2 between hadron energies 10 GeV and 10 GeV gi.
ves the calculated value of <n*> somewhat lower than experimental one.
It seems to us that the decrease of 3-5 times will be just suitable
for the agreement with experiment.

to
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i i g . 5» The y £p spectra (a) and the corresponding

co-relations iint> - < (b) for the experiment
O 9

( n ) and various nodelt: QS-quasiscaling. let the

aodelcorresponds scaling violation not only in

the pionization region but al30 in the fragmen-

tation region where the spectrum falls down

by a factor of 2 at x * 0,2 for B O - 10* TeV.

CKP-model,

The possible reason for such a steepening of the inclusive
spectrum of pions will be discussed below. Here we shall underline on
ly the nontrivial type of the effect, because up to now the modern
theoretical models do not predict such a strong scaling violation in
fragmentation region.

Fig.6 shows the data about the energies of primary cosmic rays
which are responsible for the generation of Y -families whith energy
yield EE calculated according to two models-quasiscaling (3)
and CKP (19).
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- - - calculation by qr-.-iscaling model I

CKP - model 22 .

As it was stated above, the experimental data are located £

i.c,:i lines calculated by these 2 models, though-somewhat nearer to CPK.

Wcording to the CPK model, while recording y-families with energies

> 200 TeV, the average primary energy is close to 10 TeV. From the

same Figure it is seen that the primary energy 10 TeV corresponds

to the so-called superfamilies, i.e. the families of energy HE , >10

TeV. It is interesting to note that the calculated efficiency of y

iamily registration ( indicated at the right vertical scale) is clo

se to 1 for the superfamilies. It ncans that to transfer from the re

gion of the primary energies 10" TeV to the region 10 TeV we must in

crease the amount of the material exposed in 10 times only ( in spite

of ths decrease of itVrv-• * ry of prin.iri:.- nbout 100 times ; ).

Our main ;-:,. l̂ .-ion about the strong violation of the scaling
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in fragmentation region at prinary energies 10 TeV was supported r£
cently during the study of the hadronic component of cosmic rays (20).

For our investigation we selected only those hadrons which ha
ve the highest values of energies transferred to the secondary y -
quanta ( E^1-* > 100 TeV which corresponds total hadron energy
E h > 600 TeV (.21)).

Table II presents the informations about the ratio of single ha
drons to all the hadrons recorded N°/N, ( energy threshold for reco£
ding the accompaniment by other particles was E ^ 2 TeV) and about
the ratio of all the hadrons recorded to the number of y-families of
the energy IE > 100 TeV nh/Nf.

Besides the experimental data, the calculated data are given.
The calculated data were obtained by the quasiscaling and nonscaling
models of our polish colleagues. The nonscaling model (18), though it
differs from CKP-model (19) at energies 104 TeV has distribution of

close to the one shown in Fig. 3.

Table II

Model Nh/H ,\ Nh / Nh '*

Quasiscaling 10 20

Nonscaling 29 50

Experiment 27±5 44±14

It is seen from table II that experimental data are described better
by nonscaling model tahn by quasiscaling model.

A similar situation is observed also for the value of the ver
tical intensity of Y -families at height of the Pamir (600 g/cm ).
The experimental and calculated data are presented here for the farni
lies with EEv > 100 TeV (in units n"2 ster"1 year"1 ) .For the
culation we used the primary spectrum obtained in papers (11, 22).
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Table III

Quasiscaling nonscaling
(

Calculation 1.3±0.1 0.5+0.1

Experiment 0.82±0.22

It must be kept in mind that the errors of calculated values in
table III are statistical only, systematic errors connected with the
intensity of primaries seem to be ~ 501.

It can be concluded that the existing experimental data about
the y-families, namely, the multiplicity < n' > of the families, the
intensity of families at mountain level, the percentage of single ha
drons of high energy and the ratio of all the hadrons to the number of
Y -families contribute to the evidence of the essential decrease of
the inclusive spectra of pions in fragmentation region.

2. Spatial structure of Y-families.

In experiment "Pamir" at first the attention was drawn to the
considerable azimuthal anisotropy which appeared in the target diagram*;
of Y -families. It looks like elliptic shape of the spot distribute
on in the films in the plane perpendicular to the axis of the family.
In some families especially pronounced anisotropy is observed: they
consist of two or even three separated subfamilies.

Prof. Lattes and his colleagues were the first to discover the
existence of the so-called "bionocular" events (23). Fig.7 presents
typical results obtained in the course of the Pamir experiments.

It can be expected apriori that events of pronounced cluster
structure are connected with the production of hadronic jets with lar-
ge transverse momenta. Let us consider now the events of binocular ty.-
pe. To compare the experimental and calculated data in paper (24) the
criteria were formulated for selection of these events . To discuss
these events the method of "nuclear decascading" was proposed in papers
(25-27). It means that closely located y -quanta in the target dia
gram are collected in groups each of then originating from a single
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Fig.7. Target diagram :

binocular family N 2071; cue energies of the groups

are ^ B v - 139 TeV (A) and 2 K ' 93 TeV W *

The distance ZAA = 23.5 cm.

hadronic interaction in the atmosphere. The value Z i k *
- R.. E. E. (E. • E.) £ Z 1 was taken as the decascading parame-
te/and^ll the^articles which satisfy thus relation in pair were
included in the same goup .

Using the method descibed.the binocular events were selected
by the criteria Nc * 2, E 1 2 >„ 10 TeV, ( E i + E2) *. 100 TeV,
R X 2 > 5 n , Z1 2 I 1Ô0 TeV cm, where E ^ E 2 - the energy of
the first and second groups , r 1 2 - their mean radii , Rl2 - distan
ce between the centers cf groups. Experimental and calculated data
about the Z J 2 distribution parameters are presented in Figs. 8 and 9.

Fig.8 gives the comparison of the experiment with calculations
without taking into account the production of jets, in Fig.9 the jet
production was included using the model similar to Peynman -Fields
model (28). From Fig.8 it is seen that both quasiscaling models with
normal chemical composition (3) and enriched (up to 50 % ) by Fe-nu
clei (4) do not agree with the experimental distribution.

In paper (29) a new set of calculations is given where the jet
production process was introduced according to the so called "naive
QCD" (28). As a result the jets are produced with large transversal
momenta p > ?o , their number is given by the formula:
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where ^ -minimum value of Pj. , W ( E Q ) - probability of jet formu
lation at energy E ,Y\(E ) - the coefficiente calculated according
to QCD.

The calculations were performed for (E ) increasing gradually
from 0.1 at energy 1.5 102 TeV up to 0.5 at 104 TeV.

The Jt -distribution of quarks and gluons was taken according to
QCD as (1- X .) **/-/ x/ and (1- X . ) * 9 / * ^ with corresponding
coefficients otj , d^. for quarks and gluons respectively.

The average X-value of partons: < *£,§. >- 0.15 was obtained.
It is important to remark taht the method of the introduction

of jets accepeted here results in the scaling violation in the *ra£
mentation region: the spectrum X j" decreases nearly twice at
X = 0.3 (see points ^ in Fig.4). The reason is (at energy 103-10
TeV) that essential part of the energy is lost due to jet production.

The results of calculations using the jet model are shown in
Fig.9. It is seen taht for both ?c values and for variations of the
coefficients oĉ  and *g the calculated distribution of the vuiue
Z._ is close to the experimental one up to the highest values of
Z12'

3. Events of the highest energies, ZE > 2.1015 eV.

We have so a very limited information about the families
with EE > 2.10 TeV which could give us some impression about the pro
perties of the hadrons of the highest energies, > 10 TeV (see Fig.4).
Some of the difficulties are connected with the absence of the speci
al scanning devices of high speed of operation. It seems ta conside
rable progress in this region of energies will be achieved with a
abroad international cooperation of efforts of all physicists working
with emulsion chambers.

Collaboration "Pamir" has at its disposal the biggest statis
tics (nearly 10 events with total energy ZE > 2000 TeV). Characteris
tic for these events appears to be the appearance of the black spot
in the center of family, so called halo. The origin of the halo is a
double one, first of all it is due to the beam of the nearly overla£
ping y-quanta of high energy, secondly to a large number of quanta
of relatively low energy ( ~ 1 TeV). The halo was observed in pand
rian chambers for the first time under thick layers of the absorber
(up to 60 cascade units) and it was initiated not by y-quanta but
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by high energy hadrons.

Table IV gives information about five events with the highest

energy observed in experiments "Pamir".Chacaltaya and Fuji.

Table IV

Name

Fianit

Sitora

Tatiana

Andromeda

FC-31

Y
Number

NY

1500

540

350

610

800

-quanta

Energy

E (TeV)

10,000

4,000

6,000

4,400

6000

Size
dS

D > 0.5
mm

800

300

44
1200

430

halo

Energy

flux

(TeV)

20,000

8,000

1,000

21,000

6800

hadrons

Number Energy

Nh

60

63

120
—

ZE ( Y )

h

TeV

2,000

16,000

1,700

Total

energy.

TeV

30,000

14,000

22,000

27,100

12800

The table reveals a large spread in the number of particles re

corded and in the size and share of energy contained. Int the event

Andromeda there are ~ 25 y-rays, each with energy near 1000 TeV and

average <p > - (1.3+0.3) GeV/c. In the event Tatiana which was ana

lysed in the most detailed way one hadron of outstanding energy (it

took - 25% of the total energy) was observed near the core and two

narrow jets of y -quanta, containing nearly 10 particles each were

observed inside the circle of radius R * 250 mm with the share of the

total energy 6% and 4% respectively and the estimated transverse momen

ta of several GeV/c. The estimation of the transverse momenta of other

hadrons located near the axis of the family gives <P t
> " 8 GeV/c

and for the peripherical hadrons (located outside the halo region)

<p > -- 0.88 ±0.08 GeV/c, which is considerably greater than the me_

an value of the transverse momentum at SPS energies.

The internal structure of Fianit and Sitora is under study at

the moment.

4. Exotic events (Centauros, Minicentauros, Chirons)

Exotic events of the Centauros type are known tc produce about
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100 hadrons but they do not produce neutral pions. These events were

observed for the first time by Professor Lattes and his colleagues in

the course of the Chacaltaya experiment (30-32) .

Attempts were made to detect the Centauro-type events in the

Pamir experiment. The energy detection threshold in the Pamir carbon

chambers is much higher than in the chambers of the Chacaltaya group

because they use nuclear emulsion. We calculated the expected number

of hadrons and Y -quanta for all the Centauro type events as if they

had been registered by the Pamir chambers (see table V). Detailed

data were kindly given at our disposal by our colleagues of the Bra

silian-Japaneese collaboration.

It can be seen from the table that all the events similar to

Centauros I-V would be recorded by the pamirian chambers. This can be

seen from Fig.10 where the 5 Centauros are presented recalculated for

the conditions of pamirian chambers.

Table V

Number of

the event

I
II
III
IV
V

Number

Observed on
Chacaltaya

49

32

37

38

31

of Hadrons

Exüected
on Pamir

(Ey>4 TeV)

29

21

16

22

21

Number

Observed on
Chacaltaya

1

5

26

61

34

of Y -quanta

Expected
on Pamir

( E ^ > 4 TEV

1

3

11

8

10

The solid line restricts the region ox ( N_,N ) values, con-

taining 90$ of simulated events according to the monscaling model

(18).

Fig.10 shows that 4 of 5 Centauro-type events are observed in

the region (Nh> 20, N < 20) at the energy threshold 4 TeV while no

event of this type observed in the PamiT experiment.

This difference in the data obtained in the Chacaltaya and the

Pamir may probably be explained by non-exponential type cf absorption

of such events in the atmosphere.
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The hypothesis of Bjorken J.D. (33) about the origin of Centau

ro type events does not contradict such an assumption.

The events of "Minicentauro" type consisting of ~ 10 hadrons
with a small number of Y-quanta, recorded at first also by brazilian-
japaneese collaboration were observed in experiment "Pamir" nearly in
the same number and with the same proportions (34), The treatment of
96 m of pamirian carbon chamber was performed for the systematical
analysis. Six events of minicentauro type were observed.

Criteria of the selection of these events were modified in or_
der to perform the quantitative comparison with calculated artificial
families. The events were selected of high energy only,(IE • £E*0^ )

4 TeV) with> 100 TeV with the number of hadrons N. >, 5(at
y

/(IE +sufficiently high share of hadron energy. 3. _3 IE
^0.5 and with the narrow spatial distribution characterized by the va
lues < E ̂  R, > , < E R > less than 300 GeV-m. Such criteria we
re satisfactory for 6 pamirian events (out of 40) and 10 Chacaltaya

2
events (out of 50) events recorded at the exposure 150 m year.

In fig.11 the correlation diagram is shown for the number
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Pig.11. Diagram of the correlation between the hadron number //,

and percentage of the total energy taken by hadrons <•) :

Minicentauros -X and other events • of "Pamir", cen-

tauros of Chacaltaya - 0 $ Minicentauroe -® and other

events -o for artificial families generated by

protons (• ), by ̂ C-particles (o ) and by iron

nuclei ( + )•

of hadrons Nh and the portion of energy in hadron component q,k both

for experiments "Pamir" and Chacaltaya and also for artificial gamma-

families calculated by quasiscaling model for the primaries: Protons,

o-particles and iron nuclei.

It is seen from the figure that the Minicentauros of Pamirs

and Chacaltaya are concentrated in the region 1k > 0.6 and they

have nearly the same values of Nh and 9*. . The rate of their appe

arance is */l:H at ZBy • E E ^ J. 100 TeV . The probability of their

imitation by fluctuations seems to be low because the total number of

artificial events shown in Fig.12 is 4-5 times more than the total

number of events observed in experiments at Pamirs and Chacaltaya.

Thus there are relatively narrow groups of hadrons of the non
trivil origin. ~

The events of "Chirons" type according to(35) contain:

1) unusual particles with anomalously low range of interaction, 2) nar

row groups of particles (miniclusters), 3) isolated quanta located at

large distance from the rest of the family. The search for this type

of events found in Chacaltaya experiment did not lead yet to the dis

tinct result in the pamirian experiment (35). Though 4 Chiron type"

events were observed however one of the important properties - short

range for absorbtion in the matter ( ^ 0.3 \ eQm according to

Chacaltaya data) - was not confirmed for oamirian events ( the absorb

tion range was
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The investigations in this field are continuing.

5. Conclusions

The main conclusions drawn from our survey are:
1) Inelastic cross-section increases with the increase of ener_

gy up to 10 TeV or higher. The rate of this increase is about 10-151
per one order of energy for nucleon-air nucleus interactions;

2) Essential violation of scaling is observed in the fragmenta
tion region at energy of 10 TeV. The inclusive spectrum of pions de
creases 3-5 times at x = 0.2.

3) The share of events is increasing with the production of
quark-gluon jets, P,...̂  > 3 GeV/c (from ' 101 up to 501) at energi

2 Ües from 10 up to 104 TeV. This jet production results in scaling vio
lation in fragmentation region.

4", The events of Centauro type are not observed at the heî
ghts of the Pamirs. Though the Minicentauro events are observed near
ly so often as at Chacaltaya;it is difficult to explain the Minicen
tauro events by the fluctuations of the development of nuclear casca
des in atmosphere.
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PARTICLES WITH HEAVY QUARKS

AND

LONG-FLYI.MG CASCADES IN COSMIC RAYS

(TIEN-SHAN EFFECT)

I.M.Dremin, V.I.Yakovlev

I. Introduction

Particles with heavy quarks possess quite uncommon properties.

Besides fast increase of mass from charm quark (about 1,5 GeV) to bo£

tom-quark ( 4,5-5 GeV) and top-quark (nossibly, about 35-40 GeV),

particles containing heavy quarks have rather small life times

( 10"12 - 10"13 sec ) x .

These "static" properties of particles are still measured not

precisely enough but their dynamical properties are known even worse.

It has been revealed that heavy quarks tend to keep a large portion

of the primary particle energy in inelastic collisions. The quark mo

del predicts that their cross section is smaller than that for ordina

ry particles because of the smaller size of a heavy quark compared to

a light one. The charmed particle production cross section in hadronic

interactions strongly increases from FNAL to ISR-energies even though

it is still a small part of the total cross section. The very fact

that charm particles were first observed in cosmic ray studies (1)

could be,at the optimistic approach.considered as an indication of the

possibility of rather large production cross section at higher ener

gies though the data of (1) does not necesseraly imply it.

In our opinion, the experimental data (10) from ionization ca

lorimeter of Tien-Shan cosmic rya station of Lebedev Physical Instî

tute, which we discuss in this paper, strongly supports such a conclu

sion and, besides, provide a definite estimate for the heavy quark

particles production cross section at SPS-collider energies of the

x/ The big surprise has been the large life time of B compared to D

(the element V. of the mixing matrix is very small).



order of 5 mb. Since the effect we are discussing (it is known as
"Tien-Shan effect") is quite noticeable and well pronounced, its fur
ther study is worthwhile for elucidating heavy quarks properties.

To describe it in more general terms, one should consider the
problem of the impact of heavy unstable particles, produced by the in
teraction of the high energy primary particle in the mater on the
ionization curve of the cascade. If such a particle gets a rather lar
ge portion of the primary energy and its life time is not extremely
small, so that it passes a rather long way a before decaying, its
influence on the development of the cascade is easily described.

First, before this particle decays, the cascade proceeds becau_
se of the interactions of "ordinary" particles as if the primary par
tide had slightly lower energy i.e. it is described by the usual expo
nent with a smaller factor. Also it is clear that at distances much
larger than the decay path of the particle the cascade is again descri,
bed by the same exponent with an enlarged factor due to an additional
channel of the reaction. Therefore, there should be a transfer (some
where at the decay length) from one exponent to another. Such a tran£
fer region should be flatter than the original exponents. If.the flat
interval just enters the lengths under study at the calorimeter its
effect could be interpreted as the "long-flying cascades" (3).

Because the decay path is larger for higher energies the flat
interval of the ionization curve shifts to deeper regions of the ca
lorimeter and one must observe a well pronounced energy dependence of
the cascade energy attenuation length. Surely, different particles
could produce such an effect at different energies and of different
strength depending on their masses , life times and dynamical proper
ties (production cross section, inelasticity etc).

Therefore the behaviour of the ionization curves at correspon
ding energies and depths should be related to properties of some uns_
table particles.

We show here that the experimental data from Tien-Shan colori^
m^ter can be used to reveal some properties of particles with heavy
quarks.

The experimental data and their brief discussion are given in
part II. Part III is devoted to the theoretical description of Tien-
Shan effect. At the end of the paper (part IV) we discuss the results
and further perspectives.
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II. Experimental data.

1) Description of the installation and first results.

During a long period,investigations of peculiarities in the
attenuation of hadron energy flux of EAS cores have been performed at
the Tien-Shan mountain station ( 3330 m.a.s.l.) . Investigations were
carried out in the world's biggest ionization calorimeter with 36 •
area (2). The total thickness of lead absorber was 850 g/c« . It was
sliced by the 15 ionization chamber rows ( 744 chambers). Each ioni
zation chamber was connected to the pulse analyser with a dynamical
range of 10 . Ionization chamber row with an area of 9 m was placed
in the center under additional 590 g/cm layer of lead at the depth
of 1440 g/cm2.

The triggering system selected EAS cores with N e > 5.10 par
tides, striking the circle with a radius of 10m , and cascades, ini
tiated by single hadrons which had released above 0.8 TeV inside the
calorimeter.

The investigation of energy flux attenuation in EAS cores was
started after discovering the fact that ionization burst's spectrum
at the depth of 1440 g/cm of lead appeared harder than those at the
depth of 472 g/cm2 (4).

It was been established that events causing bursts deep in the
absorber are attenuated noticeably slower (3.4). However we suspected
that this effect was connected with special selection criteria which
required certain ionization value deep in the absorber, although the
same conditions were applied to all the rest of events with normal
attenuation. To avoid such a possibility, all the events were grouped
using total energy release criterium in the colorimeter. Then the
energy value of hadronic component and its attenuation length L(E )
were calculated on the assumption of exponential law of energy att£
nuation. Fig.l gives both experimental and theoretical (for standard
nucleon cascade (5)) energy dependences of L (E)x .

Visible increase of L begins at energy of hadronic component
above 40 TeV.

x/ At energy > 100 TeV values of L (. > E ) are shown in Fig. 1.
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2) Investigation of the hypothesis about the secondary particles com

position change in the cascade.

Analysing possible reasons leading to the decrease of energy
flux attenuation in the hadronic cascades one could assume that it
is connected with the alteration of interaction characteristics of nu
cleons and pions, say, with the decrease of inelastic cross sections
or (and) inelasticity. However, at about 100 TeV total multiplicity
of secondary particles according to SPS-collider data (6) is high
( ** 40 particles).

It means, that secondary particles in the cascade have energy
at which interaction characteristics of particles are well known and
they can't diminish energy attenuation in the hadronic cascade.

Thus to account for increase of L at energies £ 40 TeV it is
necessary to assume a change of the secondary particles composition.
It would be possible to admit accumulation of kaons in the atmosphere
for EAS cores. But interaction characteristics of kaons are too close
to those of pions to change hadronic cascade attenuation in lead ab
sorber. Thus,we have to assume that above 40 TeV,Tjart of interacting
hadron energy is transferred to new particles different from nucleons,
pions and kaons.

These new particles may possess the following properties (3,7):

a) their inelastic cross-section and (or) inelasticity should
be less than those of nucleons and pions;

b) these particles, in addition, could be unstable with leptp_
nic and hadronic decay modes. Before analysing the possible types of
the pavticles, let us discuss some peculiarities of slow attenuated
cascades.

The first problem arising from the consideration of cascades
with energy above 40 TeV is the problem of the energy share transferred
to the new particles. The energy part, released by new particles inside
the calorimeter, could be evaluated with the assumption of exponential
attenuation of energy carried by different cascade components. Let 10
be the energy released by the new particles inside the calorimeter,
and ( 1- lj ) be the energy released by usual hadrons; A is attenuation
length of energy flux of new hadrons; X is attenuation length of
energy flux of usual hadrons and L is the resulting attenuation
length for total cascade. Then the equation connecting the total ener
gy release and the energy releases of usual and new particles inside
the shower core, is written as follows:
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A ^ fc dx +

o

Integrating one gets

Assuming the energy flux, carried by new particles, to be constant,i.e.
A = » (it could be true, say, for the monopole), we get the lower
limit of the average energy fraction transferred by high energy nucleon
interaction with lead nuclei. At energy -100 TeV we calculate X =
770 g/cm for nucleon initiated cascade, but experiment gives L = 1100
g/cm . Therefore using equation (1) we obtain = 0.24±0.02 . The cal̂
culated value is naturally the lower limit because A < »

It is necessary to point out that 1) The energy transferred to
gamma quanta in the first interaction, where new particles are produced,
has not been taken into account, 2) The results are obtained for the
averaged hadronic cascade (EAS cores), but not for the case when only
small part of events are selected (compare with (8)).

Although the approximation for an exponent by the sum of two
exponents is not correct enough, equation (1) is accurate, not worse
than 3%, for the small depth's intervals we used.

The method has been found (9) to check out a hypothesis that
long flying particles, produced in the interactions above 40 TeV, are
unstable. Obviously, close to the threshold of the phenomenon, the
decay path of the new particles has to be equal or larger than the ca
lorimeter height where the cascade attenuation is measured ( i.e.
100 cm). Therefore, if the hadron interaction, in which new particles
are produced, takes place inside the calorimeter we can detect increa
sed value of attenuation length L. However, if the interaction takes
place above the calorimeter ( > 30 m), new particles can decay. Then
the cascade would have the- normal value of L, but obviously with an
increased energy value of electron-photon component coming from the
air.

The cascades initiated by single hadrons with energy > 40 TeV,
having small shower accompany, were selected. We applied a special S£
lection criterion: the ionization at 4,5 cascade units must be smal
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ler than at 15 t - units. The averaged cascade was plotted combining
the selected cascades , and the average ratio £ of energy released
at the top ( <- 100 g/cm ) of absorber to energy released at the bo_t
torn ( ~ 750 g/cm ) was defined. Then all the cascades were divided
into two groups: with 6. > £ and £ 2 ^ & an<* averaged cascades
were plotted for them (see Fig. 2). One can see from the Figure that
cascades initiated mainly in the atmosphere have L. = 583±77 g/cm
while those initiated mainly in the calorimeter have L2= 1233+258 g/cm ,

To check the role of the selection we performed an analogous
treatment of the cascades initiated by single nucleons with E= 10-20
TeV. In this case both values almost coincided :

Lx ' 785 and L2 » 726 g/cm
2.

This result demonstrates that for cascades with E > 40 TeV the
difference of attenuation lengths for the groups is connected with the
place of the interactior, i.e. whether it starts in the air or in the
calorimeter. This difference could be accounted for by the production
of new unstable particles.

Very simple arguments show that the production of the unstable
particles must be accompanied by the typical resonance-type energy d£
pendence of attenuation length (10). In fact, the attenuation is mea
sured along the linear path equal 1.12 m. Even if the production cross-
section of an unstable particle does not depend on energy the number
of particles decaying along the path about 1 m depends strongly on
their energy. Thus the strong L (E) dependence must be observed. For
estimation let us take cascades in which new particles have decay path
comparable to the height of the calorimeter, i.e. with those energies
at which new particles reveal themselves best. Let us assume that at
energy E. decay length is equal to C, = 80 cm, then at energy E,=
2E. decay path L 2

 s 160 cm« In this case, the total number of decay_
ing along 112 cm path particles at energy E, is three times larger
than the number of particles decaying at energy E2« Let us assume that
half of the cascades possess unstable particles and after their decay
the appearing cascade has an infinite attenuation length A = °°

while the rest of cascades have attenuation lengths L = 800 g/cm .
2

Then for averaged cascades at energy E, , L, = 1280 g/cm and for those
at energy E2, L£ * 914 g/cm

2.
Of course such illustrative evaluation should not be taken lite

rally, but the energy dependence of L(E) for the cascades with insta
ble particles must still be of the resonance type.
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Nevertheless the results given in Fig.l do not reveal such a

dependence. What is the reason? Let us remind how analysis of L (H)

dependence was performed.

1. Shower cores were grouped according to the value of total

energy release in the calorimeter: E = E . + E, , where E . is

the energy of electron-photon component, from the air, E, is the

energy released in the calorimeter by the hadronc component; 2) The

values of L ( > E) were calculated at energies E, > 100 TeV; 3)

There was no control of possible crossing of the calorimeter sides by

a shower axis.

Fig.3 shows the distribution of the values of € = E ,/E, for

the interval Ec = 56-112 TeV. For this distribution 8 = 2.47+0.17.

It means that only 30$ (in average) of total energy belongs to the ha_

dronic component. So we averaged the hadronic cascades whose energies

differ by an order of magnitude and tried to reveal some effect on the

heavily fluctuating background.

It is obvious that the events should be combined according to

the value of the hadronic components energy using the differential

distribution L (E).

Such a treatment (10) reduced fluctuations and revealed two

characteristic maxima in the dependence of L (E) (see Fig.4). It is

necessary to point out that only those events are included whose axes

fell inside the solid angle of the calorimeter. The obtained dependen

ce is in accordance with the assumption about the presence of unsta

ble particles in the high energy cascades. Those particles may be

of different types.

To specify the new particles energy fraction we have analysed

the energy concentration C inside a circle of radius R * 37 cm to

that inside a circle of R = 300 cm. Its dependence on cascade depth

X and energy E, is given in Fig.5 for two energy intervals . It

appears (10) that for energy intervals coinciding with the peaks in

Fig.4, C (X) is an increasing function, but outside of these inter

vais C (X) decreases if one averages all the cascades in these energy

intervals.

Thus, there exists a component carrying the energy deep into

the cascade for those regions where energy attenuation is slowed down.

Therefore to select individual cascades with a long flying component

(say, for evaluation of production cross-section) we can use a crite

rium of energy concentration increasing with depth in the central

part of EAS core. If one represents C(X) as C(X) = a+B X , then in

creasing concentration corresponds to Bc > 0. For cascades with
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E, > 150 TeV 33 out of 78 cascades have £ > 0. It means that then c
new particles production cross-section in such cascades constitutes
(0.42 0.12) of the total inelastic cross-section for the nucleon- nu
clei of lead interactions.

The average energy carried by new particles inside the calori_
meter may be estimated as ~ 601 . This is (26±2)\ greater than the
energy share of usual cascades inside the calorimeter.

3) Discussion of the results

Let us discuss some hypothetical and some presently known par
tides which could cause such an effect.

a) Magnetic monopole hypothesis (11)
Production of magnetic monopole pairs could account for the

slowing down of hadronic cascades attenuation. However the modern the
ories of grand unification of strong and elcctroweak interaction (12)
show that magnetic monopoles are probably produced at much higher
energies because their masses are estimated to be about 10 GeV/c
and so their flux must be vanishingly small.

b) Glob of dense nuclear matter hypothesis (13)
It was forwarded to describe unusual events, called Centauros,

which were observed by Brasilian and Japanese physicists (14) in the
X-ray emulsion chamber. This hypothesis implies that globs of dense
nuclear matter arrive from cosmic spice. Such a glob must have a ve
ry small inelasticity coefficient because of its large mass. Therefo
re it should penetrate deep into the atmosphere practically without
energy loss, i.e. without accompanying gamma-quanta in Centauro
After its interaction the slob explodes producing a beam of nucleon-
antinucleon pairs.

In fact, calculations show that such a beam reaching the calo
rimeter enlarges the attenuation length.However, in this case produc
tion of EAS accompanying our cascades would be strongly damped. And,
more important, the resonance-like dependence of L (E) would be impos_
sible.

c) Hypothesis of deconfined quarks (9)
It has been assumed (9) that quarks may be deconfined at ener

gies higher than 40 TeV. This assumption does not contradict some
theories of grand unification. For example, Tsu (4)J symmetry tre
ated in (15) admits quarks with an integer charge and therefore decon
finement of them at high enough energies. Such free quarks live from
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10 sec to 10 sec. At large enough probability of deconfinement
this hypothesis could explain our results because our estimation of
life time of particles generated in the "unusual" cascades gives the
value 4.10 < T C < 5.10 sec. However, the hypothesis has
not yet been supported by direct detection of unconfined quarks .

d) Heavy hadrons
Our experimental data show that the new particles should carry

away a large portion of the primary energy and their production cross
section is rather large. As far back as 1975 in (17) it was pointed
out charm particles may cause similar effects. However at the time
the properties of charm particles were not precisely established.

Nowadays, their life times are measured and we know some produc
tion spectra of them. For example, foT A -baryons, produced in pp-
interactions at / s = 53 GeV (16), the longitudinal momentum spectrum
may be described as

d N / d | x L | ~ ( 1- | x L l )

It means that A are produced mainly in the fragmentation region as
leading particles carrying away as much as 50% of primary energy. Let
us point out that A 's together with D-mesons may carry away the main
part of primary energy if they are produced associatively (17).

What concerns the charm particles production cross section is
one should notice quite large values of them (about 1 mb at 1,5 TeV)
(18)) achieved by a strong threshold increase. This threshold behavi
our could be prolonged so that the production cross section becomes
about 4-5 mb above 10 TeV. Some theoretical speculations (see, for ex
example {19) imply strong A-dependence of the charm particle produc
tion on a nuclei proportional to A. If all these expectations are cor
rect the charm particles should play essential role in the hadronic
cascades initiated in lead at energies above 10 TeV.

The energy loss rate due to particle interaction is related to
the inelastic cross section and the inelasticity coefficient. Quark
model estimation implies (20) that the charm baryon-nucleon total
cross section must be about 28,5 mb and the leading role of a heavy
quark inside a nucleon determines rather small value for inelasticity
coefficient (about 0,1). It means that the heavy quark particles loose
very small part of their energy in the interactions and conserve it
deep in the cascade up to the decay point where it is transferred to
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the decay products.

To produce an effect inside our calorimeter the charm particles

must have a decay path about 1 m. Table I shows the values of misses

and lifetimes of charm particles(2l) as well as the values of energies

at which those particles have a decay path of 1 m.

Table I

Particles Mass, MeV Life time, s Energy, eV

2282 2 2 + 0- 8 10"13 3,5.1013

D 1865

1869

+ 0,6 10-13
' -0,5 * 1U

1,4.10

0,7.10

13

13

It is easily seen that the charm particles have the properties

just suitable to manifest themselves in cosmic ray cascades at energy

es above 10 TeV as the component carrying large portion of primary

energy deep into the calorimeter.

Let us consider theoretically the role of charm particles in

such cascades.

III. Theory of Tien-Shan effect

As it has been briefly discussed in the Introduction, a heavy

unstable particle in the cosmic ray cascade produces anomalous ioniza

tion near its decay point. The point is shifted deeper into the in£

tallation at higher energies. The ionization curve becomes flatter at

the interval of the effective decay lengths . Outside of it the expo

nential behavior of the ionization r.urve is restored.

The smallest slope of the curve ( or the largest cascade length

appears when the decay path A d is close to the upper bound of the

lengths under investigation. At Tien-Shan experiment the procedure of

estimation of cascade length required the exponential representation

of the ionization curve in the depth interval from Z. * 380 g/cm to

Z^ * 800 g/cm . Therefore the maximum cascade length should appear

at the energy
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E u"dAJ = Ü ^ 1 - 120 TeV (2)
o ~_

The numerical value in (2) is estimated for the mass (m) and

the life time (x ) of A - particle with the assumption, that it

obtains half of the primary energy ( <X >&0,5). The average density

of the calorimeter is equal to p = 4,57 g/cm .

What a role could play other particles with heavy quarks? D-ma

sons' masses are slightly smaller than A , but their life times are

noticeably larger. Therefore the corresponding peak of cascade lengths

sould appear at lower energies if D's are produced associatively with

A i.e. their <X > is close to < X > for A . However, it is

often believed that the spectrum of D-mesons is rather soft, i.e. their

< X > is small which results in increase of E^ m a x^ *

Bottom-particles have masses twice and a half as large as charm

particles, their life times are about three times larger and their

< X >is, possibly, slightly larger. Therefore they contribute some

where near £^ax for charm particles. However, their effect could

be rather small if the production cross section is not large enough.

We intend to describe Tien-Shan effect qualitatively. That is

why as a first approximation one can consider the particles of only

one kind calling them "charmed" conventionally. It simplifies the sy£

tern of the kinetic equations for the considered process as:

= -* Sc ,

with a boundary conditions

SMW)r i- K*

(4)
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Here S means the part of the primary energy flow sharged be chair

med (c) , nucleon (N) and pion (TT±) components of the cascade, 1 is

the running coordinate along the cascade axis , 0"̂  /jl is the

probability of charm particle production.

The first equation describes the decrease of the charmed -ompo

nent energy due to decay and interactions. Its creation in the subse

quent interactions is neglected because it is assumed that the proba

bility of it is strongly diminished at lower energies.

The second equation shows damping of the nucleon component ener

gy because of nucleon interactions and its income from charmed parti£

les decay.

The right hand side terms of the equation for charged pions

energy correspond to its outflow into the fastly decaying neutral

pions and its income from nucleon interactions and from the decay and

the interaction of charmed particles. Correspondingly the factors a

P, Y, S in the equations are equal to:

3*TT ^N Xj X e Xji

where X. , K. are interaction lengths and inelastisity coefficients

for the i-th component, B is a share of energy belonging to pions in

the charmed particle decay into a nucleon and pions.

The complete solution of the equations (3) is given in (22).

Here we discuss the case of B = 1 and Kj. = 1 which is extremely simple

and nicely reproduces the main qualitative features. The energy flow

of the pion component can be written as

*L _L*£_^ F ae -
a z- Ye-

Y Z

<Tt Y- a L J
- S 7r+ » e' a z • -^- % ^ ' \ ae " ^ - y e " 1 " \ (6)

wherefrom one deduces that the "standard" cascade described by the

first term gets extra contribution from the charmed component . At

small depths the extra term is negative ( it is equal to - —s~- < *e >

at 2 - 0 ] what corresponds to cascade damping because some energy had

to be attributed to the charmed component. It comes back to the pion

component after the decay of charmed particles. At the depth
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the pions energy flow becomes equal to the standard cascade value.

The maximum of the charmed particles contribution to pions shower i.e.

of the extra term in (6) is achieved at the depth

Zmax

Afterwards it decreases exponentially similar to the standard cascade

but with the increased factor r , °c < Xc > A

( 1 + - — a) .

Thus the charmed particles slightly "eat up" the initial part

of the standard cascade, then supply the extra bump and usual exponent

at larger depths. The difference of two exponents in the extra term

of the kinetic equations solutions (.6) easily demonstrates the simply

fied picture which has been adopted in the Introduction and at the

beginning of this section from general considerations.

The more complete solution of (3) supports the naive estimation

of £^maxJ (2) and produces the strict limit on this energy from below

(22). We shall not go into details now (see 22) but describe the r£

suits of the computer solution of more complete system of kinetic

equations for distribution functions F. of the number of particles

of the kind i in the energy E at the depth Z.

The outflow of particles i due to interaction \. and decay T

is compensated by their production at the inelastic interactions

W^. and the decay R.. of particles j. Four distribution functions

have been considered i.e. those for nucleons, pions, A and D .Sî

multaneously the standard cascade with pions and nucleons have

been calculated. The detailed description of the adopted formulas for



W. . and R. . one can find inC.22). Here we just say that the
production was described by the traditional CKP-spectra at the proper
energy dependence of the average multiplicity, the A production
spectra was chosen flat (.16,20) (i.e. with ^ * c > # . 0 . 5 ) , the D
spectra were soft (23,24) (however they were harder for primary pions
than for primary nucleons). The interaction lengths X. were determined

2according to the additive quark model with X = 210 g/cm . The in£
lasticity coefficients were chosen as K = 0,63 (5), K̂ .̂ = 0,7
K « 0,1 (20,2 5) . The electron-photon showers produced by photons
from neutral pions decays were treated according to usual approach (26).
The hadronic decay channel of charmed particles was only taken into
account according to statistical model prescriptions.

The production cross section of charmed particles in nucleon-
nucleon collisions was assumed rising through FNAL and ISR-values and
flattening at some constant at higher energies. The nucleon-nuclei

cross section was proportional to the atomic number.A. The A life
-13 -13

time was varied from 1.7.10 s to 3.5.10 s while for D-mesons
it was chosen at an average value 6.3.10" s.

The wide variation of life times and cross section was necessa
ry to reveal the qualitative features of the effect and its dependen
ce on different parameters. We did not try to get the best quantitati.
Ye fit of experimental results.

Fig. 6 shows the ionization curves for the cascades at energies
from 3 to 3000 TeV for the case called 7a when the fast threshold be
havior of production cross section up to 7 mb ac 10 TeV and small li.
fe time of A ( 1,7.10" s) were employed . To compare with, the
dashed lines show the standard cascades (without Ac and D) at the
same energies. All cascades start at the origin, i.e. eq.(9) have been
solved at the initial condition F. ( E,0 ) * W i n (E, E Q ) .

Comparing full lines ( cascades with charmed particles) with
dashed ones (standard cascades without charmed particles), one easily
observes the above mentioned effect,namely, the energy transfer by a
charmed particle to deeper regions of the calorimeter at higher ener
gies.

The analogous curves have been obtained for the following cases:
at maximum life time of A equal to 3,5.10* s its production cross
section increases up to 1,2,5,10 mb at 100 TeV (numbering 1,2,5,10 in
Figs.) or up to 5 mb at 10 TeV.

The effect is well pronounced in all the cases even though at
smaller cross sections it is also smaller (therefore we shall not des_
cribe it further at the smallest value 1 mb).
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Similar to the experimental procedure, we approximated the caŝ
cade curves (of Fig.6 and others) in the interval from 380 g/cm to
800 g/cm by an exponent. The results for the attenuation lengths at
different primary particles energies E obtained from such a procedu
re are shown in Fig.7 for different cases discussed above (marked by
numbers).

However, experimental data for L (E) in Fig.4 are shown as a
function of the energy registered inside the calorimeter. Therefore
we have calculated the share of cascade energy carried by hadrons out
of the calorimeter at different primary energies. It is shown in Fig.
8. Rescaling the curves of Fig.7 in functions at the calorimeter ener
gy shifts them to lower energies and, what is more surprising,makes
the peaks more narrow. It is illustrated in Fig.9 where the peak on
the right and side reproduced the peak 10 from Fig.7 while on the
left hand side the same peak becomes more narrow if it is considered
as a function of a calorimeter energy.

Thus, the abundant production of charmed particles gives rise
to the resonance like behavior of the attenuation length. Larger
production cross section enlarges ..he maximum and shifts it to lower
energies. Steeper threshold increase of the cross section flattens
the maximum and shifts it to lower energy . Both larger life time
and density shift the maximum to lower energies as well.

Let us note that the slight increase of the attenuation length
has been also noticed in (27).

IV. Conclusions

Thus, experimental data show that the ionizaticn curves slope
2 2

at the depths from 380 g/cm to 800 g/cm strongly depends on the
energy in the measured interval from 40 TeV to 1000 TeV of energy re
leased inside the calorimeter. The dependence is not a monotonous one
but there appear typical peaks at definite energies.

These peaks are interpreted as being produced by the decay of
particles with heavy quarks , At those energies where the decay length
of some particle enters the depth under investigation the ionization
curves become more flat. The average attenuation length of the cascade
and the energy at which it becomes maximal depend on the production
cross section, mass, life time and energy of the particle produced.
These conclusions are obtained both from the analytic solution of
simplified kinetic equations with decaying particles of one kind and
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from the numerical solution of more complete system of kinetic equati^
ons with two kinds of decaying particles.

The solutions could be compared semiquantitatively with experi
mental data. The peak height is similar to the experimental results if
the heavy hadron production cross section at SPS-collider energies be_
comes about 5 mb/nucleons. The preliminary estimate (10) from experi
mental data was (3,65+1,04) mb/nucleon. This prediction will surely be
checked out in the nearest future.

There are at least two peaks in the experimental data (see Fig.
4). In analytic calculations only one sort of particles has been con
sidered. That is why they could not reveal the second peak in prin
ciple. More interesting conclusion one can get from numerical calcu
lations with unstable particles of two kinds. Since no secondary peak
appears one should claim that the spectra of D-mesons were chosen to
be too soft. The second peak should appear a* harder spectra of D's .
Therefore, we conclude that experimental data favour the associative
production of A and D with a rather hard soectra • It can also be
verified at Collider.

The peak positions coincide qualitatively in the theory and the
experiment.

The peak widths become very similar both in theory and expert
ment if the same energy scale is used (see Fif .9). They should also
be influenced both by the admixure of the standard cascade and by the
energy spectrum by the primary particles. These factors should be
investigated.

Rather low values of inelasticity coefficients of heavy hadrons
are welcome. Though there are some experimental indications in fa
vour of it from accelerator data it should be investigated further.

We should point out some problems in quantitative comparison of
the present theory and the experiment. First of all, we considered
theoretically the cascades initiated by individual nucleons while the
showers inside the cores of EAS were investigated in the experiment.
To compare quantitatively one should simulate Monte-Carlo events with
the whole experimental selection.

Nevertheless, the kinetic equation solutions have revealed cle
arly the nature of Tien-Shan effect and esimated the main parameters
of the problem that is necessary for further studies.

Surely, the most intriguing possibility would be the investiga
tion of properties of particles with bottom and top quarks by such an
effect. The corresponding energies depend according to (2) on the
ratio of mass to life time of the particle. Tnereiore , the bottom-ha
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drons must produce peaks close to those of charm hadrons while for top-
hadrons must higher energies are required which makes the whole pro
blem more difficult due to steep energy spectrum of cosmic rays.Still,
such possibilities should be carefully analysed because they could
provide the unique knowledge of heavy hadron properties.

We are indebted to Profs. E.L.Feinberg and S.I.Nikolsky for va
luable discussions and permanent support.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l. Energy dependence of the hadron cascades (EAS cores) attenuati_
on length in the lead. The events are selected according to the
energy released inside the calorimeter. E . The solid curve
represents the results of calculations in (5).

Fig.2. Cascades accompanied by small showers: at g >£ these are the
cascades initiated mainly in the air, at £ < £ those are cas_
cades from the lead mainly.

Fig.3. Distribution of the ratio of electron-photon to hadron component
energy in EAS cores

Fig.4. Energy dependence of the hadron cascades' (EAS cores) attenuatji
on length in the lead. The events are selected according to the
value of hadron component energy E,.

Fig.5. Energy concentration inside the central part of EAS cores
(within the circle "Hth a radius of 37 cm) to that inside the
circle with a radius of 300 cm as a function of the cascade
depth.

Fig.6. Ionization curves for the cascades at different primary ener
gies (the energies are indicated by numbers in TeV). Full li.
nes denote the cascades with charmed particles (case 7a des_
cribed in the paper). Dashed lines show the standard cascade
(without charmed particles).

Fig.7. The energy dependence of the attenuation length. (Numbers denp_
te the values of production cross-section - see text; dashed
line describes the standard cascade)

Fig.8. The part of the primary energy carried out of the calorimeter
by hadrons at different energies of a primary hadron. Numbers
denote the cases treated in the paper.

Fig.9. The attenuation length (case 10) as a function of the primary
energy (rhs) and of the energy released in the calorimeter
Clhs curve).
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AUMENTO DA SEÇÃO DE CHOQUE NUCLEON-NUCLEON DE AR E

DIFUSÃO DA COMPONENTE NUCLEONICA DA R.C.

F. M. de Oliveira Castro

1. Introdução

A difusão da componente nucleònica da radiação cósmica na atmos_
fera, quando a seção de choque nucleon- núcleo de ar aumenta com a
energia do nucleon incidente, tem sido estudada por vários autores
Cl), (2) e (3).

Todos eles adotaram para representar o espectro diferencial pri.
mario de protons, no topo da atmosfera, a expressão aproximada

^ 1 '
As equações usadas para descrever a difusão dos nucleons e as

hipóteses admitidas para distribuição da elasticidade de colisão são
ligeiramente diferentes, mas a escolha da lei de variação da seção
de choque inelãstico com a energia do nucleon incidente é, dentro de
certos limites, praticamente a mesma a • a* ( 1 + a In E/E- ) .

Esta lei de variação indicada por Grigorov (2) ê uma extrapola
ção para interações pró*ton-núcleo de ar e energia muito maiores que
as observadas com aceleradores nas interações p-p (entre 10 e 1500 GeV).

Uma tal variação da seção de choque com a energia implica na
variação ,com a energia, do livre percurso médio X (E) da interação
nucleon-núcleo de ar.

Assim podemos escrever

1 • a In -|-
. 0_ 0 < a (1)

em que A é constante independente de E .
Adotamos para descrever a difusão, a seguinte equação diferen

ciai .
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X(E)n
C2)

em que F(x,E)dE representa o fluxo diferencial dos nucleons de eneT
gia E, na profundidade atmosférica x (g/cm ) .

A elasticidade n ê suposta constante e tal que o < nM^n<n < 1
A função 1/X(E) é dada pela equação (1).
Nosso problema consiste em integrar a equação (2) sujeita ã

condição de limite.

F(O,E) = G CE) C3)
*

em que G(E)dE representa o espectrr diferencial dos protons no topo
da atmosfera ( x=0 ).

Sobre a função G(E) admitiremos as seguintes hipóteses :
a) G(E) ê contínua e limitada ( G (E) $ M ) , no intervalo

0 < E • < E < ~mm
«o

b) a integral J G(E)dE existe (condição necessária para exi£

tência do espectro integral no topo da atmosfera)
Em artigo precedente (4), mostramos que, no caso de A (E)* X

(constantej, admitidas as condições a) e b) para G(E), o método rigo
roso das aproximações sucessivas conduz í uma solução única do probl£
ma e que tal solução coincide exatamente com a fórmula

F(x,E) = e' x A Ê _1_ r_xin __1_ G^_E_) C4)

estabelecida por G.Brooke , P.J.Haymann, Y.Kamya e A.W.Wolfendale
(5), mediante um simples raciocínio físico, independente de qual^
quer consideração sobre equação diferencial.

Usemos, então a mesma marcha empregada na Teferencia (4).PaTa
facilitar o cálculo das aproximações sucessivas, efetuemos, antes, a
mudança de função incógnita.
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F(x.E) = e~ x / X ( E ) y(_x,E) (.5)

Com isso, o problema fica reduzido a integrar o seguinte sistema

"5x n >CE) n

y(0,E) « GCE) (7)

* (n,E) « _ i L _ - _§_ In J_ _ 6 Cn) (8)

XCE/ni XCE) x n

A equação diferencial (.6) com a respectiva condição de limite
(7) eqüivalem a equação integral

x
1 ( e"6t y( t. -1- ) dt (9)íyCx.E) - G(E) *

n XCE) •'o

que pode ser resolvida com as seguintes aproximações sucessivas

yotx,E) - G(.E)

x
XnCx,E) - G(E) + - ( e"6t yn,1(t,E/n) dt

n x CE) 0

A aproximação da ordem n é

y CX.E) - Z 1 1- G ( - J — )
k-o XCE) x(E/n)... CE/n L) n n

x t k t2

I *. I -6t v , ( -Ót,
• \ e"fit|« d t V e k~l ... \ e l d t.
J kj J l

n n Ú
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yn(x,E) =? akCE) J_ Gf-^-J^ (.*, «) UD

com as convenções <|>Q (x,5) = 1 e agCE) - 1 .

k^x ' ' que representa o integral múltipla de ordem n , no

2' membro te (11) é facilmente calculavel por indução e se tem

• k(x-fi) , _J_ f 1-e para a t 0 e 6 # 0 (12)

e x > 0

representa o produto

ak(E) = —L- -i •'• 1 (k > 0) (13)
X(E/nk'1)

Tendo-se em conta a relação (1), podemos escrever

a * 3i a - 1 + a ln/_E \e B « a In/ 1/_E \ e B « a I n / 1 \

X( E/n-1 ) x Bo
 l n '

U4)

Se a / 0 e 6 / 0

i = __L ( zC.E) • j ) z(E) = -SL. (15)
6

X( E/n1 ) X

então
k k-1 k

N x / . n » x
—

I r

(16)
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e se tem

Cx.E) - ? -X
k

L
r Ul

(17)

2. Convergência da sucessão y (x,E) para n •*• «.

Com as condições a) e b) impostas a função G(E) podemos
escrever

|v(x.E)U<M ? _JL
1 k'° k k=0

(18)

onde

( 1 * e~&A) - J . d - e"5x) 0 < nmin< n
\ r, d

(19)

0 2* membro de (18) representa a soma parcial de ordem n do
desenvolvimento de

M (1 - ç)" Z (20)

que tem para raio de convergência p - 1 .
Então ynCx,E) que, também se pode escrever assim

yfx.E) - ? r (""I -ÍL f 1- e"6X \ 6 Í - S
k"° k! PC.) nk 1 « i ^ nk1 « i

(.21)
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converge absoluta e uniformemente para uma solução y(x,E] da equação
integral (9) , tal que y(x,E) = lim y Ot,E) , sendo que y(x,E) ê

função contínua do ponto (x,E), sobre qualquer conjunto fechado A eu
jos pontos (x,E) satisfaçam as condições: 0<E]n;n

<E <Emax e tal que
x > 0

Nestas condições

e"ôx » 1 - n

F(x.E) - e"
X/X(E) y(x.E) - e

k=o r (z)

(22)

é uma solução da equação proposta (2) que satisfaz â condição de limi

F(O.E) = y(P,E) - G(E)

3. Caso Particular

No caso particular em que G(E] = NQE"*-
Y+ ^ , temos

y(x,E) - N Q E " ( Y + 1 ) 1 , N 0E"
( Y + 1 ) 1 (23)

(1-OZ U-C) a / X C E )

em que

0 = X e ç - nY C.1 - e"6x) a 6 - 1 5: -$•— In -i-

a l n - L X n

n (24)

A condição |ç| < 1 ê sempre satisfeita para d > Q x > 0 e
o < n m i n < n < 1

Então a solução FCx.E) da equação(2) se redu-, a forma compacta
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e exata

-C.Y+1) -xACEl "-?nnln (1
F(x,e ) = NQ E e

-(Y+l)
F(O,E) = N0E

Este é o principal resultado do presente trabalho.

Nota. Devendo este trabalho constar do livro de homenagem ao Prof.

C.Lattes pelo seu 60' aniversário, o pouco tempo disponível

para realizar um estudo mais completo faz com que algumas ques_

toes importantes, mas de interesse principalmente matemático,

não tenham sido consideradas, como por exemplo, a demonstração

da unidade das soluções obtidas. A confrontação com os dados

experimentais bem como a comparação dessas formulas com as

publicadas pelos autores precedentes citados (1),(2),(3), tam

bem não puderam ser feitas, mas isso deverá ser objeto de um

futuro trabalho do Prof. H. Portella

Agradecimento . Resta-nos manifestar o nosso agradecimento aos Profes_

sores Neusa Amato e A.Arata pela leitura do manuscri^

to e ao Prof. H.Portella pela verificação dos cálculos,
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SOFT GAMMAS PRODUCED IN HADRONIC INTERACTIONS

Y- Goldschmidt-Clermont*

INTRODUCTION

Giulio Lattes has studied the hardest V's those with energies
amongst the highest ever measured in the cosmic radiation. I find it
appropriate to dedicate to him, on a festive occasion, my contribution
to the following experimental paper, recently submitted to Physics
Letters, and dealing with soft gammas observed in K p hadronic colli^
sions at 70 GcV/c.

The paper describes the experimental technique used to isolate
the soft gamma signal. It explores two possible production mechanisms,
hadron decay and inner bremsstrahlung, but concludes that the observed
signal is toe strong: other source(s) may be present. The paper is re
printed here for completeness, it is followed by two remarks on the
possible nature of the conjectured new source of soft Y'S

Brussels - CERN - Genova-Mons-Nijmegen-Serpukhov Collaboration

P.V. Chliapnikov, E.A. De Wolf, A.B. Fenyuk, L.N. Gerdyukov,
Y. Goldschmidt-Clermont, V.M. Ronjin and A. Weigend.
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A study of the production of y's in K p interactions at 70

GeV/c (1), indicated the presence of an excess y cross section over

the contributions expected from TTQ production and decay, which could

not be completely accounted for by y's emitted in the electromagne^

tic decays of known hadrons. Here, we present a detailed experimental

study of this excess, and attempt to relate it to the QED process of

inner bremsstrahlung.

The data arise from an experiment using the BEBC bubble chamber

and in incident RF separated beam. The identification of y's observed

by their materialization in e e~ pairs is described in detail in a

previous study of y and TT° production Cl). based on a sample of

82,000 measured events corresponding to a sensitivity of 4.5 events/

urban. Kinematic fitting yielded a total of 33,766 y's associated

with 24,804 primary interactions. To account for scanning and proces_

sing losses, Compton scattering, conversions outside the fiducial vo_

lume or too close to the production vertex, and for loss of y's

with soft e or e~ p(e+ ~ ) , . < 30 MeV/c , a weighting factor was

assigned to each event. The measured phcton inclusive cross section

was (9l.4+2.3)mb. To ninimize the systematic errors arising from

scanning losses at low y momenta, we applied in the present paper

an additional cut

P Y > ̂  en

where p is the photon laboratory momentum nnd m o the TT ° mass. This

cut reduces the inclusive corss section to a - (86.0±2.2)mb. Additi^

onal checks showed that a possible contamination of the sample due to

interactions occuring in the entrance window of the bubble chamber

is negligibly small.

In order to isolate the y's arising from other sources than

hadron decay, the following procedure was followed. As a first step,

we subtracted from the experimental sample the contribution arising

from Y'S emitted in the decay of known hadrons other than TT°'S. In

a second step, we fitted the remaining spectrum over almost the whp_

lc kinematic region of observed y's using a narametrization of TT°

production and decay, which we subjected to two independent cross -

checks. Finally, we subtracted the y's arising from ir° decays. The

remaining y signal is the subject of our study

The contribution to the y cross section arising from non - TT°
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decays of n,n'. w, $ and E8/ E° amounted to (4.7±1.5)mb above the
cut (1). It was estimated as previously (1), on the basis of the mea
sured cross sections for production of p° (2), $ (3), and E / Io

(4), and of an upper limit for the production cross section of n
Cl). Simulations based on the Lund model * (5) were used to obtain
the ratios a (n1)/ cr (n) - 0.54 and a (u) /a ( p°) - 0.88. The
semi-experimental value of (4.7±1.5)mb is in reasonable agreement with
the corresponding estimate using the Lund model only, of ;>.2 mb.

The Lund model * was further ussd to compute the differential
cross sections da/dx and da/dp_ for these decays, shown by curves
in figs l(a) and l(b). The sum of these spectra, also drawn on the
figures, was subtracted from the experimental data. The resulting
difference is represented by the data points on the same figures.

In order to estimate the dominant contribution of IT0-* YY decay
to the remaining spectra, we used a procedure proposed by Elliot et
al. ib). The differential cross section da/dx was fitted to the
lowing parametrization:

• • / ,
%j in

dx 2 / dv

x

4v

dv u" '••" J for x > 0

2

x * '
.x - .

(*'? £ o r x < 0 (2b)

dv
'-1

where v is the cm. longitudinal momentum of the TT°,V« xp with
° rmax

* We used the standard version of the Lund Monte-Carlo 5 (b) ,but
with a strange sea suppression factor \ • 0.27 and with a width
of the gaussian transverse momentum distribution of the sea quarks
o * 0.62 GeV/c.
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d° (Tr0) = A + B(x-x0) • CCx-xo)
2 exp -DCx-x0) -E(x-xo)

2 x > xQ

dx

(3a)

= A + F(x-x0) + G(x-xQ)
2 exp -H(x-xQ) - I ( X - X Q )

2 x < X Q

(3b)

where A.B...I are free parameters adjusted by the fit.

The fit was performed in the intervals defined by

-0.4 < x < - 0.02 and 0.02 < x < 0.9, i.e. excluding the very

central region. The result of the fit describes the data veTy well

( xZ/ND = 45/52) in the fitted interval (dashed line on fig. l(a)).

Extrapolating the fitted curve into the region -0.02 < x < 0.02,and

comparing to the expected TT° -* YY contribution we note a signify

cant excess of the data, compared to the expected ir° -»• YY contribute

on.

The difference is shown in more detail by the data points in

fig.2, as a function of x . The excess y production is seen to occur

in a very narrow region, -0.001 < x < 0.008, and shows a distinct

forward-backward asyrnetry.

In this region, the experimental Y cross section above the

cut (1) amounts to (17.7±0.7)mb, the estimated contribution to this

cross section from the decays of known hadrons, other than TT°, is

(0.4+0.2)mb (the Lund estimate is 0.5 mb) and the cross section ari

sing from IT0 decay equals (12.9±0.5)mb . Thus the excess Y produc

tion in the region -0.001 < x < 0.008 is found to be
Y

a (Y) - (4.5±0.9)mb

where all errors include a generous allowance for the contribution of

systematic errors. Inspection of the curves of fig.l(a) shows that

the observed excess has a narrower x spectrum than those arising from

hadron decay, indicating that it is unlikely to be due to unknown ha

dron decays.

As a first cross-check on the Y-spectrum from TT° decays, we

compare on fig. 3 the experimental TT° spectrum (1) obtained from

YY pairs (open dots) with the fitted IT0 spectrum (full dots) given

by (3a ) and (3b). The agreement is very satisfactory, as is further

evidenced by the values of the TT° inclusive cross section, in the

region above the cut (1), a " P ( TT° ) = 37.2 + 1.9 mb and
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a£lt ( ir0 ) = 3.87 ± 0.3 mb.
tot

A second cross check wis perform? s follows. The experimen-

tal IT - spectrum (7) was weighted by ? nôoth, adjustable empirical

function of x and used instead of C3"1 in the parametrization (2)• The

resulting da ( IT° ) /dx distribu' -fl agreed very well with that resul

ting from the previous fit, yi °< , mg a total cross section above the

cut (1) of atot ( ir° ) - 37.. * 2.0 mb.

The latter method ws* also used to predict the inclusive

do (Y) dpT spectrum by z. simulated IT •*• YY "decay". The result is

shown in fig.l(b) (dashed curve normalized to a x (IT0) • 38.7 mb).
tot

The excess of observed Y'S above the predicted curve is concentrated

at very small values of pT (p- < 0.06 GeV/c). To summarize, our re_

suits clearly provide evidence for a mechanism of "soft" - low ener

gy - photon emission, not related to electro-magnetic decays of known

hadrons.

Following a previous investigation of Goshaw et al. (8)we show

on fig 2 the x-spectrum expected from the QED process of inner brems_

strahlung, given by (9):

4 f

( 4)

where d no / d?,...d? is the n-charged particle hadronic cross sec

tion, (̂  , p\ and P^ are respectively the charge, the 3-momenta and

the 4-momenta of the particles taking part in the interaction, and u,

p , p the energy, the 3-momentum and the 4-momentum of the emitted

Y .The surc in (4) extends over all charged particles (incoming and

outgoing). The differential cross section (4) was computed by two me

thods, usign either a grid spanning the photon phase space, or a

Monte-Carlo sampling over ths space. A truncation was made for the

cut (1), thus excluding the very soft Y'S which cscane detection. The

value of the total Y cross section from (4) is very sensitive to

this cut. In the calculations, the integration over the hadronic cross

section is replaced by a sum over all the measured events. In practi.

ce, the calculated cross section and spectra turn out to be very in
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sensitive to the structure of the hadronic cross section: since the

bremsstrahlung y's are soft and of long wavelength as compared to

the size of the interaction region, their production properties are

insensitive to details of the hadronic process . Their total cross

section for inner bremsstrahlung in the -0.02 < x < 0.02 and

-0.001 < x < 0.008 regions is found to be 1.85 and 1.1 mb respective

ly, using cut (.1). These values are confirmed by an analytic integra_

tion of (4) as shown in (10).

The shapes of the predicted x (fig. 2) and p~ spectra (not

shown) are in good agreement with the data. However, the experimental

value of the total cross section is hardly compatible wich the predic

ted one . The experimental points systematically lie above the predic

ted values, thus not excluding the possibility that other, unknown

processes also contribute to the production of soft photons. No evi-

dence for an excess of soft photons above the QED prediction was

found in i p interactions at 10.5 GeV/c (8), but excesses of virtual

photons, observed as e e~ and y V~ pairs, were detected in several

experiments, with values of invariant masses exceeding those expected

from QED processes (11).

We are grateful to the operating crews of the SPS accelerator,

RF separated beam and BEBC for their diligent efforts during this ex

periment. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the work of our scanning

and measuring staff at our respective laboratories. Part of the data

were collected and processed by our collaborators at Gênova and Nijme

gen. We thank them also for valuable discussions. We further wish to

thank D. Lissauer and W.Willis for indicating to us the experiments

published as refs (8) and (11). We acknowledge valuable discussions

with S.S. Gerstein and G. Ingelman, and the assistence of the latter

for computations using the Lund model.

* Almost identical soft photon spectra were obtained in a calculation

replacing the measured events by events generated according to the

Lund model (5). The spectra obtained with a constant value for the

last two factors in (.4) (mere photon phase space) are qualitatively

similar.
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TWO REMARKS ON SOFT GAMMA PRODUCTION

The QED process of inner bremsstrahlung is expressed, in eq.

(4), in terms of incident and outgoing hadrons. But the interaction

presumably occurs at the more fundamental level of quarks and gluons.

Is it conceivable that QED,applied to the level of these partons.may

give a different answer? The answer is unambiguously no. As pointed

out in the paper, the wavelength of the observed Y'S is too long with

respect to the region of interaction: their productin mechanism is

insensitive to the details of the interaction. This semi-qualitative

remark is illustrated empirically in the paper. However, it receives

strict theoretical support by a QED theorem due to F. Low (12),which

indeed shows that, in the soft photon limit - precisely that of the

region of observation - the production mechanism necessarily follows

(4), no matter what may be the details of the hadronic interactions

The paper explores the contributions arising from the decay of

known hadrons. Many of these particles suffer radiative decay, all

of them are characterized by a relatively small number of particles

in the final state, with the consequence that the emitted photons

are spread over a x-region much too large to account for the observed

spectrum. Even the decay n -• 3TT° •+ ty. included in the curve labelled

" n. " on fig. l(a), is too broad.

One of my Serpukhov colleagues speculates that a glueball may

perhaps decay into several y's. A small glueball mass, an unconventio

nal mode of decay may perhaps account for the observed signal. These

properties are not predicted for glueballs, neither by the QCD bag

model (13) nor by QCD lattice calculations (14). The scant experimen

tal evidence interpreted as glueballs (15) also points to relatively

high masses.

A heretical conjecture: how appropriate for Julio Cesarel
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1.Lower curves: (a) do/dx and (b) do/dpT for inclusive y pro
auction predicted by the Lund model for the non-ir° decays of
known hadrons and normalized to the measured semi-experimental
cross sections (see textj. Points (with error b^rs): experi^
mental spectrum, after subtraction of the above contribution.
Dashed upper curves: fits for ir° decay described in the text.

Fig. 2.The da(y)/dx spectrum remaining after subtraction of all known
hadron decays (dots). The curve is the predicted spectrum of
inner bremsstrahlung.

Fig. 3.The da (ir°)/dx spectrum obtained from: YY pairs (open dots);
fit to the single y spectrum described in the text (full dots)
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INCREASING MULTIPLICITY, INCREASING P*

by

T. K. Gaisser**

Abstract

Lattes et. al., discovered that high multiplicity events tend
to have higher than average transverse momentum. It "discuss^ the possj.
bility that this correlation may reflect the same underlying hard-scat^
tering mechanism that produces well-separated jets with high transver
se momentum, also seen in the Brazil-Japan experiments. The energy de
pendence of these effects may be important for interpretation of cas-
cade experiments around 10 eV and above. ^ -'̂'y

The Brazil-Japan collaboration found a particularly clean exam
pie of a double core event, "Castor-Pollux", which they presented at
the Bartol Conference (1). The two cores converged to a point 3.0 ±
u.2m above the chamber, consistent with an origin in the roof. There
could be no ambiguity in this c-.sc about multiple interactions in the

Work supported in part by the U.S.Department of Energy under Con
tract No. DE-ACO2-78ER05007.
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atmosphere or complications due to complex nuclear projectiles; this
was clearly an instance of production of jets with large relative
transverse momentum.

With a separation of 1.6mm and energies of the two cores of
11 and 8 TeV, one calculates a minimum transverse momentum of 8 x
1.0/J - 4.3 GcV. GiVeii the usual considerations about inelasticity

(K ) into visible energy in the chamber, the estimate becomes PT ~
10 GeV. Similarly, the total energy of the interaction must be >60 TeV
or /~s~~ > 350 GeV. At this energy the cross section per nucle
on for producing a jet with PT > 4 GeV is > 3mb and > 0.1 mb/nucleon
for PT Cjet) > 10 GeV (2). A likely, and by now conventional, inter-
pretation of the event is therefore that it is due to a moderately
hard interaction between two constituents in the incident hadrons.Ma
ny such events have been seen and systematically analysed at large an
gle at the SPS pp collider (3,4).

In this note I want to discuss another phenomenon first seen
with the Brazil-Japan emulsion chamber that has been confirmed quanti
tatively by pp collider measurements also involves higher than avera
ge transverse momentum, but without obvious jet structure. It may ne-
vertheless reflect the same underlying physical mechanism as the events
with clearly separated jets. If so, this may be an important clue for
finding a physical model to explain the energy dependence of inclusive
cross section which is crucial for interpretation of cascades above
10 1 4 eV.

Lattes et. al. (5) have separated C-jets into two categories:
"Mirim" and"Açu", the first with low multiplicity and low P™ and the
second with higher multiplicity and transverse momentum. It is the cor_
relation between multiplicity and transverse momentum that has been
confirmed quantitatively at the collider (6). In Fig.l I compare 2 x
< P-. > vs. rapidity density for y-rays in C-jets with UA1 data on
< Pj > vs. rapidity density for charged secondaries. The C-jet da
ta is taken from Fig. 14-a of Ref. 5, which showed 80 C-jets with
EE^ > 20 TeV. From results of a Monte Carlo simulation (7) I estima
te the mean primary energy corresponding to these events to be ~ 200
TeV or /s~ ~ 600 GeV, essentially the same as the collider. The ob
served correlation is obviously very similar and supports the assum£
tion that one is seeing the same type of events in both experiments
with roughly one photon for each charged particle ( 2 x ir°s IT* + ir~).

The relative number of events (i.e the multiplicity distribu
tion) appears to be rather different, however, Again form Fig. 14-a
of Ref.5, one finds 33 events with dn /d ' 5 and 47 with rapidity
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0.52

0.48

0.44-

<PT>G«Víí:density greater than 5. In contrast,
from UA5 data (8) one can infer a ra
tio of about 9/2 for events with den
sities less than/more than 5 charged
particles in pseudorapidity, and the
distribution aonears to be continuous.
I assume this difference merely ind^
cates a bias towards picking up high
multiplicity events in the emulsion
chamber and that the basic correia -
tion between multiplicity and tran£
verse momentum is the same in both
cases.

My suspicion is that these hi
high multiplicity events of moderate^
ly high P™ that occur frequently
around 10 eV are the low-PT part of
the high-PT hard QCD scattering.One
expects high multiplicity associated with hard scattering because of
associated QCD Brcrasstrahlung C9)« At accelerators both experimental
and theoretical analysis naturally focus on picking out the highest
PT, most jet-like events in order to expose the underlying elementary
hard scattering processes. But, just as in Rutherford scattering (and
for the same reason) the elementary cross sections increase sig.iifi -
cantly as scattering angle decreases:

036

0.32

028

•UAI >/*'540GtV
cnorgtd porticlts

Brazil — Jooon
photons in C-jtt»

(<PT>r»2)

Porticle*/Unit ropidily

10 IS

d PT2

So for every jet event with 9 near 90 and jet momentum above 10 GeV
there will be many more at small angle that do not produce separated
jets but merely broaden the PT distribution and perhaps show increa-
sed multiplicity due to radiation of gluons. Such high P~, small an-
gle processes can be expected to play an important role in cascades
because they can have large longitudinal momentum and hence can carry
a large fraction of the lab energy of the event.

Elementary scattering processes occur with sub energy /xTxps"
where x, and x~ are the fractional momenta of the scattering par -
tons and /s~~ is the overall center of mass energy. Since the par -
ton distributions are of the form
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xf(x) cc c.l-x)n

the cross sections for producing a given jet P- will rise rapidity
with energy until (l-x)n ~ 1. For the important case of the gluon
n-5one requires X £ 0.02 to have (l-x)n > 0.9. Thus for example
one expects the cross section for jet - PT > 4 GeV to increase rapi.
dly with energy until /s~ - 400 GeV after which the increase should
become logarithmic. Such behavior is apparent in Fig. 1 of Ref. 2.

If the two components have different Feynman x-dependence ,
a change in their relative importance would lead to an effective sea
le breaking, with high multiplicity, high P~ events becoming more im
portant as energy increases. Ding et. al.(2) and Slavatinsky C10) ha
ve already pointed out that hard scattering processes of this kind
appear to offer an explanation of some features of A-jets. An impoir
tant '.'"solved problem is how to join the high-P- and low-P^. processes
together«If the transition region between low-PT and high-P^ can be
understood in the framework of parton models and QCD one would then
have a sound phenomenological framework for extrapolation of inclu-
sive cross sections to high energy. I believe such a physical model is

a prerequisite for using emulsion chamber, air shower and underground
14muon experiments to explore primary cosmic ray composition above 10

eV.
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ON A RELATIVISTIC QUARK MODEL*

P. Leal Ferreira

1.Introduction

We will discuss here some features of a relativistic, indepen-
dent, quark model for hadrons (1) in which, in a first approximation,
the constituent quarks obey a Dirac equation in an "average" linear po
tential defined in the hadron center-of-mass by

7 Cr) - — (.1 + B ) (Vo • \ r)

where@ is the usual Dirac matrix.
The above potential corresponds to an equal mixture of vector

and scalar linear potential. This particular Lorentz mixture presents
some remarkable features, one of them is that the single quark states
are free of Klein paradox.

In any confining model based on Dirac equation it is necessary,
for consistency reasons, to investigate whether the model is free of
Klein paradox (2) or not. The reason for this is due to the fact that
a paradoxical situation may occur (known as Klein paradox), in conse-
quence of the possibility of tunneling (oscillatory) solutions in the
presence of the confining potential which consequently, ceases to be
confining and we have the paradox. As it will be shown later, no Klein
paradox occurs in the present model.

Another feature is the absence of spin-orbit splitting in the
first approximation. This, however,is not an unreasonable assumption
since in baryons that sort of splitting is small and can be taken in-
to account in second approximation corrections.

In fact, this model has been significantly improved by taking
into account one-gluon exchange corrections between the quarks inside
the hadron. In this way the mass spectrum of the low-lying positive
parity baryons (56, £ 4 * 0 ) corresponding to the 56-dimensional mul-
tiplet of SU(6) in the equal quark mass limit has been calculated (3).
"•1 has also been shown that additional self-energy corrections tend to

i i

* Supported by FINEP, Rio de Janeiro
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improve the mass spectrum (4).
In view of the reasonable results so far obtained and the appe_

aling simplicity of the model it appears to be of some interest to in-
vestigate hadronic non-spherical states corresponding to higher orbi-
tal excitations. Having this aim in mind we give in section 2 a brief
discussion of the properties of our basic Dirac equation which allow
the complete labelling of the single quark states, for arbitrary valu
es of the total angular momentum.

Furthermore, in section 3 use will be made of a variational me_
thod (5) in order to determine the single quark energy spectrum, for
arbitrary orbital excitations, taking as trial wave functions the ei-
genfunctions of a 3-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator. The
quark energies so obtained are compared with those obtaind by numeri^
cal integration for S, P and D- waves (6). As a consequence of our
approach, we show that in the limit of large orbital excitations our
model predicts, in leading order in £ 4 , a characteristic Regge-like
behavior E a A. ̂ whereas, for a confining potential of the harmonic
oscillator type one gets E ct£.4'3 .

2. Single Quark States

In the present model, for fixed flavour and colour degrees of
freedom, the spin 1/2 quark Hamiltonian is given by ( ̂  = c=l)

HQ = £.£• N + - O B ) V (r) (2.1)

where a,g are Dirac matrices and m denotes the quark mass.
The last term in Eq. (2.1) corresponds to an equal mixture of

vector and scalar confining potential which will taken of the linear
form: V (r) - VQ + Xr.

Similarly to the pure vector and pure scalar cases, we notice
that the total angular momentum J and Dirac's K operator are constan-
tants of motion:

[H0 . "] - ° Í2-2)

with

j = L
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K = B (Z.Ij + 1 ) (2 4)

One also has

[j, K] = 0 (2.S)

Consequently, one may construct simultaneous eigenfunctions of
HQ, J ,J_ and K, with eigenvalues denoted by E , j (j+1) , j, and X

respectively. In this way, the eigenvalue equation

(2.6)

V VV
can be solved by separation of variables in a completely standard way
(2).

We notice that L is not a constant of motion since

Z \y i i - M. % i (2.7)

with £. ^ £g . From the relation

K2 - J2 • -i- , (2.8)
** 4

one obtains

* - ± C j • — ) • (2.9)

It follows from (2.3), (2.4), (2.7) and (2.9) that, given £ A one
has "X • i.. or - f£. + l) corresponding, respectively to j«*4—=—

£ 1 o 2
A • —=— . ( of course, for X. . • 0 , only the state

X * -1 exists)?
From Eqs. (2.1) and (2.6) it is easy to see that * may be

written as

o. p •, | (2.10)
E • m A» »v
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where ty . satisfies the Shrbdinger-like equation

- £ - f E- m - V (r)J
+ " \ /

(2.11)

Consequently, our model is exactly solvable whenever the non-relativis
tic Schrbdinger equation admits exact solutions,for the same DOtential

V (r). It is clear from the above considerations that the angular de-

pendence cf ij> may be expressed as

f(r) ^
*A

¥ B

" /

(2.12)

where *U.. are 2x2 spinor-harmonics (. c • t., £« ) given by
0 J J 3 A

<• .1/2;^3"S3'
(ft)

(2.13)

in terms of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients.

The radial equation corresponding to Eq. (2.11) on a subspace

of states of given I. is then

E + m dr' r dr
f (r)+j(E-m-V(r)|f(r)« 0

(2.14)

by using the identity

o.p —— [ - i r - 2 — * i o . L 1
r2 ^ ^ r ~~J

Í 2 . 1 5 )

and the property
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''B

" 3
(2.16)

it follows that

a -P dr
E • m E • m

B

C2.17)

As a consequence, the radial function g(r) in Eq.(2.12) will

be given by the real quantity

g(r)
E+m dr

(2.18)

It is still possible to define 1 =B P as a parity operator

By applying II to Eq. (2.10) one gets immediately the result

(-1) (2.19)

Therefore, the angular momentum of the larger component, ty ., determi-

nes the parity of state i/> . For further applications, it is impor-

tant to normalize the eigenstates of HQ :

I lil |h

J d3x (2.20)

We assume that i//. is normalized to one. For the \\>Ls , one gets, by

means of Eq. Í2.14) and partial integrations that

Jv
(E

r
*m) 2 J

dr r' f (r) d'f 4 2 df

dr2 r dr

1

(E • m)

< p > . (2.21)
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Consequently, one obtains from (.2.20) and (2.21)

-1

-i - 1
(2.22)

Klein Paradox

That the model is free of Klein paradox follows immediately
from Eqs. (2.11) and (2.14). In fact, for

pressed in terms of the Airy function Ai

* 0, iJ<A is exactly ex -

as follows (1)

n

1/2

4irAi (Cln)

_!_ AÍ cen r+an ) X
1/2

where
n

A (En+ m)
1/3

and

For

.th
root of Ai(x) and %-^Ji is a P a u l i spinor.

n be, i|> . decreases monotonically to zero. A

denotes the n"

r •+ «, whatever

similar result holds for the component 4)g as is easily seen from Eq.

(.2.14) in view of the smooth vanishing of the derivative Ai'(r) for

r •*• <>o . For ( . ̂fc 0 , exact solutions similar to those of Eq. (2.23)

are not known. However the asymptotic behavior of i|> for r -*• » is

entirely similar to that of the Í. • 0 case, since the centrifugal

A C*A +V in Eq. (2.14) vanishes in that limit. As

r2

a final remark we wish to point out that for a more general mixture of

the type _1_#a + g a A y (r) in Eq. (.1), the condition for the non-exis

2 \V V
tence of Klein paradox is jo I ̂  jo I (7) as may be easily shown
by examining the corresponding system of two radial equations in the
limit r •• • .

This results is valid not only for the linear potential case
but also for the harmonic oscillator potential too. Therefore, the
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pure scalar (a =0 ) linear potential case (8) is free of Klein para
dox whereas the pure vector (a =0 ) harmonic oscillator potential
is not (9).

3. Variational Approximation

In this section we follow a variational approach for solving
Eq. C2.14) for arbitrary values of £. . This turns out to be a strai^
ghtforward exercise if we choose as trial functions the well-know ei-
genfunctions of a 3-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator in sphe
rical coordinates:

kA

where

í,m = n, A (r) Y t m t 0 1 C3-D

and

Nn I A - 203 JLlnilL- (3.3)
r (n+a+l)

are normalization constants. Here Tl and £. are the radial and angu-
lar momentum quantum numbers,, a rg2

r
2) are associated Laguerre polyno

mials with a * K.. * —i— and 8 is the variational parameter.
A 2

By applying the method directly to Eq. (2.14) in the approxi
mation in whicn the quark mass is neglected ( m£ VQ ^ 0 ) , one
obtains for the square of the energy, in the notation of Ref. (.5),
the result



1E. . «A

_ 3/2

2 rC.n+o+1)
[77/F" AQ (n.

where C with i » 0, 3)

, D».«A)

The coefficients A .(i A >p,V ) in C3.5) are given by:
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1/2

C3.4)

(3.5)

and

(3.6)

(3.7)

We now specialize the avove results for the states with n

2.

0,1 and

i) For n « 0 , one obtains

3/2

]
2 ,
0 *A (

(2 (.3.8)

For large values of £ 4 , miVing use of the asymptotic formula (10)

r
 (*A+ b) /ZV exp - * •

A* (3.9)
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one obtains, in leading order in Í-., the result

(3.10)

ii) For n=l, we have

iA
7/2) 9/4)

1/2

(3.11)

iii) The case n= 3 yields

(. L\ * 11/2 tA+225/32) •A ° A
55/4

5)

1/2

(3.12)

One sees from Eqs. (3.11) and C3.12) that again, for large £.
2one obtains, in leading order for E. a (i«l,2), the same limit given

by Eq. (3.10). A

Therefore, for large orbital excitations one obtains, in lea
ding order in £ A , the characteristic behavior of linear Regge trajec
tories, a limit which coincides with that obtained in Ref. (7) using
a different procedure. This is the only high energy result contained
in this paper. We notice that it specifically depends on the assumpti
on of the linearity of the potential. In fact, for an isotropic harmo
nic oscillator potential, one obtains, in leading order in I. ,

As a bonus of our treatment, we have the complete set of sta
tes given by Eqs. (3.1) - (3.3), with the variational parameter 6 gi
ven by
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1/3

'n. (3.12)

where, again, the quark mass has been neglected.

Finally, in the Table below the values of ff
«•«

for n » 0, 1, 2 and S, P and D-waves calculated from Eqs. (3.8), (3.11)

and C3.12) are compared with tihe corresponding values obtained by a

numerical integration of Eq. (2.14) C6)• It is seen that the "exact"

values are reproduced within 11.

Table

n

0

1

2

(Sn,

3

8

12

°>var

.590

.227

.891

- 0

-2
(£n,

3

8

12

°>ex

.575

.265

.791

Á

6

10

15

^var

.180

.779

.411

• 1

el
6

10

15

"ex

.162

.795

.466

8

13

17

i

2 ) v a p

.775

.358

.968

\' 2

(cn,

8

13

18

2)ex

.756

.358

.002

Table - The comparison between the variational calculations of

n o for n, - 0, 1, 2 and S,P and D-waves
A \

and the correspondign quantity ("exact") obtained by a nume

rical integration.
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4. Conclusion

The model we presented here has the virtue of being rather sim
pie and of not being too wrong.

Although it incorporates relativistic effects, it does not pro
vide a correct separation of the center of the mass motion of the cons_
tituent quarks. This deficiency reflects, perhaps, the fact that our
knowledge of the few-body Dirac problem is still incipient. Therefore,
any progress in this direction will be, in our opinion , highly welcome.
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PHASE TRANSITIONS IN FIELD THEORY

by

C.A.Aragão de Carvalho*, CG.Bollini and

J.J. Giambiagi

I INTRODUCTION

Quantum field theory (Q.F.T.) has accumulated a significant num
ber of successes in describing the fundamental forces of Nature. The
partial unification achieved by the electro-weak theory (1) has been
put through several experimental tests, culminating with the recent
discovery of the W and Z mesons (2). Quantum chromodynamics (Q.C.D.)
gains more and more credibility as the theory of the strong interact^
ons. Its perturbative (high energy) predictions seem to fit well to
existing data on deep inelastic scattering and e+ e" annihilation (3),
whereas non-perturbative computer calculations(4) provide the first in
dication that the low energy spectrum of baryons and mesons might also
be reproduced.

Nevertheless a complete unified theory of all forces in Nature
has not yet been achieved as gravitation has not been successfully in
corporated in a complete unified sheme

The weak and electromagnetic forces are unified, but in a sub
tie way. The reason being that the Electro-weak interaction is descry
bed by a spontaneously broken (.5) gauge theory; ie, one in which the
gauge invariance is not manifest (just as rotational symmetry is
not manifest in a magnetized ferromagnet). In fact, the SU (2) x U (1)
group has its symmetry reduced to that of the electromagnetic U (1)
group. In order to actually have the full invariance, first of all one
has to be able to somehow restore the gauge symmetry (if that is possi^
ble) through the variation of some adjustable parameter of the theory
(phase transition).

Statistical mechanics provides us with numerous examples of
systems that undergo phase transitions. Such systems may have diffe
rent degrees,of symmetries and pass from one phase to mother as we
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change one or more of the physical parameters. For example, raising
the temperature of the ferromagnet beyond the Curie point we transform
it into a paramagnet. Analogously we could find that QFT, which in
the euclidean region is an example of statistical mechanics, can also
undergo phase transitions as we change the temperature . Thus one might
expect that for a high enough temperature, the SU (2) x U (1) symme
try would be valid. Then, weak and electromagnetic forces will have
the symmetry restored.

Precisely the standard cosmological models(6) provide us with
a theory in which the universe evolves from a big-bang (very hot) sta
te to the rather cold world we live in today. Thus, somewhere along
the line we should find the appropriate critical temperature for the
transitions to take place. Investigations of the history of the Univer
se has thus become of great interest to particle-physicists.

Not only in cosmology but also in heavy ion and high energy
particle collisions ("little bangs") we can reach temperatures high
enough to detect phase transitions. Furthermore, even higher temperatu
res might be probed by using the experimental richness of cosmic-ray
physicsC7)•

The above mentioned arguments justify the study of QFT at fini
te temperature. Unfortunately the perturbative development of the theo
ry presents divergences which have to be regularized and renormalized.
her that purpose, dimensional regularization is often used which allows
in some cases to obtain results as analytic functions of the number of
space-time dimensions (n - v *1).

This also opens a simple way to establish relations between pro
perties at different dimensions (8). In the above mentioned reference
an integral expression was given for the effective potential (in the
one loop approximation) as a function of the temperature for any num
ber of dimensions. The effective potential allows the calculation of
the critical temperature as the point where the type of symmetry chan
ges marking, thus a phase transition. We have used the expression obtai^
ned in ref. (8) of the effective potential for the \t> theory, which
for v «0 can be easily computed and for v £ 0 can be well approximated
in the high-temperature limit, to show, in a simple way, several proper
ties of finite temperature field theories.

2. THE EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL AT FINITE TEMPERATURE
i

i

Let us illustrate some of the features of QFT at finite tempera
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ture by looking at a simple example: we shall treat the "X* " theory
in a heat bath.

The Hamilt.onian density is given by

2 1 /n^í ^ 1 2A2 . A ,W
11 + 2 (7^ + I P • + ÍT • (2.1)

We shall work in v spatial dimensions, v being arbitrary.The
partition function Z, defined as

Z = Tr{e~BH} , H = / dVx H (2#2)

may be expressed as a functional integral over the field $ i.e.

Z = N"1 [&• exp<4 f d* f dvx [(V*)2 + y2
0

(2.3)

T • it is the euclidean time. The integral over the fields only inclu
des those which obey periodic boundary conditions in T.

<t>(x,B) - *(x»0) (S • ç

We may add to the curly brackett in (.2.3), a source term of the
form.

ÍS - f dt I dvxJ(x)4>(x,T)
(2.5)

where J 00 represents a static external field which couples to $.The
partition function is then both a function of 8 and a functional of J
(x). The situation is entirely analogous to that of models in statis
tical mechanics. We may now proceed to obtain the relevant thermodyna
mic quantities. The Helmholtz free energy is simply
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F(8,J) = - ç ín Z(B,J) (2 fij

Its functional derivative with respect to J (x) yields the ex

pectation ''alue of the field at finite temperature:

dx « M X , T ) >

(2.7)

In the Ising model for example, J (x) will correspond to an ex
ternal magnetic field that orients the spin and m (8,x) to the avera
ge value of the spin at a particular point. The magnetization is the
average of the last quantity over the volume of the lattice.

It is quite useful to consider yet another thermodynamic funct^
ion, the mean free energy G (Landau potential) obtained from F via
a Legendre transform:

G(B,m(B,x)) = F(B,J(x}) + Í dvyJ (y)m (S ,y) ^.g)

From which we get,

<5m(6,x)

This equation provides us with a way of obtaining the vacuum
(J = 0) of the theory; i.e. the lowest lying state at a given tempera
ture as we turn off the external field.
Thus:

6Í " 0 «»i«m2 > 0 (2.10)

For theories that are translational invariant (such as X<J> ) ,the
solution m (£} of (2.10) is independent of x.

The effective potential is obtained by
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U (v)
(2.11)

where ft, . is the volume of space.

A systematic (perturbative) way of computing (2.11) is provided

by the semiclassical expansion (loop expansion). It amounts to compu

ting Z by expanding the field around a uniform background.

(X,T) = iü + n (X,T) (2.12)

and then integrating over the "fluctuations" n. The zeroth order ( in
o

n) is the zero loop approximation. It gives for U, ̂  (B,m) the poten
tial appearing in the original lagrangian. When the symmetry is broken,

\i2 < 0 and

u(v)<£> - f r (2.13)

For the next approximation we take the quadratic terms in n

which are responsible for the one loop result. Performing the correspon

ding gaussian integration we get (see (9)):

(v) in
'(v)

'Det(-n +
X - 2 l -i

Det(-D+

(2.14)

Where the determinants are restricted to the sub-space of perio

die functions (as in (2.4)).

We may rewrite (2.14) as

U (v) 28Í2
in

(B) (2.15)

where is given by:

D (6) (2.16)
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Taking the trace is equivalent to an integration over p and a

summation over n.

The result is given in re£.(81:

U

V

dt(t2-u2)7 cotht ( 2. 1 7 )

with

u = - |y2| = 2|y

It is easy to see that

(2.18)

Having computed the effective potential for arbitrary dimension

v, we can use it to obtain the vacuum of the theory at different temp£

ratures ( T s B" 1). Once this is accomplished, one can compute the

effects of temperature on the couplings by taking derivatives of the

potential at the vacuum state:

(2.19)dm2 m=m (6)

d-U
X(B) =

dm" m=m ($) (2.7.0)

In the next section we shall consider two exanoles - the case

v=0 - where we have a closed form for U and the case v-3, which we

shall treat in high-temperature limit to obtain information about how

a phase transition in T might emerge.

3. THE PHASE TRANSITION

Our aim now is to illustrate, from an analysis of the effective

potential at finite temperature, how a nhase transition can emerge. Up

to one loop order, we have to sum the zero loop contribution given by
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(2.13) with the one-loop potential of (2.17). However, the latter pre

sents in general a branch point (or cut) for tp < 0 which is due to

the presence of cotgh t ^ I near t = 0. We can use (.2.18) to write

a Taylor development of U near the minima of the effective potential,

keeping only up to quadratic terms

ú1 1 °i-4 ,(2
IT T47T2 (^

+ ...

(3.1)

where

ü1 = u1
a a

The effective potential being given by (adding the zero loop

(2.12)).

U = Ü1 -

(3.2)

It is then seen, from (3.2) that the constants %-2 •

0^_4 modify the position of the minima of U and the curvature of U;

i.e., the effective mass of the elementary excitations. Of course, this

modification depends on the temperature. When the temperature is râ ,

sed, the effective mass is decreased until a value is reached ( jB-0c)

at which the curvature is zero, the minimum disappears, showing then

a phase transition. This analysis is qualitative for any v but it will

be made quantitative for the case v =3. To illustrate how the method

works we shall first discuss the case v =0, for which we have a closed

expression:

U(o)(e,m) = JT | icn
(3.3)

where

2 m
2 II, and t^ = 2
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In order to look for the values of m that are extrema of U, .

we shall introduce:

* H i (m2 - m2)
2 v (3.4)

The derivative of C$.1) with respect to <(> yields:

U'(o) = à + éCtgh (7 B*] (3.5)

The solutions of U'ro-\
 = 0 are then given by

2iM^2- 2 Í u2 [ ) (3'6)

The graph for the two functions, members of the equality (3.6),

is shown in figure 1.

From that graph we see that solutions will only exist in the

range:

0 í • Í

This corresponds to:

2|p2| 6|y2| m2

- T - ^ 2 *-T- ' T sm2 < m v (3.7)

In fact the minimum of the full curve occurs at a value of t|>

given by:

/
*• i 5 1 "" } 3 2

(3.8)

A further condition for the existence of non-zero extrema is

then that the value of the right-hand side of (3.6) at i|»w' , be

ler or equal to one.
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3A /3 8 X ,
— — — r — " = /I * 9 * | 2 i 3/2 (3.9)

At zero temperature C?*00] the curve (c) in fig.l tends to a
step function at the origin. Thus there will be solutions to (3.6) at
A and B. It is easy to check that B corresponds to minima whereas A
corresponds to maxima of U, -, . This is illustrated in figure 2, where
the zero loop potential, represented by the dotted curve, is also
exhibited. As the temperature is raised, the intersection points occur
at C and D of figure 1. D will correspond to the minima and what we
see is that the value of Ü, , is lower there that at the minima of

(oj

T =0. Furthermore, the concavity is "softer" indicating that the mass
of the fluctuations (near the minima) is decreasing with increasing
temperature. We will eventually reach a situation where the curve (c)
just touches curves (a). At this point the mass vanishes:

d2ü. . (0,in)
W2(T) = - (^

din2
0; 6 = T C3.10)

At T maxima and minima get together at an inflection point.This
temperature may be roughly estimated from:

A 8
tgh * / 3 IV-1 i n r |li2|V

2 (3.11)

Unfortunately, for v =0 these minima are local ones. The quan
turn and thermal fluctue •• ions of the one-loop result make the potential
unbounded below, indicating that the zero-loop effective potential ,
typical of broken symmetry, is unstable for any T > 0. This is compa
tible with the fact that one-dimensional (the variable T in (2.3))
classical Lagrangians with discrete symmetry and local interactions
exhibit no phase transitions except at T=0. The absence of a phase
transition may also be inferred from expression (2.2) which, for
v " 0 , reduces to the partition function of the anharmonic oscilla

tor. Thus, the symmetry $-»•-$ can never be broken.
For any v > 0, however, the divergence of the integrand in

(2.17), as u ( or 4» ) goes to zero, is perfectly integrable. No diver
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gence occurs and the above analysis would lead to a critical temperatu
re f = Tc , as *re would be dealing with true global minima. As we
cannot obtain a closed form for U with v > 0»

 w e shall resort to the
high-temperature limit ( T > ? v / ^ * l / a nd concentrate (due to its

obvious phenomenological interest] on the case v =3. The expression

for U, becomes (_9)>

k (£*-„>*>] fj C3.12)

The extrema of this expression occur at:

0 (local maximum)

m = < ,2
•j- (global minima)

6|yl
Using m • - we see that the extrema coincide at:

24|y2 |
T
c = — (3.13)

This is the point where -^ (Tc) (see (.3.10)) vanishes, which charac
terizes the phase transition. A plot of (3.13) is shown in Figure 3
as a function of temperature.

Throughout the discussion we have ignored the fact that the
effective potential at u*0 ( \\> «0), although finite for '•)> 0, develops
an imaginary part for any in such that u < 0 ( </*< 0; the region mar
ked in Figure 3). Thus, the estimate (3.13) should be taken with care.
Alternative proposals are being made to overcome this difficulty
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OPTICAL PUMPING AND BISTABILITY

A. Gozzini

In the last few years much interest has been devoted to a class
of non linear phenomena, named optical bistability (O.B.).

These consist mainly in sudden changes of the transmission of a
F.P. resonator filled with a saturable absorber as a function of the
intensity and / or the frequency of the incident light.

A large literature exist on this subject, owing its interest
both from the theoretical point of view that for the conceivaible appli^
cations to optical devices (1).

O.B. is due to a coupling, via the electric field at the interi
or of the resonator, of the absorber and the resonator itself, when sa
turation occurs.

Obviously effects of the same kind must occur every where the
absorption and refraction of the medium at the interior of a resonator
strongly depends on the intensity and frequency of the em field.

In the following it is shown that feeding the resonator with
elliptically polarized light, O.B. can be obtained at intensities much
smaller that required for saturate an excited optical level.

For sake of simplicity the system we consider consists in N
paramagnetic atoms with two levels a, b, both of angular momentum J
- 1/2.

The system is put at the interior of the optical resonator and
submitted to a weak static field H that gives a quantization axis z
for the angular momentum. Let the system be irradiated with ellipH
cally polarized light of intensity I and let be I+ = a I , I" =
(1 - a) I the intensities of thea* , o" circularly polarized com
ponents along z.IQ is supposed low so that no saturation of the reso
nance occur.

In these conditions optical pumping occurs, and a non zero ma
croscopic polarization is created, given by

n _ n* - n"
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where n* - n~ are the steady populations of the «j « 1/2, *j * -1/2

Zeeman sublevels of the ground state, and n * n* • n" is the atomic

density.

For the considered system, one third of the n+ atoas removed by

the incident CT~"light increase the n" population, and viceversa. The

stady state is described by

n
n 6 • (w+* W " ) T

n" _ 3 • W* T

and the absorption coefficient a* , <*~ for the two polarizations

are as follows

o+ = 2 o n+ _ ao 6 + 2 If* T

n 1+ Az 6 + (W+ • W " ) T

(1)

a" - 2 a n" . ao 6 + 2 W T

n 1 + A2 6 • (W* + W " ) T

where

+ = E+ i
W" = 1- —i are the transition probabilities for

3tL r 1 + A the A 111.2*1 optical resonances

<y> is dipole matrix element of the transition

E+ intensity of the electric field associated to the right and left

circularly polarized components of the em field at the interior of

the resonator

A * w " wa is tfie detuning of the incident wave from the absorber

F resonance w measured in resonance widths r .
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T relaxation ~ime of the polarization P

o absorption coefficient at resonance for unpolarized or linearly po
o

larized light

In conclusion the system behaves as a dicroic medium whose di.

croism depends on the intensity, frequency and polarization of the in

cident light.

The transmission of a resonator filled with a saturable absor
ber has been firstly derived by Bonificio and Lugiato f2) for the ca
se of a plane progressive wave in a ring cavity , a M successively by
many others authors C3,4).

The general state equation connecting the incident and transmit

ted intensity, IQ , IT result

T
o 2 IT

(2)

where T QQ are respectively the transmission at resonance and the
merity factor of the unfilled resonator, 9 a s U ~ u ) o A = w " uvi

Y r
are the detuning of the incident light from the resonator's and absor
ber's frequencies, normalized to the respective linewidths, and

JaCE2) ** Q

E 2 d v

is an absorption coefficient, averaged on the field distribution E
( x,y,z) at the interior of the resonator (4), that can be expressed
in terms of the intensity of the transmitted light.

In the case of the oriented absorber we can consider the resona
tor as fed by two waves and filled with two absorbers, each absorber
being transparent for one of the waves and absorbing for the other ,
the absorption coefficient depending on the intensity of the absorbed
wave, as in the case of the saturable absorber. So a "state equation"
(2) hold for the transmission of each wave, However the coupling of
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field and absorber is such that a decrease of the absorption coeffi
cient of one of the absorbers , for one of the waves, increase the
absorption coefficient of the other absorber for the other wave and
the behaviour of the system is described by a system of eq. (2) each
equation containing the intensities transmitted of both the waves .

Using a F.P. interferometer with dielectric coated mirros of
transmissivity t, reflectivity r (r + t = 1) and spacing L

2TT L
o

t X

T- - i . Qo

Furthemore if the illuminated region is far from the desorienting
walls of the cell the polarization P is uniform in the illuminated re
gion and, owing the absence of the saturation < o > » a

From (1) and (2) the transmission for the a* and o~ compo
nents of the incident light, then result as follows:

[C 1 *

(3)

where

^

° and Y X *and, following the current literature, 2C • ° and Y,X*,X" are

dimensionless parameters proportionals to the transmitted and incident
intensities,
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Y =fl
41 c r t

In order to compare the occurence of O.B. in the oriented and
in the saturated absorber let us consider the simplest case of purely
absorptive O.B. ( A = 0 = 0 ) .

The solutions of system (.3) for A * 0 = 0 ( pure absorptive
bistability) are represented in fig. 1 for a = 1 (right circularly
polarized light) and a - 0.8.

The theshold for the bistability increases decreasing (increa
sing) a from 1 (0) (right (left) circularly p. light) to 0.5 (linear
ly polarized light). At the turning point the transmission of one of
the ° componnets jumps to the high value whereas that of the other
component falls to a negligible value, so that the transmitted light
at intensities higher that of the theshold is in practice circularly

polarized, right or left following a < .
a > i.

For a = 1 , X" » 0 , and the system reduces to

« X C 1 •

that is the "state equation" given by Bonifacio and Lugiato (2) for
plane wave in a ring cavity.

Nevertheless the threshold value for the O.B. is in this case
much smaller because the proportionality factor of Y and X to the
incident and transmitted intensities is, for the saturated absorber ,
A T that for the oriented one, A being the Einstein coefficient for

spontaneous emission and T the relaxation time for the polarization.
4 5This factor is 10 _ 10 , or more if a buffer gas is used or

the cell's walls are coated with non desorienting substances.
Taking, for instance, typical values

r • 10 A - 108 sec"1, t - 10"2,<y>Z-10"36 cgsu, T - 10~4sec and
aQ L * 0,1 ( 2 O 10) the parameter o result p # 10 cgsu and the
turning point for circularly polarized light occurs for an incident po
wer of 10 mw/ cm ,

The case a = 1/2 ( linearly polarized light) is that of the ex
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periments of saturated optical bistability. However, beside the trivi^

al solution X* = X" , the system (5}, has three real solution at

Y > Y , a threshold much lower that for saturation L ' (fig* 2). So ,

by simply submitting the absorber to a low intensity magnetic field ,

the threshold for O.B. must be strongly reduced.

For every value of a, increasing Y over the threshold, the

transmission of both the components increase, one component remaining

over the high, the other in the low transmission branch. Further incre

asing the intensity of the incident light, the threshold for saturated

O.B. is reached, the absorber become transparent for both the polariza

tions, with a further increase of the transmitted light (multibistabi^

lity).

Bistability in the oriented absorber can be also obtaind wor

king at a constant intensity Y and changing the ellipticity of the

polarization of the incident light.

In conclusion O.B. must occur in an optically oriented system

both changing the intensity of the elliptically polarized incident

light, or its polarization degree or using circularly polarized light

and changing the angle between the external static field with respect

to the direction of propagation of the incident radiation.

In all cases O.B. is manifested by sudden changes of the inten

sity and polarization of the transmitted light and can be also

zed for changing the polarization of a beam of light.

This can be understood considering that a small fluctuation of the

polarization of the incident light increase the absorption of one

of the components and decrease that of the other, with a positive

feedback for that fluctuation at the interior of the resonator, so

that, for sufficiently high Y values, the solution X+ * X" become

unstable.
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CAUSAL ANOMALIES AND THE CASE FOR A PREFERRED REFERENTIAL FRAME

Roberto de A. Martins

"He must surely be either very weak ,
or very, little acquainted with the
sciences, who shall reject a truth
that is capable of demonstration, for
no other reason but because it is new
ly known, and contrary to prejudices
of mankind. Thus much I thought fit to
premise, in order to prevent, if possi_
ble, the hasty censures of a sort of
men who are too apt to condemn an opi_
nion before they rightly comprehend
it." (George Berkeley, "The Principles
of Human Knowledge")

1. Introduction

One of the strikig features of Cesar Lattes' scientific pro
file in his deep concern with the validity - or otherwise of
Einstein's theory of relativity. May be this aspect of his is not suf
ficiently manifest through his published works; but everyone who has
ever been acquainted with him has certainly been impressed by this
trait. Before describing the scope of this article, let me briefly
outline Lattes' main directing ideas about this subject.

The usual naive - the wTong - textbook presentation of Einstein's
theory of relativity states that any idea such as that of an absolute
space, the ether, or preferred referential frame, has been comt>letely
discarded in modern physics; it is also sometimes said (1) that Lorentz'
ether theory has been refuted by some kind of experimental evidence ,
such as Kennedy and Thorndyke's experiment. Bus as a matter of fact
Lorentz' theory has never been refuted; and it is not indeed clear
whether a preferred referential frame can be avoided in some special
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fields such as electromagnetism or cosmology.
Acquainted with a sounder version of the history of relativity,

Lattes has frequently emphasized that there are many different theo
retical descriptions using a preferred referential frame and that
lead to the same experimental predictions as Einstein's theory - at
least as far as our actual experimental knowledge goes. He also corre£
tly points out that since physics is not a closed system it is not
absurd to search for new physical phenomena that would be incompatible
with Einstein's relativistic outlook. Whether or not there is some
kind of effect that violates the principle of relativity is a questi^
on that can only be answered by experience, since there is no a priori
scientific law.

A few years ago Lattes has searched for some violation of the
principle of relativity in interference experiments. The reaction of
the physical community has been manyfold - but usually negative.Some
physicists have been able to provide an emotionally neutral discussi_
on of the material presented by Lattes; but most of them, driven by
strong prejudices, possibly produced by a defective scientific forma
tion, refused even to consider the mere possibility of a result oppo
site to the orthodox theory. This was not a very progressive and mo
dern attitude. It was as a criticism to this sort of people that I
have quoted Berkeley at the beginning of this paper.

The aim of this article is not to provide a full description
of Lattes' ideas on relativity - perhaps this will be done by himself
in some future time. In this article I shall describe a theoretical
argument supporting the idea that in some physical situations compati^
ble with the General theory of relativity one may have very good rea
sons for choosing one particular reference frame in a locally Min
kowskian space-time - that is, in a case where special relativity
is supposed to hold. Let me stress that the argument presented here
will not try to show that special relativity is wrong; but will ende
avour to exhibit an incompleteness of the theory in a special phyŝ L
cally possible situation. It will be shown that in the studied case
Einstein's theory would allow the occurrence of effects that occur
before their causes (causual anomalies), and that this can be avoided
in a Lorentzian approach by the choice of a preferred frame.
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2. Causal anomalies and superluminal signals

Since the beginnings of the special theory of relativity signal

speeds greater than that of light have been discussed and usually ?o£

bidden. In 1907 Einstein (2) proved that, within the framework of

special relativity, a superluminal signal would allow us to "telegraph

to the past". It seemed to him that this kind of causal anomaly was

a physical impossibility, and that for this reason superluminal si£

nals should be dismissed.

In 1907 it was well known that the phase velocity of electro

magnetic waves in dispersive media could sometimes exceed the speed

of light in the vacuum. Trying to avoid the problems pointed out by

Einstein, Sommerfeld (3) attempted to prove that even is those cases

the group velocity is smaller than £ , and that this is the limitting

velocity of electromagnetic signals. This result was latter improved

by Brillouin (4) and Sommerfeld himself (5). After Ignatowsky's (6)

attempt to prove that rigid bodies would allow the transmission of

superluminal signals, Born (7) proposed a new definition of rigidity

in special relativity to avoid this consequence. After these and sinú

lar historical events the impossibility of faster-than-light signals

became a relativistic article of faith.

It was only after 1960 that the work of Sudarshan and others

(.8) called the attention of physicists to the theory of hypothetical

faster-than-light particles - or "tachyons" , after Feinberg (9).There

was a sudden increase of publication of papers concerning superluminal

phenomena (10), and in particular the relativistic causal problems of

faster-than-light signals were again examined. If tachyons did exist,

could they be used to build an "anti-telephone" of other devices to

send information to the past ?

The analysis of causal anomalies has made it plain that they

are a straightforward consequence of the following set of assumptions:

(i) the existence of superluminal "things" whose emission, absorption

or modulation can be controlled (at least statistically) and that can

be detected and distinguished from noise effects in a statistically

significant way; and (ii) the use of snecial relativistic kinematics.

One may build a theory where both superluminal particles and special

relativity are used but where causal anomalies are avoided by the

radical use of the "reinterpretation principle", or "third principle

of relativity" (11). In this case it is necessary to suppose that

tachyons cannot be controlled as common particles, and that therefore
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the events of emission (or modulation , or reception) of tachyons

cannot be described in an invariant way. In this way it seems possible

to avoid the use of tachyons for sending signals to the past. There

are many articles that discuss causal anomalies in tachyon theory ,

and the controversy still continues QL2-26).

This much is clear: if causal anomalies are impossible, then

either (i) tachyons cannot exist; or Cü) the existence of tachyons

does not imply causal anomalies; or (iii) special relativity must be

changed. The last alternative has been suggested by Everett (27) and

by Barrowes (28); the second alternative is that advocated by Recami

and Mignani (11). Tachyons have never been detected, and hence the

first alternative seems the easiest way of escaping causal anomalies.

It seems that most relativists prefer to assume that tachyons cannot

exist. If tachyons were actually found, the situation would obviously

change - the experimental physicist would than have the last word.

It is important to distinguish two kinds of causal anomalies:

(i) weak violations, when emission and reception of signals are sepa

rated by a space-like interval, and reception precedes emission rel£

tive to some referential systems; and (ii) strong violations, when

the signal is received before its emission and at the same place of

its emission, relative to some referential system (time-like interval)

The second kind of causal anomaly implies the first, but the converse

is not true.

3. Causal anomalies in gravitational fields

Tachyon theory is usually studied in the framework of special

relativity although tachyons in general relativity have also been

discussed (29,30). But even without the assumption of local superlunu

nal speeds the study of gravitational fields led to the discussion of

causal anomalies. The possibility of causal anomalies within general

relativity has hitherto been claimed concerning tvco kinds of solutions:

rotating universes (such as Gtidel's); and singularities (the field

of collapsed objects or black holes).

3.1. Rotating universes. In 1949 übdel proposed a class of cosmologi.

cal models that were named "rotating universes" since a gyroscope would

rotate relative to the matter of such universes (31, 32). In his mo

dels Gbdel pointed out the existence of closed time-like curves
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implying the possibility that a physical system travelling along such
curves would return to its origin before it left it. In such cosmology
cal models it is not possible to define a cosmic time function that
increases everywhere and relative to every referential system.Hawking
C33) proved that the non-existence of closed time-like or null curves
in a cosmological model (."stable causality") is the necessary and
sufficient condition for the existence of a cosmic time funciotn.

Gbdel's model was received with scepticism. Einstein (34) asked
whether such universes should not be excluded on physical grounds -
exactly as he previously ruled out superluminal signals because they
violated causality. The possibility of causal anomalies in GOdel's
model was questioned in 1961 by Chandrasekhar and Wright (35): they
integrated the geodesies of Gbdel's solution and showed that they are
never time-like . It has been later shown that this objection rested
upon a misunderstanding (36): Gttdel did not claim that his closed cuj_
ves were geodesies, and the curves he referred to were indeed time-
like.

Although Gbdel's argument was therefore correct, it has sometji
mes been claimed that it is not significant since his closed time
like curves would not be the "natural" paths of free particles. But it
has also been proved (37,39) that in other cosmological solutions with
electromagnetic fields a charged particle could describe closed time-
like curves. In this case, therefore, the "natural" path of these par
tides would lead to causal anomalies. Another class of rotating uni
verses has also been propsoed by Novello and Rebouças (40) where the
re are closed time-like geodesies.

3.2 - Gravitational singularities . Causal anomalies associated with
singularities are of-two main kinds: (i) those where the two branches
of the extended solution are considered; and (ii) those where only
one branch is considered.

Fuller and Wheeler (41) have considered the possibility of cau
sality violation when the two asymptotically flat backgrounds in the
analytically extended Schwarzchild space are identifield. They have
shown that no causal anomaly arises in this case. Carter (42,43) has
shown that identifications of this kind could lead to causality violfi
tions in the Reissner-Nordstrbm and Kerv solutions. This kind of cau
sal anomaly depends on a doubtful identification and its physical
significance has been sometimes questioned (44,45).

Considering another kind of causal anomaly associated with
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singularities, Carter (46) proved that in Kerr metric there are causa

lity violations (closed time-like curves} when a + e y m . In this ca

se it would be possible, starting from any point in the outer regions

of the space, to travel into the interior region, "move backwards

in time" as far as desired and return to the original position at a

previous instant . As the Kerr metric is supposed to represent the

field of a collapsed rotating nass (with or without electric charge),

this result has been interpreted as the possibility of using black

holes as time machines. Tipler (47,48) has indeed shown that causality

violation is a general feature of the space-time around a naked singu

larity. Calvani et al (49) have questioned the physical significance

of such anomalies . They have shown that for a class of geodesies

that could in principle violate causality in their Kerr metric, the

conditions for causality violation are ne/er satisfied. But their ar

gument is not general, and the consideration of charged particles

moving around a charged and rotating black holes shows causality vi£

lation.

4. The non-rotating hollow sphere

As in the case of tachyon ^arodoxes, it may be observed that

the casual anomalies within general relativity can be avoided in three

ways: (i) by denying the possibility of the physical situations that

lead to the causal anomalies (collapsed bodies, rotating universes);

or (ii) by denying that there are unavoidable violations of causality

in the studied situations; or (iii) by changing the theory of rel£

tivity.

The two first alternatives are generally followed. If our univer_

se has no rotation and if there are no black holes all problems vanish.

Besides, even if they could exist, the discussion of the physical mea

ning of causal anomalies in general relativity is very obscure,since

in the presence of gravitational fields our conceptions of space and

time loose their classical properties, and we cannot use our (classi^

cal) "physical intuition" to understand what is happening. In order

to circumvent, these difficulties, I have devised a very simple gravi.

tational situation that leads to causal anomalies, where the physical

meaning of the violation is easily understood and where no extreme

physical situation is required. It will be described next.

4.1 - The field of a non-rotating shell. Consider a solid spherical
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shell with a negligible thickness (negligible as compared with its
radius: the thickness could be astronomical].. In order to avoid any
extreme situation let us impose the condition that its geometrical
radius K^ is greater that its Schwarzschild radius Rg * 2GM/c . The
metric of the external field is described by the usual Schwarzschild
exterior solution for a spherically symmetrical gravitational field:

ds2 = c2(l - Rs/r) dt
2 - Cl - Rs/r)"

1dr2 - r2(d92+ sin2e

[
s/r) dt Cl Rs

(1)

The internal field is null, exactly as in the Newtonian case
(50). Hence the internal space-time is Minkowskian and the solution
is of the following kind:

ds2 = A dt2 - B dr2 + r2fd92+ sin2 9 d*2) fr $ Rx | (2)

There is no discontinuity of the rate of clocks across the shell,and
hence A * c (1 - Rc/RO • There is also no discontinuity of the trans_
versai speed of light, and hence B = 1. The interior solution must
therefore be:

ds2 = c2(l - Rs/Rx)dt
2 - Fdr2 + r2(d02 + sin2 9 d* 2)! p ^ R J

(3)

The space geometry inside the shell is strictly Euclidean.
The space-time coordinates used in these equations are the usu

al coordinates measured by a very distant observer. At any point the
local rate of a standard clock will be smaller than £. The local tî
me T measured by thià clock will be:

dt = dt (.1 -

dt - dt (1 -

(4)

(5)
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If the local observer measures small spacial distances by a
radar method, and if he adopts the usual convention that the local
speed of light is an universal constant £ , this choice implies
do = c di , where da is the local elementary distance. ?rom eqs. (1)
and (4) we derive that in the exterior case the local spacial element
will be:

da = I Cl - R g / r ^ d r 2 + r2 (de2 + sin2e d<fr2)J 1/2 fr >, ̂  \

(6)

while, in the internal region, we have:

da =[dr2 • r 2 (d92 + s in 2 0 d<j>

= ( dx2 • dy2 • d z 2 ) 1 / 2 r > Rx (7)

If a light ray travels in a straight path from one point P to
the diametrically opposite point Q of the shell, the time At taken by
this process can be computed from eq.(3):

At = URj/c) (1 - Rg/Ri)" 1 7 2 (8)

Thelocal time interval for this process measured by an internal obser;
ver can be computed from eqs. (5) and (8):

AT = At (1 - R c / R n )
1 / 2 - 2RJc (9)

and since AT S Aa/c, it is obvious that the internal observer will
ascribe a radius R, to the shell, exactly as the distant observer.

4.2 - Causal anomaly: first case. Consider two internal points A and
B very close to the shell (Fig.11, and suppose that one light signal
is sent directly from A to D through the internal region. If ty is
the angular semi-amplitude of the signal path, then the time t, taken
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by this light signal from A to D will be:

sin •/<:) (1 - R s ^ l ' 1 7 2 (10)

Suppose now that a second light signal is radially sent from
A to B Coutside the shell), then travels to C by a circular path at a
constant distance from the shell, and at last returns to the shell
at D (Fig. 1). The total time t2 taken by light to go through the path
ABCD may be divided in three parts. The time t£ taken by light to go
from B to C (the circular part of the path) is:

tc = (2R2 */c) (1 - R s / R 2 ) ~
1 / 2 (11)

where R, is the radius OB measured by a distant observer.
In the radial parts of the path (AB and CD) the time element dt

is:

dt * CdT/cj (.1 - Rg/rl"1 C12)

and integration from R1 to R2 leads to:

r L 2 1 s ^ vR« J^ (13)

The total time t? is obviously equal to t + 2t_ . Using equa
tions (11) and (13) it can easily be proved that for each given value
of Ri/R- the value of X.^ is minimum when the following condition holds:

R/R . 3/2
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From (14) we may compute that when \ * n/2 (the greatest possible se
paration of A and D) t2 is minimum when R2/Rs * 1.1938. For other va
lues of <|> < IT/2 , this ratio decreases.

For some choices of ty . Rj/Rs and R2/R$» i*
 a a 7 occur that

t2 < ti • In these cases, light travels faster from A to D through
the external "by-path" ABCD than going straight from A to D by the
internal region. Although this seems a strange result, it is not
absurd, since in a curved space-time the shortest path need not be a
straight line.

Numerical computation shows that- t2 can be smaller than t1 only
if Rj/Rs < 1.036. Hence the radius of the shell cannot be much grea
ter than its Schwarzschild radius, in order that his effect may exist
Nevertheless notice that the Schwarzschild radius is not reached.

When R, approaches R the value of t,/t2 increases without any
upper bound. Fig.2 shows the behaviour of this ratio as a function of
R1/Rs , for several values of R2/Rj

 and two v a lues of ••
As will be shown later, whenever t. > t~ there is a class of

internal inertial referential systems such that the light signal sent
through the by-path ABCD reaches D before it leaves A.

4.3 - Causal anomaly: second case. Suppose that instead of the radial-
and-circular path ABCD we choose to send the external light
through a geodesic exterior path (Fig.3). The form of the geodesic path
of light in the Schwarzschild solution is described by the equation:

- Rs/r) (15)

Let us denote by R2 the radial distance of the point of inflection M
where dr/d<t * 0. The equation can now be written:

Cdr/d* ) 2 ' r4 CR2 - Rsl/R2 "
 r (r - Rs) U6)

From (JL6) it is easily deduced that at the point of inflection
of the curve the second derivative d r/d<r i» positive for R,> 1.5 R
and negative for R,< 1.5 R,.. If Re < R.< R, , then, for R- < 1.5 R
the light ray will always approach and reach the shell, after passing
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the maximum distance R2 LFig.4). Only this case will be relevant for
our analysis, since we are interested on the situation when a light
ray is emitted from the spherical shell and comes back to it following
a geodesic path.

The time t. taken by the light ray to travel along the geodesic
path can be computed from:

r-Rs

From numerical integration of (16) and (17) we obtain the total time
along the geodesic path. Some results are shown in Fig. 5 for several
values of R-- For any value of R2 < 1.5 R it is possible to find cau
sal anomalies (t, > t2) for values of R. sufficiently close to R . Be
sides, it is possible to prove that for each value of R2 , if causal
anomalies occur for Rj = R , then they will also occur for any other
value of R- obeying R < R, < R . With the use of this property, and
considering the case when R, is very close to R2, it is possible to
prove that, for R,/R_ < 9/8, t, is always greater than t7.

Comparison of Fig.2 and Fig.5 shows that the curves with larger
ratio t,/t, are not widely different in both situations, although
the difference in the geometries of the respective paths would lead
us to expect a significative difference.

A third geometry might also be considered, combining sections
of geodesic path and then a section of circular path. In some cases
this geometry will provide the greatest ratio of t./t,»

5 . Causal anomalies inside the spherical shell

Let us now see how an internal observer describes the situati^
on . If the observer is at rest relative to the shell, the relation
between his local time T and the coordinate time £ of the distant
observer obeys eq. (.5) . It is obvious that T,/T 7 • t«/t,. If the dis
tance between A and D measured by the internal observer is d , then
we always have T. * d/c. Let us define the effective mean velocity
v of the exterior signal as v = d/t,. This implies that v- c(t,/t,).
^~ it x í

In the situations corresponding to t, > t2 this effective speed of
the signal is always greater than £ , relative to the internal obser
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ver. In these cases c /v will be smaller than £ , and nothing forbids

the existence of a set of internal referential systems that move

from A to D with a speed u obeying the relation c > u > c /v. Relati.

ve to any of those systems the signal that travels through the by-

path will be received at D before it is emitted at A, as will be seen

by a straightforward use of the Lorentz transformations. This is a cau

sal anomaly of the first kind: a weak violation, sines A and D are

distant points.

In the theory of tachyons this kind of causal anomaly is usual_

ly explained away by the use of the reinterpretatior principle, as has

already been described. But in the case of the hollow .sphere the tran£

mission of the signal from A to D can never be reinte preted as an

emission of light from D to A. Both A and D are inside the hollow sphe

re, where everything behaves in a normal and well known way. In the

interior Minkowskian region light has the speed £ in the neighbourhood

of both A and D, and this speed is invariant for all internal referen

tial systems. Relative to any of them light will be noticed to go

from A towards the shell and from the shell towards D. They will all

agree that emission occurred at A and reception at J. Emission and

absorption will not be relative properties, in this case.

The observation of effects preceding thair causes will not be

universal, in the hollow sphere. Relative to referential systems at

rest relative to the matter of the shell all signals are received

after their emission. It should also be remarked that strong violatî

ons of causality do not occur in the hollow sphere. Even with the

use of several signals travelling between different points it is not

possible to produce local violations of causality. In all cases when

the signal is observed to violate causality there is no ordinary

(subluminal) referential system such that signal emission and recepti.

on occur at the same place. It is ver/ easy to prove this considering

that relative to the proper referential system of the sphere no sig

nal is received before its emission.

There are therefore some important differences between tachyon

causal anomalies and those studied here. This occurs because in ta

chyon theory there is no preferred reference frame: the special theo

ry of relativity is supposed to hold. Hence there can be tachyons of

any speed greater than £ relative to any referential system. In the

case of the hollow sphere there is a preferred frane: that at rest re

lative to the shell.

Suppose now that the material shell is invisible. Suppose also
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that R, is so close to Rg that ^ / ^ is a very large number. In this

case, even if the points where emission and reception of the light

signal are far from the boundary of the shell we still can produce an

effective signal speed greater than £ , and weak causal anomalies.

Now, if there are many observers in relative motion inside the shell,

they will notice that they may use the equations of special relati_

vity to relate their measurements in the interior region. But they

will notice that in some reference systems, when light signals are

sent in special directions.they may be received back from space at a

time that is earlier than the time they are sent, if the usual syn

chronization methods are used. They are unable to observe the materi

al shell, and they cannot account for this effect. But they will find

out that relative to some referential systems (at rest relative to

the shell) there never occur causal anomalies. Even without observing

the shell, they car therefore choose a preferred frame by the stu

dy of causal anomalies; and after this preferred frame has been found

they may choose to define a new synchronization procedure: two events

occur at the same time, relative to any reference frame, if and ony

if they are simultaneous relative to the preferred frame. If this new

synchronization procedure is used, all causal anomalies disappear ,

and the "universe" inside the hollow sphere becomes causal.

It has already been pointed out by Barrowes(28) and Shankara

(.51) that an extension of the Lorentz ether theory with an absolute

reference frame would be devoid of strong violations of causality if

we impose that relative to this preferred frame all effects occur

after their causes. Our hollow sphere simulates this situation. But

theie is a large difference between the argument presented here and

that by Ban owes and Shankara. They speculate about hypothetical par

tides that may exist or not; and before tachyons are actually disco_

vered and their properties are studied in the laboratory there is no

reason to use this theory to undermine special relativity. But here

we studied a situation that is physically possible according to gene_

ral relativity. It is therefore not so easy to dismiss the possibiH

ty described here.

6. Conclusions

Both in the relativistic theory of tachyons and in the study of

special cosmological solutions or in the field of collapsed bodies

the existence of causal anomalies has been claimed. Those causal ano
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malies can be avoided either by denying the possibility of the physi.
cal situations that generate the anomalies (tachyons, rotating uni.
verses, collapsed bodies}; or by some kind of reinterpretation of the
equations; or by changing the theory of relativity itself. It has
been proved here that signals with an effective speed greater than
that of light can be produced between two points inside a hollow raat^
ter sphere. The conditions for occurrence of such superluminal effe£
tive speeds have been studied for two particular classes of geometry
of the signal path, and it has been proved that in both cases the
superluminal effective speeds occur when the geometrical radius of
the shell is sufficiently close to (but greater than) its
Schwarzschild radius. Relative to some referential systems inside
the shell there will occur weak violations of the principle of causa
lity; but if a preferred referential system (at rest relative to the
shell) is chosen, a new absolute synchronization procedure may be cho
sen and all causal anomalies can be avoided. Therefore the hollow
sphere is an example of a physically possible situation (according to
general relativity) where, although special relativity is valid, one
may have a good reason to choose a preferred referential system:only
with a particular choice it is possible to avoid violations of the
principle of causality.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l. According to general relativity - as also in the Newtonian theo
ry - the gravitational field inside a spherical shell is null.If the
radius of the shell is greater but close to the Schwarzschild limit ,
a light signal sent through the exterior path ABCD may be received at
D before another light signal sent directly from A to D through the
interior region.

Fig.2. The curves exhibit the behavior of the ratio t,/t-» where t,
is the time interval for the direct transmission of the light signal
through the internal region, and t.> is the time interval of the light
signal that travels through the exterior radial-and-circular path.For
all curves the ratio t./t2 increases without an upper limit when the
radius of the shell (R,) approaches the Schwarzschild limit R . The
first set of curves (2a) corresponds to a semi-amplitude ij> = 0.1. The
second set of curves (2b) corresponds to ip = 1.0. Each curve corres_
ponds to different values of R^/Rj ; 2 (A); 1.1 (B); 1.01 (C); 1.001
(D), 1.0001 IE); and 1.00001 (F).

Fig.3.The most natural exterior path of the light signal is a geodesic
AMD, where M is the point of inflection of the curve. With this geo
metry, as in the case of the radial-and-circular path, the light sig_
nal travelling through the exterior region may overcome the internal
signal that travels from A to D by a straight path.

Fig.4. Geodesic paths for light in the exterior Schwarzschild field:
G represents the Schwarzschild limit; when the radial distance of the
point of inflection (R2) is greater than 1.5 R the path reaches a nu
nimum distance and then recedes from the center, as seen in the case
of R2 * 1.6 Rs (A). For R2/

R
s
 a I*5 the path is circular (B). When

R2/R is smaller than 1.5 the path approaches the center and crosses
the Schwarzschild limit. The figure depicts the forms of the curves
corresponding to R 2

/ R
s
 = 1#4 'C^; 1<3 (D) ; 1 > 2 C E ) ; 1>:l
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Fig.S. The curves show the variation of t«/t2 as R. approaches the
Schwarzschild limit, for geodesic exterior paths of the signal. The

curves correspond to the following values of I W ^ S " ***
1.3 CC); 1.2 (D); 1.05 (El; 1.01 CF1; and 1.0Q1
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